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Abstract
The development of a distributed application is hard compared to the development of
a monolithic program. The developer has to cope with network programming and the
possibility of failures.
There are tools that alleviate the task of the developer. They offer a suitable abstraction
of the communication between two disjoint program parts that is close to the typical
means of exchanging information in an imperative programming language: a proce-
dure call or a method invocation. These techniques are called middleware because they
bridge the abstractions of the operating system’s API with that of the programming
language. Well-known middleware techniques comprise the OMG standard CORBA,
Microsoft’s DCOM and Java’s RMI.
The use of such techniques eases the development of a distributed application consid-
erably. But there are deficiencies:
  Middleware-specific code can not be isolated in a single module, it is spread
throughout the application code. This makes it difficult to adapt the program to
another middleware or a new distribution structure.
  Middleware has certain restrictions; it is for example not possible to instantiate
an object in a remote address space. The developer has to ensure that an object
is created in the intended address space.
  There is no visual specification of the distribution structure.
In order to overcome these problems there are additional tools on top of the middleware
that allow for the specification of the distribution structure and the components inside
a distributed systems. But almost all of these approaches use a particular language for
specification of the components that form the distributed application. The properties of
such a language prevent the violation of prerequisites of the middleware for all possible
distribution structures, for example by restricting communication to an exchange of
messages. This limits the use of these a-priori approaches: they could not be applied,
if a program is already existent in a “conventional” programming language.
The a-posteriori distribution of an existing program is not captured by these ap-
proaches with the exception of general case tools offering minimal distribution support
(for example the generation of a CORBA interface definition). In order to achieve con-
formance with middleware prerequisites, an existing program has to be restructured in
a suitable way.
The approach in this thesis is based on the enrichment of a class diagram with distri-
bution information. This information has to be supplied by a developer. An algorithm
employs this information and checks whether distribution prerequisites are violated.
The developer can now either reconsider the distribution structure or transform the
application according to predefined transformation rules. An example is a rule that in-
serts an object to which instantiation requests could be delegated. This object is called
a factory. A side effect of the transformation is the conformance to certain design rules,
also called design patterns.
The implementation of our approach employs the internal representation of the class
diagram as a graph. Graph tests find places in a graph that conform to the given
subgraph pattern. Graph rewrite rules transform a graph by replacing the subgraph
given in the left-hand side of the rule with the subgraph specified in the right-hand side.
The graph rewrite rule is accompanied by a source code transformation implemented
in Java. A prototype that is able to execute the graph rewrite rules can be generated
from a specification by means of the programmed graph rewriting system PROGRES.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
The work presented here is motivated by a project which started 1995 at the Techni-
cal University of Aachen. The project (funded by the BMBF, a german ministry for
education and research) includes two industrial partners, the Aachener and Münch-
ener insurance company and the GEZ – an institution charging TV fees in Germany.
The project partners were confronted with the situation that new organizational struc-
tures and an improved technical infrastructure (PCs offering decentralized hardware)
allowed for a distributed software architecture.
Besides the motivation of the project partners to employ distributed applications, there
are several reasons why these applications gain more and more attention: internet and
intranets provide a suitable network infrastructure, desktop machines and worksta-
tions offer powerful processing capabilities. Distribution can be an inherent feature
of an application, because there are multiple, simultaneous users –for instance in an
information system. In some cases, distribution is necessary to make economical use
of dedicated hardware.
However, the introduction of distributed applications is not trivial. Their development
is more complex and thus more costly, compared to the development of a monolithic
application. Although nowadays middleware technologies solve most of the portabil-
ity issues of network programming between different operating systems, there are still
a lot of issues that need not be dealt with in a monolithic application. These are for
instance partial failures: a faulty network component might temporarily garble mes-
sages, the application has to be aware of the possibility of those failures and react in a
suitable way. Another issue is concurrency: Some parts of an application, for exam-
ple data objects, are shared by multiple control flows. The developer must ensure that
access conflicts can not lead to inconsistency.
In many cases, the reason to restrain from the introduction of distributed applications
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is not the bigger initial investment: there already exist large applications (also called
legacy systems) which have been developed, deployed and tested over a long period
of time. A re-implementation from scratch is seldom feasible due to cost and time
restrictions. This is also the case for the two project partners. Both use many large
software packages.
The alternative is the transition of existing applications towards distributed applica-
tions. This task has to deal with several problems. A major problem is that existing
programs often lack encapsulated components. These are necessary, since interfaces
of remote components must be explicitly modeled. Another example of a middleware
related restriction is the inability to directly create objects on a remote server. This
implies that instantiations occur between co-located classes only. It is unlikely that
existing programs conform to this rule. Middleware products have other restrictions
which imposes prerequisites to the program running on top of that middleware.
In order to ease this task, the project aims at tools supporting the distribution process
of the existing applications. This transition from a monolithic legacy application is
split into three subtasks:
1. Analysis of existing (non object-based1) applications, identification and encap-
sulation of reusable parts. Transformations towards an object-based system.
2. Restructuring of the application to meet certain prerequisites of distribution, for
example the indirection of object instantiation.
3. Creation of a distributed application on top of a middleware like CORBA
[OMG98f], DCOM [Ses97] or Java RMI [Dow98].
The first task is vitally important, if we deal with legacy systems that are not object-
based. K. CREMER, who has worked on the same project, focused on this task. The
results of her work can be found in her Ph.D thesis [Cre00].
However, it is possible to skip the first task if an application is already object-based.
In such a case, the second task is a feasible starting point for the transition towards
a distributed application. The work presented in the sequel concentrates on the sec-
ond and third task: (2) the restructuring of an existing object-based or object-oriented
application and (3) the creation of a distributed application.
Fig. 1.1 shows the transition from a monolithic towards a distributed application. We
do not want to specify the structure of the distributed application on the source code
level. Therefore, we have to find a suitable layer of abstraction at which this specifi-
cation should be done and derive this abstraction from the source code 1 . A potential
distribution related restructuring of the application is also performed at the level of the
1We use the term “object-based” to denote class based encapsulation without necessarily using in-
heritance. Thus, the classification “object-based” is more general compared to “object-oriented”.
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Figure 1.1: The Transition towards a Distributed Application
design diagram 2 . The restructuring has to be reflected by a suitable transformation
of the source code 3 . The final result is the source code of a distributed application
4 .
1.2 Requirements
The primary goal of the work presented in the sequel is to ease the transition of a
monolithic towards a distributed application (we call this task a-posteriori distribu-
tion). Particularly, we want to meet the following requirements:
1. We want to enable a developer to specify the distribution structure as simple as
possible, i.e. by means of a minimal amount of additional information.
2. A concrete distribution scenario might violate prerequisites of distribution on
top of a middleware, as we will discuss in detail in section 2.4.
The detection of this violation should be possible on a suitable layer of abstrac-
tion (i.e. the design layer in Fig. 1.1). Of course, we do not only want to detect
it, but to be able to react by performing structural changes (on the design layer
and on the source code). These changes or transformations restore compliance
with distribution prerequisites.
3. The modification of the distribution structure should be easy. This enables a
quick reaction to changes of hardware or network infrastructure (which might
change frequently). Different distribution scenarios are also driven by non-
functional requirements of the prospective operation area, for example lim-
ited memory and processing power on “client” machines. Another example is
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crucial-data that should only be stored on a secure machine (highly available
hardware).
It would be attractive for a developer to be able to build different application
variants that are adapted or optimized for a certain distribution scenario.
In order to reach this goal, our first restriction (a simple specification of the
distribution structure) is advantageous: A very detailed specification of the dis-
tribution structure would be harder to change. Of course, this advantage is of
limited value if a developer would have to change large amounts of code.
4. The methodology has to be independent of a certain middleware technology.
Such a dependency would be problematic, since the middleware might become
out of use. A ceasing support would perhaps prevent the use of newer hard-
and software. Even if there is still support, this choice could be limited. A
middleware product might simply not run on a specific platform (combination
hardware/operating system). The likelihood of these problems would be much
less, if we would stick to vendor independent middleware products like CORBA.
On the other hand, we would lose the freedom to use other techniques that are
optimized for a certain scenario.
The requirements above involve two different aspects, the development of a suitable
methodology and of a tool supporting this methodology. The development of the latter
is driven by more concrete requirements:
  The specification of the distribution structure should be supported by a visual-
ization of the distribution structure.
  In order to fulfill distribution prerequisites, the tool has to provide source code
and architecture transformations. Since there are multiple solutions to resolve
a prerequisite, the transformations can not be done completely automatic, the
developer wants to control their use interactively. The necessary transition steps
should be supported by a set of predefined (yet extensible) operations.
  A tool has to support the generation of additional code dealing with the em-
ployed middleware technology in order to facilitate the creation of application
variants tailored towards different middleware technologies.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
In chapter 2, we define the term “distributed application” and introduce basic notions
of middleware technology. At the end of the chapter we sketch some limitations of
distribution on top of a middleware and the resulting prerequisites that must be fulfilled
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by distributed code. These restrictions are very important, since they are usually not
met by existing code.
Chapter 3 focuses on existing approaches to the creation of a distributed application,
ranging from the general UML [RO   99] to formal specification languages. We use
two small examples and sketch the process of their creation using the different ap-
proaches and the tools belonging to these. We examine their usefulness according to
the requirements demanded in section 1.2. As depicted in Fig. 1.1, we try to find a
suitable design layer for the specification of the distribution structure.
Chapter 4 examines the concepts of the approach suggested in this thesis in more detail.
We pick up one of the examples introduced in chapter 3 as a running example and show
its transition towards a distributed system. We generalize the principles applied in the
example and propose a methodology. The specification of the design layer (containing
additional distribution information) is presented in detail by the definition of a meta
model.
Chapter 5 discusses useful transformations on the way from a monolithic towards a
distributed application. It first introduces a suitable formalism to specify these trans-
formations. The violation of a distribution prerequisite in existing code is a typical
motivation to apply a transformation. Thus, the goal of a transformation is to achieve
conformance to a certain prerequisite. The specification of the transformations in this
chapter captures the problem that motivates a transformation as well as the resulting
effect. The description follows a schema known from design patterns.
In chapter 6, we discuss the structure of a distributed application that should be gen-
erated. We distinguish different tasks of the realization on top of a middleware, for
instance the registration of remote objects. The differences between the major middle-
ware technologies are shown by small code fragments. We also address the handling
of remote exceptions.
Chapter 7 presents the technical realization of a tool supporting the tasks shown in
chapter 5 and 6, i.e. the preparation of an existing program for distribution by trans-
formations and the actual distribution by a generation mechanism. These tasks have
several aspects: the retrieval of architectural information from the source code, the
simultaneous transformation of the architecture and source code and the generation of
the distributed application.
Finally, in chapter 8, we sketch the transition of the running example of this thesis step
by step in a sample session with the developed distribution tool. We also show, how
the distribution tool analyzes itself.
Suggested Reading
Those who are interested a quick overview should read at least chapter 4 and 9. Chapter
7 is suitable for those interested in the implementation issues of the distribution tool.
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A reader who is already familiar with middleware technologies can skip most of chap-
ter 2 and the sections 6.2 and 6.1 of chapter 6. Within chapter 2, we suggest to read
section 2.4 dealing with distribution prerequisites, since this section motivates the need
for the transformations shown in chapter 4 and 5.
A reader familiar with specification techniques and/or modeling languages presented
in chapter 3 can skip the sections accordingly. The second example introduced in
section 3.1 is significant, since it used as running example throughout this thesis.
7Chapter 2
Distributed Applications and
Middleware
We start this chapter with the definition of basic notions in the context of distributed
systems, particularly the terms distributed system and distributed application. These
are quite general; a distributed system may range from workstation clusters to hosts
that are connected via a wide area network. In order to focus on a certain class of
distributed systems, we introduce a rough classification scheme.
We continue the chapter with the general structure of a distributed application accord-
ing to the ISO/OSI reference model. This general model is refined if a middleware is
employed. The section summarizes different middleware technologies, ranging from
“classical” RPC to CORBA, DCOM and Java RMI. A comparison of the middleware
technologies finishes this section.
The use of a middleware entails certain restrictions which are outlined in the next
section. The conformance to these restrictions is a prerequisite that must be fulfilled
by an application. Thus, the prerequisites motivate the need to transform existing
appliction, as discussed in chapter 4 and 5.
2.1 Basic Notions
Distributed System There is disagreement in the literature as to what constitutes a
distributed system. In [Loc94], chapter 1.1, we find:
A distributed system is a combination of hardware, software, and net-
work components in which the software components execute on two or
more processors and communicate via the network.
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This definition comprises both hardware and software that add to a distributed system.
It does not explicitly state that communication is the only way to exchange informa-
tion. Another definition that excludes systems with shared memory can be found in
BAL, STEINER and TANENBAUM [BST89]:
A distributed computing system consists of multiple autonomous pro-
cessors that do not share primary memory, but cooperate by sending mes-
sages over a network.
Their definition focus on the hardware (autonomous processor), it does not mention
the software running on the system. In this thesis, the term distributed system covers
both software and hardware.
In section 2.2 we clarify what kind of distributed systems is important for the scope of
this thesis.
Distributed Application The term distributed system covers hardware, operating
system and additional software (see section 2.3) and the actual application running on
top of these. As the thesis focuses on the creation of this application, we use the term
distributed application.
Node A node is a machine that is part of a distributed system. It is capable to execute
one or more parts of an application which we call partition (see below). If the structure
of a distributed application is depicted in a diagram, the graphical notation of a node
is a cuboid.
Partition An application can consists of multiple partitions. This notion stems from
the ADA 9x reference manual [Int94]. A partition is self-contained with respect to ref-
erences to other classes and type declarations (otherwise we would not be able to link
it), but has to resolve services provided by other partitions at runtime. The graphical
notation is a box with two smaller boxes on the left hand side (cf. 2.1), symbolizing
an access via interfaces.
Caller, Callee A communication between two parts of an application involves two
parties. The initiator of the communication is the caller, the target the callee (cf.
2.1). Please note that caller and callee are temporary roles of the parts during the
communication.
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Figure 2.1: Caller and Callee
2.2 Classification of Distributed Systems
We have defined the term distributed system in the last paragraph. Still there are many
variants of distributed systems. The work described in the sequel does not focus on all
of these variants. Therefore, we provide a set of properties we used to classify the kind
of distributed systems we are interested in.
Communication The characteristics of a communication link has a major influence
on the design of a distributed application. A connection can be parameterized by
its general mechanism, either shared memory (only suitable in closely coupled
systems, see below) or exchange of messages. The latter can be further classified
by distinguishing whether a message is . . .
  synchronous or asynchronous,
  anonymous (caller does not know its callee and/or vice versa) or not
  point-to-point or multicast (targeted at one or many callees)
Other aspect of message based communication is the reliability and speed. At
the one end of the spectrum we find fast and reliable links connecting compo-
nents of a multiprocessor system, at the other relatively slow wide area networks
(as for example the internet). In case of the latter, the application has to cope
with potential message loss and unpredictable delays.
Heterogeneity The nodes participating in a distributed system are either homoge-
neous or heterogeneous. In the latter they employ a different hardware or a
different operating system.
Grain of parallelism Distributed systems are characterized by their grain of paral-
lelism. Large-grain parallel programs communicate less often, compared to the
amount of computations. In contrast, fine-grain parallel programs communicate
more frequently and thus require a high speed and low latency communication
as offered by closely coupled systems.
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multi-threaded or single-threaded A called application might be invoked by multi-
ple clients. Some machines (either by means of the operating systems or the
programming language) allow the parallel execution of different requests, others
require sequential handling. In the former case, the application must cope with
synchronization and concurrency.
Systems with homogeneous nodes, fast and reliable communication are said to be
closely coupled (e.g. in BAL et al. [BST89]). The contrary, i.e. systems with (poten-
tially) heterogenous nodes, communication via messages and the potential of failures
are called a loosely coupled systems.
In the context of this thesis, we consider a loosely coupled distributed system employ-
ing medium and large-grained parallelism. We assume that the nodes are heteroge-
neous, the underlying network is for instance an intranet or internet.
The communication software in applications and operating systems that achieves in-
teroperability in such scenarios has a specific structure. This will be addressed in the
next section.
2.3 Middleware
Consider calling a procedure or method in a distributed application. The developer
wants to make this invocation in his favorite programming language just as a normal
procedure or method call. He/She does not want to deal with potentially non-portable
communication primitives offered by the operating system. Thus, a mechanism of-
fering the necessary abstractions is needed. This mechamism is called middleware,
since its components are “in the middle” between the application and the operating
system. The notion middleware is not bound to a specific technology, there are many
competing technologies.
In order to identify the role of the middleware, we present standardized layers within
communication software. In general, the structure of communication software em-
ploys a layered architecture. This architecture facilitates the problem of adaptations if
hardware or operating system change. In such an architecture, higher layers are based
on interfaces offered by lower layers. Ideally, the implementation of a layer might be
exchanged without affecting other layers.
The ISO standardized the OSI (open system interconnection) reference model [ISO84]
sketched in Fig. 2.2. In this model, seven layers of abstraction are identified. The
dataflow (in the figure only shown in one direction) passes from the top layers through
the physical layer on behalf of the caller and vice versa on the callee.
The layers one to four implement the transport protocol. The details of the work
done in these layers can be found in [Tan96]. Here, it is sufficient to know that the
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Figure 2.2: The ISO/OSI reference model
transport protocol offers an error corrected connection. The session layer adds a virtual
connection on top of the connection provided by the transport layer. This connection
might remain active, if the physical connection offered by layer four (e.g. a dial-up
link) is interrupted. The whole distributed application is located at the application
layer.
Fig. 2.3 shows the layered architecture of a distributed application on top of a middle-
ware and a rough1 mapping to OSI. We will present the structure of the middleware
layers in more detail in the sections dealing with a specific technology.
application using a middleware
on top of TCP/IP
data link layer
1
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3
4
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7 application layer
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Operating System
Hardware
middleware specific
runtime
wire protocol (IIOP)
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application logic
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IP, ICMP
Ethernet,
Token Ring, . . .
Middleware
Distributed Application
Figure 2.3: Middleware and the OSI reference model
Besides the mechanism for a transparent remote procedure call or remote method invo-
1 It is not possible to exactly identify TCP/IP [Hun95] within OSI, since some layers are merged
together in order to enhance performance.
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cation, most middleware technologies specify a framework of services that aid building
applications. The interfaces, i.e. the signatures of methods or procedures offering ac-
cess to a service, should be standardized to ensure portability of the application and
being able to change the vendor of the middleware.
In the following, we will have a look at the concepts of prominent middleware tech-
nologies.
2.3.1 RPC — Remote Procedure Call
The RPC (Remote Procedure Call) is a very common abstraction, offering the trans-
parent invocation of a procedure, located in another address space. BIRELL et al.
developed an implementation in 1984 [BN84]. A summary of “classic” and some
newer RPC features can be found in [Sch92]. Common RPC implementations com-
prise the distributed computing environment (DCE) from the OSF [Sch93] and Sun’s
ONC (Open Network Computing).
The implementation concept employs a generated procedure in the local address space
that serves as a proxy for the procedure on the remote machine. This proxy (also called
stub) is able to locate the remote machine, convert the parameters and access a network
programming interface, usually via a runtime library of the RPC mechanism. In order
to generate such a proxy the signature of the procedure must be defined, preferably in
a syntax independent of the programming language.
A language that serve this purpose is called Interface Definition Language, short IDL.
IDLs are used not only by RPC mechanisms, they are a common concept. The stan-
dardization of an RPC-IDL was not successful: different RPC implementations, like
DCE and ONC (see above), employ slightly different IDLs.
client server
RPC, OS
runtime
RPC, OS
runtime
procedure
f
stub for fstub for f
application
client
physical
network
virtual
physical
control flow
control flow
Node BNode A
Figure 2.4: Usual operation of a remote procedure call
Fig. 2.4 shows the different layers enabling transparent invocations: A client applica-
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tion talking to a remote procedure passes data to the generated client stub which offers
the same signature as the remote procedure. The stub uses the runtime system of the
RPC mechanism to transform the invocation in a data stream that is passed across the
network. On the server side, a “conjugated” stub transforms the network stream back
to an invocation of the remote procedure f. Potential return values are passed back
to the caller using the same mechanism (denoted as dashed lines). Besides of net-
work failures and delays, the caller can’t distinguish the invocation of the stub from an
invocation of the “real” procedure.
2.3.2 BMS — Broadcast Message Server
Broadcast message server (BMS) have been developed to ease the integration of tools.
Prominent examples of this technology are Sun’s ToolTalk [JH94], Field [Rei90]
and Hewlett Packard’s product Softbench2.Whereas RPCs are usually synchronous
–like normal procedure calls– the messages of a BMS system are propagated asyn-
chronously. Events are sent to a central facility (the message server) which redirects
these events to all clients which have announced their interest in this kind of event
[Pur94]. Fig. 2.5 shows such an scenario.
Similar to procedure parameters, (typed) data can be attached to events. But due to
the asynchronous nature of events, there is no analogy to return or out values in the
procedure calls. Technically, implementations of BMSs are only efficient if point to
multipoint communication is supported by the underlying network layers.
Message
Server
produce event
event broadcast
register interest
Clients Clients Clients
Figure 2.5: Broadcast Message Server
BARRET et al. have made a good classification framework [BCTW96] targeted at
event-based integration (EBI). It allows to contrast message oriented middleware with
CORBA (subsection 2.3.3).
2http://www.hp.com/go/softbench
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2.3.3 CORBA — Common Object Request Broker Architecture
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture, short CORBA, is supported and
standardized since 1991 by the Object Management Group (OMG, an association of
about 900 companies, among them Sunsoft, HP, Novell and Microsoft to name but a
few).
The goal of CORBA is to ease the development of distributed, object-oriented (or
object-based) applications. As the interoperability between different programming
languages is also an important goal of CORBA, a common object model is needed.
Interfaces and implementations of a class are separate. The CORBA interface defini-
tion language (CORBA-IDL3) is standardized by the OMG. The object model states
that operations of the interface are the only possibility to communicate with an object.
Thus, the basic mechanism offered by CORBA is the invocation of a method via an
object reference (a network-aware pointer). It is almost transparent whether the target
object is local to the caller or not, i.e. whether caller and callee reside in the same
address space.
IDL interfaces can inherit from a set of other interfaces (multiple interface inheritance).
Operations can have any number of parameters and a return type. A parameter is spec-
ified by its type, which can be either an interface or a structure, a variable name, and
an additional qualifier denoting whether values are read in by the operation, should be
returned to the caller, or both. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a simple IDL defini-
tion. We will use it as a running example for the different middleware technologies.
The keyword module denotes a namespace in which the example code introduces the
structure Vector, an exception, and an interface math with two operations. The in-
terface in the example offers a method that divides each attribute of the Vector (a.x
and a.y) by the value given in parameter x. The operation raises the DivisionByZero
exception.
Fig. 2.7 shows the structure of CORBA. An IDL compiler generates stubs (client
proxies) and skeletons (server stubs) in order to make a method call transparent over
the network. The notion “skeleton” is used, because it contains the proper methods
with an empty implementation. There are two feasible ways to supply an implementa-
tion: either create a new object that inherits from the skeleton and override the empty
implementations or use a special variant of the skeleton that delegates requests to an-
other object.
Like the RPC, the stubs and skeletons also convert parameters to a flat network stream
(this process is called marshalling) and back (unmarshalling), respectively. The server
is not directly connected to the ORB (Object Request Broker), the core component
of the CORBA architecture. It uses an object adapter to communicate with objects
implementing a service that can be accessed by remote callers. These objects are
called servants in CORBA terminology.
3In the following we will only use the term IDL as a shorthand for CORBA-IDL.
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module A {
struct Vector {
float x;
float y;
};
exception DivisionByZero {};
interface math {
float scalar_multiply(in Vector a, in Vector b);
Vector divide_each(in float x, in Vector a) raises (DivisonByZero);
};
};
Figure 2.6: An IDL example
There are two typical operations associated with an object implementation:
  Object activation and binding to a server
  A method invocation from a client
An implementation object must be activated before it can accept (remote) invocations.
Object activation is performed either at startup of a server or on demand, if there is a
request to execute a method on the object.
This additional mechanism is driven by the need to handle a very large number of ob-
jects that are not needed simultaneously. Upon activation, the ORB locates a program
that implements the object in question by querying the implementation repository –
a database of the ORB that keeps track of this information. The object adapter in
turn calls the server’s activate method for the specific object. Newer developments
[OMG98f] standardize a portable object adapter (POA) that allows the combination of
generated stubs of different vendors. We will examine the object adapter in more detail
in section 6.2.1. Details of the collaboration of object adapters, the ORB and servants
can be found in [SV97a].
Besides the generated stubs/skeletons there is the possibility to use generic objects
which replace stubs or skeletons. The former is called dynamic invocation interface
(DII), the latter dynamic skeleton interface (DSI). They are more difficult to use, be-
cause the application must take over a part of the marshalling/unmarshalling task, on
the other hand this approach offers more flexibility. It is possible to communicate with
objects whose interfaces are not (completely) known at compile time.
Since the CORBA 2.0 [OMG95] specification, the network protocols are standardized
to ensure interoperability of CORBA products from different vendors. A general in-
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Figure 2.7: ORB Structure
teroperability protocol (GIOP) is narrowed to specific protocols. Every ORB vendor
is obliged to implement the internet interoperability protocol (IIOP) that runs on top
of TCP/IP.
CORBA also specifies the interfaces (not the implementation!) of basic services that
are needed by a distributed application. Beside the CORBA Services [OMG98e] there
are “higher level” services, called CORBA Facilities [OMG98d]. The difference be-
tween the two is not sharp. Usually services suitable for vertical markets can be found
in the CORBA Facilities. The most important services comprise name or trader ser-
vices which return object references given an object’s name or certain properties. Other
services support the life cycle of an object (creation, deletion, persistence).
2.3.4 DCOM — Distributed Component Object Model
The Component Object Model is a proprietary standard of MicrosoftTM, serving object
interactions between different applications. It was originally introduced in connection
with OLE (object linking and embedding) [Bro95, Too95] and only used to overcome
the process boundaries on a single machine. The extension to distributed COM was
done later.
DCOM allows the transparent invocation of a method via network or process bound-
aries. A DCOM object can support multiple interfaces, e.g. representing different
views of an object. An interface consists of a set of functionally related methods. The
interaction with a DCOM object can only occur via an interface pointer. Invocations
using this pointer are handled transparently via generated stubs.
Like RPCs and CORBA (section 2.3.3), DCOM employs an IDL: Microsoft IDL or
MIDL. Currently there is also an ODL (Object Description Language), a superset of
MIDL. It is used if the interface definition should be compiled into a type library.
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There are efforts to merge MIDL and ODL. Methods in MIDL have a predefined return
type HRESULT. This is used to emulate exceptions, i.e. a method implementation can
indicate an exception by returning a non-null value. Thus, out parameters have to be
used to return “normal” results to the caller. All interfaces inherit from the interface
IUnknown. This interface offers standardized methods that perform reference counting
and a method called QueryInterface. It is used to explicitly retrieve a specific interface
from an object. Fig. 2.9 shows the running example in Microsoft IDL.
Technically, an interface must follow the memory layout of C++ virtual tables. With
additional tools, the virtual table can be created using other languages as well, chiefly
Java and Visual Basic. Because of the standardized memory layout, DCOM is often
referenced as a binary interface standard.
The architecture of DCOM is roughly sketched in figure 2.10. DCOM collaborates
with the system wide registry and a service control manager (SCM). BROCKSCHMIDT
presents the details of SCM in chapter five of [Bro95]. The SCM is responsible for the
location and activations of implementations given a class-id.
2.3.5 Language Specific Platforms
Some middleware technologies can only be used by programs written in a specific
(object-oriented) language. Language specific distribution mechanisms have three ad-
vantages (beside the obvious problem that cross language invocations are not possible):
  There is no need for a separate interface definition in IDL. This is not only an
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typedef struct
{
float x;
float y;
} Vector;
interface math : IUnknown {
HRESULT scalar_multiply([in] Vector a, [in] Vector b, [out] float res);
HRESULT divide_each([in] float x, [in] Vector a, [out] Vector res);
};
Figure 2.9: An MIDL example
advantage, if we deal with existing programs, but also if we want to employ types
coming with the language specific standard library (e.g. container types in C++,
Java or Modula-3). Of course, these interface specifications are not language
neutral – it is done by means of language specific type definitions.
  The object models usually distinguish “remote” and “non-remote” classes. The
former are always passed as references, the latter as copies (call-by-value). The
ability of a type to be copied is supplied automatically by the programming
language, because the compiler knows the memory layout of an object.
  The runtime layer of the middleware is usually part of the programming lan-
guage’s installation. Therefore, no additional runtime library has to be installed
or downloaded on client machines.
The second item is the more important one: In contrast to CORBA (in which only
structs are copied automatically), the exploitation of call-by-value is very simple.
Modula-3 Network Objects
Modula-3 (stemming from the Algol-60 family of languages) has a mechanism called
“network objects” [BNOW94]. Objects that should be available to the network (via
remote method invocation) must simply inherit from a special type NetObj. There is a
daemon process running on a specific machine in the local network and implementing
a simple name server. A server object must explicitly register with this name services
in order to enable clients to look up its object reference via a logical name.
The network objects also employ a stub generator. The generator takes a Modula-3
interface definition (see Fig. 2.11 as its source file).
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Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
Java is an object-oriented programming language designed by SUN Microsystems
[Sun96]. The major objective of Java is a “programming language for the Internet”.
Thus, programs written in Java should run (without the need to recompile) on differ-
ent hardware architectures. This is achieved by the use of a bytecode interpreted by a
virtual machine.
Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) [Dow98] is the possibility to call methods
of remote objects. Java RMI shares most characteristics with the Modula-3 network
objects, i.e. there is a similar stub generator, processing Java interface definitions
(compare Fig. 2.12 for the Java interface variant of the running example). The dis-
tinction between remote and non-remote objects is achieved by inheriting either from
the remote or the serializable interface. The latter requires no changes to an existing
object (the serializable interface is supported by built-in functions), but must be made
explicit in contrast to Modula-3, where all non-remote objects are implicitly copyable
(equivalent to streamable).
New implementations of Java RMI will use IIOP as the basic communication mecha-
nism. There are already draft specifications for a mapping from Java to IDL (reverse
mapping) that require conformance restrictions the Java interface must comply to (for
instance: overloading of methods is supported by Java but not by IDL). Thus, it will
be possible to convert Java interface definitions to IDL and vice versa. These efforts
aim to provide interoperability between Java RMI and CORBA.
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INTERFACE A;
TYPE Vector = RECORD
x: REAL;
y: REAL;
END;
EXCEPTION DivisionByZero();
TYPE MATH = NetObj.T OBJECT
METHODS
scalar_multiply(a: Vector, b: Vector) : REAL;
divide_each(x: REAL, a: Vector) : Vector RAISES {DivisonByZero};
END;
Figure 2.11: A Modula-3 interface definition of a network object
2.3.6 Comparison
Let us conclude the section about specific middleware technologies with a short com-
parison. In table 2.1, communication properties are shown. We first list the abstraction
offered by a specific technology, e.g. a remote method invocation. Less important to
the developer is the underlying protocol, in case of CORBA IIOP. Of course, protocols
must match in order to be interoperable.
The next columns are boolean fields denoting the ability or disability of a technology
to fulfill a certain requirement. Apart from the broadcast message server, all tech-
nologies support a “classical” synchronous call that resembles the semantics of a non-
distributed procedure or method invocation. In such an invocation neither caller nor
callee are anonymous.
CORBA also allows for asynchronous invocations and emulates a BMS by means of
the event service implemented on top of CORBA. With respect to the communica-
tion, there are almost no differences between CORBA and DCOM. There are small
differences between these two and the language specific approaches that implement a
remote method invocation.
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package A;
public class Vector {
public float x;
public float y;
};
public class DivisionByZero extends RuntimeException {.. };
public interface math extends java.rmi.Remote {
public float scalar_multiply(Vector a, Vector b);
public Vector divide_each(float x, Vector a) throws DivisonByZero;
};
Figure 2.12: A Java interface definition of an RMI object
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RPC RPC native
(SunRPC)
   
– –
 
–
CORBA RMI GIOP/IIOP     – –   –
DCOM RMI DCE RPC –   – –   –
BMS (Tooltalk) native native   –   –    
Java RMI RMI native (IIOP) –   – –   –
M3 Network Objects RMI native –   – –   –
Table 2.1: Comparison: Protocols and Communication Primitives
The comparison shows that there are four different techniques –CORBA, DCOM,
Java’s RMI, and Modula-3’s network objects– which are well suited for objects-
oriented programs, since they all offer the abstraction of a (remote) method invocation.
The available features should be sufficient for the applications in scope of this thesis.
Thus, we are not considering BMS and RPCs any more.
Table 2.2 abstracts from the way communication is established and concentrates on
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the object model and the services that are available. A striking difference between
CORBA and DCOM is the lack of exceptions in the latter. Another difference between
these two is the support of multiple interfaces in DCOM versus multiple inheritance in
CORBA. In practice this difference is not very important: If an interface inherits from
other interfaces, an implementation of that interface has the obligation to implement
all the inherited methods. This is also true for an implementation that has to support a
set of interfaces. The difference between the two approaches is that (1) a DCOM client
has to explicitly select the interface it intends to use, and (2) the interfaces in CORBA
form a hierarchy compared to a flat hierarchy in DCOM.
All four technologies shown in table 2.2 are suitable middleware technologies for
object-oriented programs. In chapter 7.3.2, we will examine CORBA, DCOM and
Java RMI closely: CORBA is an industrial standard which is interoperable across lan-
guages, operating systems and hardware. Many vendors provide implementations of
CORBA for a multitude of operating systems. DCOM is a suitable choice if Win-
dows is the only operating system used within a distributed system. Java RMI has the
advantage that it is a lightweight mechanism suitable in pure Java environments. The
techniques used by Modula3 and Java are quite similar. Since Modula3 is a rarely used
programming language, we renounce a detailed description of the Modula3 Network
Objects in the sequel.
CORBA DCOM Java RMI M3 Network
Objects
Inheritance multiple
(interface)
single multiple
(interface)
multiple
(interface)
Instance has
multiple
interfaces
– (can be
simulated)
 
– (can be
simulated)
– (can be
simulated)
Exceptions
 
–
   
Copying
semantics
structures:
by-value,
interfaces:
by-reference
structures:
by-value,
interfaces:
by-reference
streamable
obj.: by-value,
remote obj.:
by-reference
normal obj.:
by-value,
netw. objects:
by-reference
Services Naming,
Trading,
Events,
Persistency,
LifeCycle, . . .
Naming/
Binding,
Persistency,
Transaction,
Reference
Counting, . . .
Naming (simple)
Naming
Table 2.2: Comparison: Mapping of Language Features and Services
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2.4 Distribution Prerequisites
A distributed application on top of a middleware like CORBA or DCOM has to fulfill
certain prerequisites. These are caused by limitations of the middleware and object-
oriented languages.
There are two kinds of limitations [Rad97]. The first one is merely technical and
middleware specific. An example for this category is a limitation of CORBA-IDL: it
does not allow method overloading. There is also no possibility to specify array types
in IDL. We already mentioned these issues during the discussion of a reverse mapping
of (Java) interfaces in section 2.3.5. Any application that uses CORBA has to ensure
that all remotely accessed classes conform to these prerequisites.
The second category of limitations stem from object-oriented programming languages
(and are not supported by any of the middleware technologies). There are chiefly two
limitations in this category.
  Only classes whose definition is locally available can be instantiated. To put it
in another way: instances in a remote partition can not be created directly.
  If a class is instantiated all of its superclasses have to be locally available.
This category differs from the technical limitations, because their fulfillment can be
achieved by applying structural transformations. We will discuss this aspect in chap-
ter 4.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced basic notions in the context of distributed systems. We
presented current middleware technologies and compared their features.
We are mainly interested in middleware technologies for object-oriented programming
languages. However, we do not want to commit to a particular technique. Some of
these are specific for a certain programming language, for example Java RMI. Though
these techniques can not be used in all projects, it might be sensible to use them in
a project that is completely written in Java (the advantages are discussed in section
2.3.5). In order to adapt to (potentially) changing project requirements, it may be
advantageous or necessary to change the middleware in a running project. This is one
of the requirements we already stated in section 1.2. A possibility to exchange the
middleware will be presented in chapter 4.
This chapter focused on technical facilities to build a distributed application, particu-
larly middleware technologies. These impose restrictions (their accomplishment is a
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prerequisites, if we deal with an existing application) that impact the design of an ap-
plication. However, the middleware does not help us to specify and design a distributed
application. In the next chapter we examine, how existing specification and design ap-
proaches address these specific characteristics of distributed application development.
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Chapter 3
Specification and Realization of
Distributed Systems
We have sketched an overview of important middleware technologies in the preceding
chapter. But we have not yet answered the question, how we can turn an existing
application into a distributed application running on top of a middleware in a suitable
way. An ad-hoc “solution” is to simply add the necessary middleware specific code.
Even if we do not consider the problems caused by a potential violation of middleware
related restrictions (as stated in section 2.4) this proceeding has disadvantages:
  The structure of the distributed application is not explicitly specified. It can only
be derived from the source code.
  It would be hard to exchange the middleware.
These disadvantages of the naive solution conflict with the first and third goal stated in
section 1.2. Thus, we seek for a suitable development approach respecting these goals.
The problem tackled by this thesis –the transition towards a distributed application–
is a special variant of the more general problem of creating distributed applications.
Although our task has additional aspects, particularly re-engineering, it is necessary
to study state-of-the-art development approaches that aim to ease the creation of dis-
tributed applications. This chapter focus particularly on those that aid creating appli-
cations on top of a middleware.
In the next section, we start with an introduction to software development processes in
general. We also provide a common scheme that is used as a pattern for the description
of each development approach. The scheme comprises the description of an example.
We introduce two running examples that serve this purpose in the next section.
The description of the development approaches begins with object-oriented model-
ing languages, namely UML and ROOM. Then we will have a look at configuration
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languages and –with less detail– pure specification approaches. Although these are
important techniques for the development of distributed systems, we do not focus on
them here, because they are not based on an underlying object-oriented programming
language and can not be used together with an object-oriented middleware. At the
end of this chapter, we compare all approaches and select one as the basis for an own
approach.
Development Process
In order to study in which ways languages and tools can improve the development
process of (distributed) applications, we first need a coarse model of this process in
order to classify different approaches.
According to [Som92] the development process of an application is characterized by
the deployment of documents describing the product (the application) at different lay-
ers of abstraction. It is common to distinguish analysis, design and implementation
documents. Documents at the same layer of abstraction should ideally describe or-
thogonal information, for example separate specification documents for the description
of static structure and dynamic behavior. There are consistency requirements between
documents at different layers of abstraction. For example, messages in a sequence
diagram (see below in Fig. 3.5) should comply with method declarations in a class dia-
gram. In the context of software engineering tools these relations are called integration
relationships [Nag96]. Their consistency should be preserved by tools.
In this chapter, we will investigate several approaches1 to the construction of dis-
tributed systems. For each approach, we will use the following structure:
  History
Sketches the development and deployment of an approach.
  Application Domain
Discusses the class of applications for which an approach would be suitable
  Basic Concepts
We outline the basic ideas behind an approach:
– What (visual) languages do exist to model the analysis, design or imple-
mentation of an application?
– At which phase or stage of application development are the languages
used?
– What are the relationships between documents written in these languages?
1We will use the notion approach for (visual) languages, eventually accompanied by a method guid-
ing through the development process.
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– In which way are distribution and concurrency issues addressed in the lan-
guages?
  Example
We model one of the two examples that are presented in the next section. We
will choose the example depending on the application domain of the approach.
  Tools
What tools do exist? This comprises information about the maturity of the tools.
We will also address the assistance offered by a tool during development, for
example by automatically keeping different design documents (and the imple-
mentation) consistent.
  Eligibility
Why is this approach suitable, what are its advantages/deficiencies for our use?
The eligibility comprises particularly the question whether it is possible to deal
with existing code. It is also important whether the modeling language provides
suitable information that allows for the detection of a violation of distribution
prerequisites. This problem is not applicable for some modeling languages, be-
cause they restrict modeling in a way that a violation of distribution prerequisites
can not occur.
We will distinguish between two kinds of approaches. The first is more closely related
to the work we will present in the following chapters: the specification does not cover
the complete behavior of an application which is defined in a detail level programming
language (like C++ or Java). Other approaches that are suitable to specify distributed
system, but do not employ a common programming language, will only be shortly
sketched. In the latter case, we omit the modeling of an example and are more brief
with respect to the other points raised above.
3.1 Two Examples
Let us now consider two examples of distributed applications. The examples have
a different character. The first is a small, algorithmic problem, the second a simple
distributed information system.
We will study multiple approaches (languages and tools) by means of these two exam-
ples.
Example1 – Sieve of Eratosthenes
The purpose of the sieve algorithm is the calculation of prime numbers. Each number
  can be expressed by a multiplication of prime numbers  	
  . The algorithm
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is based on the invariant that a set contains all prime numbers smaller than a current
upper bound. A candidate of a “new” prime number is the next odd number above
the current upper bound: if it is not a multiple of any primes in the set, it must be a
prime number itself and can be added to the set. In any case, the upper bound can be
incremented by two.
A distributed implementation of that algorithm might store each prime of the set in
an own component that serves as a filter. It checks whether a candidate given on the
input is a multiple of the component’s prime. If not, it could be a prime and is passed
to the next component. The last component in the pipe has to create a new filter if a
candidate passes the prime test2.
The sieve algorithm is small and simple, but employs a fine grain of parallelism. We
have chosen this example, because it has a nice distributed implementation and can be
expressed in a variety of languages.
Example2 – A Simple Information System
Information systems are an important type of distributed systems in which distribution
is an inherent feature. It is obvious that there are multiple users of the system that want
to access centralized information.
Information systems tend to be quite large, containing for example a complex risk
evaluation algorithm in case of an insurance company. The main purpose of the exam-
ple is the illustration of various methodologies. The chosen example is therefore quite
simple.
Fig. 3.1 shows the external view that a user might have of that system. Its purpose is
the administration of account data, i.e. the creation of new accounts or the deletion
and change of existing accounts.
3.2 Object-Oriented Languages (Analysis and Design)
3.2.1 Unified Modeling Language (UML)
History
Object-oriented analysis has been done using different notations and methodologies.
The major notations that have been employed are Booch [Boo94] and Rumbaugh’s
OMT [RBP   91]. Both notations employ different diagram types, chiefly class di-
agrams (depicting the static structure) and interaction diagrams (modeling dynamic
aspects of a software system). Earlier stages of the design have been handled by CRC
2The basic structure of the algorithm follows the style of a pipe and filter architecture [GS96]
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Figure 3.1: Users’ view of the example system
cards and Jacobson’s Use Case diagrams. The former (CRC cards) claim that repeated
nouns (verbs) of an informal description of an application’s task are candidates for
classes (methods). The latter coarsely model the functions that have to be accom-
plished by a software system employing a graphical notation with actors, systems and
their interactions.
Rational, the company with the market leading CASE tool “Rational Rose”, could win
the authors (Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson — also known as “the three amigos”)
of the different notations as fellows. In 1995, they created a new notation unifying
Booch and OMT, while adding Jacobson’s Use Case diagrams. This notation was
called Unified Modeling Language (UML) and is now being standardized by the OMG.
Like its predecessors, UML consists of several visual languages providing different
views of the overall system model.
Application Domain
The languages within UML support the early development stages (requirements engi-
neering) and the design of an application. Implementation details have to be provided
by means of object-oriented programming languages like Java or C++.
Basic Concepts
UML consists of different diagram types for different aspects of application design.
Figure 3.2 shows instances of languages that exist within UML and the possibilities
to derive other documents from them. For example, IDL can be generated from class
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diagrams. Use Case diagrams are used for capturing the requirements of a software
project. The integration between these and others is weak due to the informal character
of this diagram type (therefore shown as dotted lines). Class diagrams capture the
static structure of a software system. They show the associations between classes and
the interface of a single class (i.e. its attributes and methods).
design
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Classes
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Component, Deployment diagram
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Implement.
diagram
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Figure 3.2: Set of UML languages
The dynamic diagrams are split into interaction diagrams (with the two presentation
variants sequence and collaboration diagram), activity and state diagrams. Interaction
diagrams depict the sequence of the interactions an object3 has with others. The ac-
tivity diagrams are influenced by work on petri nets and SDL (see below) modeling
techniques. They can be used for example to model the workflow in an application,
but are out of the focus of this thesis. State diagrams stem from Harel’s statecharts
[Har87]. A statechart is similar to a finite automaton. Deployment diagrams are ex-
plicitly targeted at the specification of distribution. They show the organization of a
distributed software system into nodes containing one or more components. A compo-
nent has one or more interfaces.
We will show examples of the discussed diagrams for both of the proposed examples.
A compact survey of UML can be found in [FS97], at full length in [RJB98a, RJB98b].
Methodology Methodologies describe a suitable process in which the software
should be developed. This comprises for example a (course) assignment of diagram
types to phases of the software development. There is less consensus in the literature
about methodologies compared to notations. In 1993 Coleman et.al. introduced the
Fusion method [C   94], a methodology that combines different approaches developed
3Either concrete instances or classes can be used as source/target of interactions
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so far. It might be replaced in the future by the method Unified Process Model [BJR98]
from Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson.
Case tools usually employ abstract models of applications. There has been no consent
in the literature which properties should be represented and in which way. Since 1997
the Unified Modeling Language [R   97b] has become the de-facto standard object-
oriented modeling language. There is no single model of an application in UML,
instead different diagramms capture distinct properties.
The static structure of an application, i.e. its architecture is represented by a class
diagram. The dynamic behavior is captured by collaboration diagrams and statecharts.
Elements
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(class)name
package with
contained
classes
class/
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association
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dependency«stereotype»
«creates»
«calls»
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Figure 3.3: Elements of the architecture description language
A class diagram comprises information about classes and interfaces, and their relation-
ship to each other. It provides the following information about a class or interface, as
shown in Fig. 3.3: its name (eventually adorned by a stereotype), a list of its attributes
and a list of its methods. The latter comprises information about parameters/return
types and a modifier that controls the visibility of these methods. Stereotypes are an-
notations that refine the semantics of a model instance. A class for example might
have the stereotype   abstract  . Thus, the class diagram provides detailed informa-
tion about the interface of a class and enables the derivation of an interface description
in CORBA-IDL — a feature that is supported by most UML tools. It is useful to in-
corporate the possibility to group classes together to form a package. Access to a class
or interface of a package (from other packages) is limited by a modifier that denotes
whether it is only visible to other members in the same package or to all.
The class diagram also depicts the relationships between classes. This chiefly com-
prises association, aggregation, composition and inheritance relations. The depen-
dency relation can be tailored by the provision of a stereotype that declares a specific
variant of a relationship. UML provides the possibility to introduce graphical short-
hands for the stereotyped arrows. We make use of this feature for calls and creates
relationships since these are important in the context of distributed applications –as we
will see in section 4.
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UML defines a meta model [R   97a] for the different diagram types; we will present
this, as well as UML’s elements that cover distribution, in chapter 7 (Fig. 4.10).
Example 1: Sieve of Eratosthenes — UML Model The static structure of the first
example is shown in Fig. 3.4 as a UML class diagram. The system contains only
a single package, called Sieve. The classes Filter, Odd and Print have the obvious
functionality.
The dynamic structure is shown in Fig. 3.5 as a sequence diagram. The example aims
at the implementation of an algorithm, therefore the information in the sequence di-
agram is more interesting, compared to the class diagram: It shows that each filter
dynamically allocates a new filter “to its right”, if it receives the first check_prime sig-
nal. But it becomes obvious that the sequence diagram is not ideal for this example. It
can only capture the behavior for a specific case: in our example, the calculation has
created two filter objects, but we can only suppose that it will create a third, fourth,
. . . object in the sequel.
Statecharts are quite similar to ROOMcharts; in section 3.2.2 (Fig. 3.9) we model this
example by means of statecharts.
Filter printInt
Print
prime
checkPrime
Odd
Sieve
Figure 3.4: Sieve Example: Class Diagram
Example 2: Information system — UML Model Let us now consider the architec-
ture of the second example, as shown in Fig. 3.6 as a class diagram in UML notation
[R   97b]. The example system contains two packages: GUI (graphical user interface)
and a database (implemented as a simple entry/collection system).
The interface of the class Collection offers the possibility to request an entry given
its id (e.g. account number). But the interface lacks the functionality to create a new
instance of class Entry. In the monolithic variant, this task is simply done by means of
the language primitive new.
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Figure 3.5: Sieve Example: Sequence Diagram
The architecture as given in figure 3.6, visualizes the structure of a system and is thus
a good place to plan the distribution. But how should we distribute the system in
question? A common choice is to separate the database in an own process. Fig. 3.7
depicts a deployment diagram that reflects this choice.
Tools
Currently, all major tool vendors support UML in their products. These are for example
Rational Rose, Software Through Pictures (STP), and MID’s Innovator. The tools
integrate the different diagram types. For example, if a class method is renamed in the
database
creates calls
gui
MainWindow
EditDialog
Collection
Entry
AlertBox
Figure 3.6: Information System: Class Diagram
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Figure 3.7: A Deployment Diagram
class diagram, invocations in interaction diagrams are automatically adapted.
The consistency between source code and modeling diagrams is also an integration
relationship. All tools support a so called “round-trip” engineering. This means that
tools are able to analyze the source code of an existing system and recreate suitable
design documents. The developer can then change the design document according
to his/her needs and finally make the changes effective in the source code by code
generation.
The analysis process is called reverse engineering [CC90]. Of course, reverse engi-
neering can only produce partial information. Class diagrams can be derived from
the source code by simple parsing. Interaction diagrams would require an analysis of
the runtime behavior and are not supported by most tools. Higher level documents,
particularly Use Case diagrams can not be derived from the source code.
The generation possibilities are usually restricted to class diagrams: class skeletons in
various programming languages can be generated. Most tools also support the gener-
ation of CORBA-IDL from a class diagram. Using CORBA-IDL as an intermediate
(and standardized) language, we could also generate the language specific class skele-
tons by the aid of an IDL compiler.
Eligibility
Generality is a necessity in the design of a unified modeling language. On the other
hand, the ability of such a general language is limited (e.g. less powerful validation
mechanisms) if it is not possible to adapt the language to more specific application
areas. UML has an extension mechanisms via additional stereotypes for this purpose.
Because more and more developers are familiar with the notation introduced by UML,
it is therefore a good starting point to develop extensions, in our case for distributed
systems.
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3.2.2 Realtime Object Oriented Modeling (ROOM)
History
ROOM was developed by Bran Selic et al. In 1985, the development of the ROOM
method and the ObjecTime tool set started at the Telos group of Bell-Northern Re-
search. In 1992, the company ObjecTime was founded as a spin-off of Bell-Northern.
Currently ROOM is adapted in cooperation with Rational to comply with UML. The
result of this process is called UML for Real-Time. The adoption is currently mainly
a renaming of terms and the incorporation of ROOM’s structure diagrams (see below)
into UML. In the following we use the terms valid for UML for Real-Time. Please
note that UML for Real-Time is not a standard of the OMG. There are competing
approaches covering realtime extensions to UML.
Application Domain
ROOM claims to be suitable for real-time software (for example software controlling
airplanes or processing high speed data streams). Those systems have strict latency
margins or guaranteed throughput and availability.
ROOM distinguishes between soft and hard realtime requirements and supports only
the former. The constructs expressing timing constraints are limited. ROOM is still
very interesting for distributed system development due to its encouragement of a com-
ponent/capsule (see below) oriented modeling style.
Basic Concepts
The primary notion is the capsule. Capsules are concurrent and potentially distributed
architectural components. They interact with their surroundings through signal based
objects, called ports. Ports realize protocols between connected ports of capsules. A
port is comparable to an interface definition.
Role modeling provides a view of a software system that is coarser than the instance
model, but not on the same level as a class diagram. Capsules can be composed hier-
archically.
An extended state machine, called ROOMchart (shown in Fig. 3.8), might be associ-
ated with a capsule. ROOMcharts are based on the statechart formalism of HAREL
[Har87]. Data arriving at a port can be directed to the state machine, i.e. can trigger a
transition.
“Transitions in ROOMcharts are triggered by the arrival of messages
through the interface of the capsule whose behavior the ROOMchart de-
fines. Thus, each transition on a ROOMchart (. . . ) must have an attached
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Figure 3.8: Set of ROOM languages
trigger definition. A trigger definition takes the form of a list of one or
more port-signal combinations, optionally followed by a call to a guard
function.” Section 4.1.5, [SGW94]
Besides a guard, the transition also controls the actions that a capsule performs –
sending messages, changing encapsulated data values, and so on. An action statement
can be elementary or a call to a function (written in a detail level programming lan-
guage). Actions may be attached to a transition or a state (as an entry or exit action).
An entry action is performed, when a state is entered through a transition. An exit
action is taken when a state is left by way of any transition.
Example
A structure model of ROOM, showing a distributed algorithm of the sieve example can
be found in Fig. 3.9.
The structure diagram shows that the sieve system consists of a capsule generating odd
numbers and another, called filter that checks whether the input is a prime number or
not. The filter is composed of another optional filter. The attribute optional prevents
the ROOM runtime system from instantiating the composed filter and thus avoids an
infinite depth instantiation of the filter capsule.
A ROOMchart, shown on the right in Fig. 3.9, is associated with the capsule. It creates
the composed filter object on demand, i.e. in its entry action and advances to state S1.
The first signal arriving on the port left carries a prime number. This number is stored
in an instance variable of the capsule and the automaton changes to state S2. Data
arriving now is only a potential prime number. It is forwarded, if and only if it is not a
multiple of the stored prime number.
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Figure 3.9: A Simple Collaboration Diagram
Tools
ObjecTime Developer was the only tool supporting the ROOM approach, until re-
cently. Now there is also an extension to Rational Rose, called “Rational Rose for
Realtime” [Rat01].
Eligibility
ROOM is well suited for the development of large systems that follow a component-
oriented style. The application of ROOM to existing object-oriented code is not trivial.
Fragments of the original code can be reused in form of externally called functions.
The reuse of code is ineffective, if only small fragments are reused. It would only be
possible to wrap larger amounts of code by a ROOM capsule, if analysis guarantees
its independence (otherwise we would not benefit from ROOM). The independence
requires for example that the code does not contain invocations of objects that are
subject to be transformed into a ROOM capsule. A more ambitious support would
change a method invocation into a signal sent to the proper capsule (and ensure that
the statechart of the called capsule reacts properly to the signal).
3.3 Configuration Languages
A configuration is a consistent snapshot of a system, containing certain variants of
classes or subsystems. There are two notions that must not be confused: a variant of a
document denotes a different development branch, in contrast to a version that reflects
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the development history of a document. Variants are necessary to deal with different
scenarios, for example a different window toolkit. Only the subsystem dealing with
graphical I/O has to be developed in different branches. The fact that a consistent con-
figuration of the system needs exactly one variant of the graphic subsystem is simple in
this example, but in a complex application configuration management is a non-trivial
task that should be supported by tools.
But what has configuration management to do with the development of distributed ap-
plications? It is important in this context, as there is a need to adapt an application
to different distribution scenarios: a monolithic variant, a variant with single or mul-
tiple servers. The configurations must ensure that a service requested from a client is
actually supplied by a server4.
In the following we sketch one example of a configuration language specifically de-
signed for distributed systems.
3.3.1 Darwin
History
The group of J. MAGEE and J. KRAMER works on configuration languages as a means
of
“. . . describing and subsequently managing system structure. Complex
components are constructed by composing in parallel more elementary
components and as a result, the overall structure of a system is described
as a hierarchical composition of primitive components which at execution
time may be located on distributed computers.” [KMF90]
The initial work on system structuring resulted in the CONIC Toolkit [MKS89] which
contained a simple configuration language. This language was a predecessor of Dar-
win that allowed the specification of configurations of primitive components. These
components were written in a special purpose programming language and could inter-
act by a fixed set of communication primitives.
The successor to CONIC was developed in the context of the REX (Reconfigurable
and Extensible) project [KMSD92]. This configuration language permitted compo-
nents to be implemented in a range of programming languages but still limited compo-
nent interaction to a fixed set of communication primitives. The CONIC configuration
language allowed the definition of system structures which were fixed at system in-
stantiation time. REX and CONIC allowed a programmer to specify arbitrary changes
to the initially specified system structure which could result in inconsistencies.
4Unlike in a monolithic scenario, there is no linker that would complain about missing symbols.
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Darwin [MDK93, RE96] is the latest descendant in this line of configuration lan-
guages.
Application Domain
The underlying model of a distributed system in Darwin is that of loosely coupled com-
ponents running in parallel and communicating by message passing. The configuration
of components towards an application is one of Darwin’s strengths. The structure flex-
ibility is driven by the goal of dealing with evolving applications that should run on
different (hardware) configurations. It is suitable for applications that can be split into
components.
Basic Concepts
Darwin [KMF90, RE96] is a configuration language. The interaction of components is
described independently from the implementation of a single component. A descrip-
tion of a single component comprises offered and required services. A service is an
interaction point of a component. A configuration is described by declaring bindings
between interaction points. Darwin allows the description of both static structures
fixed during system initialization and dynamic structures which evolve as execution
progresses. Fig. 3.10 shows the classification of this configuration language within the
development process.
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Figure 3.10: The Darwin Configuration Language
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Example
Let us now proceed with the Sieve of Eratosthenes example, expressed in the Dar-
win language. Fig. 3.11 shows (a part of) a textual configuration file describing the
components of the Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm. Components in Darwin can be
composed hierarchically. The component primes consists of three other components
(defined with the inst declaration): A generator of odd numbers, a sequence of filters
(encapsulated in a component named lazypipe) and a component to print the primes.
The bind statement connects the output of odds to the input of the pipe and the output
of the pipe to the input of the print component. The global structure of this sieve im-
plementation becomes directly obvious in the graphical variant of the notation, shown
in Fig. 3.12. The sequence of filters is expressed by means of recursion: A lazypipe
might contain another lazypipe.
The implementation of the filter (i.e. in this example the very simple check whether
the number read from the input is a multiple of the prime) must be coded in C++. An
interesting feature of Darwin is that a new filter component and the necessary bindings
are created automatically, if there is an output to interface right of lazypipe’s instance
H. The keyword dyn(amic) triggers that behavior.
Tools
Darwin is a declarative language which is intended to be a general purpose tool that
can be used to configure diverse systems. In practice, it can only be used in conjunction
with the Regis [MDK94, PC96] system. Each configuration description is compiled by
a Darwin compiler yielding C++ code and a header file. The former contains binding
statements, the latter the interface that user supplied C++ classes must comply with.
The approach seems similar to CORBA, but there is a major difference. The binding
code is generated. Using plain CORBA (i.e. no further development tools), the code
to lookup a service (e.g. via a name server) must be supplied by the developer.
Currently, there are efforts to combine Regis with an ORB. The Ph.D. thesis of S.
CRANE is targeted at this goal. His implementation is called ROI [Cra97] and employs
the commercial ORB Orbix.
Eligibility
Darwin features a component-oriented development. Like ROOM, it is not suitable for
already existing applications that have been developed with another approach.
Description, construction and evolution of these systems is facilitated by separating
the system structure, as a set of components and their interconnections, from the func-
tional description of individual component behavior. Furthermore, component reuse
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component lazypipe {
provide input;
require output;
inst
H:filter;
T:dyn lazypipe;
bind
input -- H.left;
H.right -- T.input;
H.output -- output;
T.output -- output;
}
component primes(int limit=10) {
inst
O:odds;
P:lazypipe;
Pr:print(limit);
bind
O.output -- P.input;
P.output -- Pr.input;
}
Figure 3.11: Sieve of Eratosthenes: textual Darwin file
and structuring flexibility is enhanced if components are context independent, i.e. self-
contained with a well-defined interface for component interaction.
3.4 Specification Languages
In the following section, we shortly present languages for the specification of dis-
tributed system. The notion “specification” is not precise, there is no sharp distinction
between specifying, modeling and even implementing. Traditionally, formal languages
are known as specification languages. In this section we will investigate three types of
languages depending on the underlying formalism: process algebra (Lotos, CSP/CCS,
  -calculus/PICT), (extended) finite automatons (Estelle and SDL), and Petri nets.
The specification languages have another application domain, compared to the ap-
proaches sketched so far: They are particularly suited to model concurrency and reac-
tive behavior. Therefore, these languages are well suited for the definition of protocols
and reactive systems. Thus, a typical application area (and the main purpose these
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Figure 3.12: Sieve of Eratosthenes: graphical representation
languages have been invented for) are telecommunication protocols and embedded
systems.
There is a major difference between specification languages and object-oriented mod-
eling languages: In case of the former there is no hard distinction between an (incom-
plete) specification and a separate implementation document. In case of an object-
oriented language, behavior is ultimately determined by the underlying implementa-
tion5 of the modeled classes. As already stated in section 3.2.2, ROOM uses a mixture:
the generated code can refer to “ordinary” object-oriented code.
The main advantage of the object-oriented modeling language is the free choice of
a programming language to provide an implementation of the behavior. Formal ap-
proaches and ROOM use a certain paradigm, e.g. statecharts restricting the implemen-
tation style.
The advantage of a “complete” (i.e. also modeling behavior) specification/modeling
language is the ability to generate executable code and not only skeletons. It is also
possible to reason about these specifications in a more precise way, e.g. to derive
information about the properties of the specified system (e.g. liveness, dead-lock free).
However, as the use of these languages is not compatible to the requirement to deal
with existing programs, we will sketch these languages only shortly. We do not ig-
nore them, because they are widely used in the context of distributed systems and our
requirements might change in future work.
3.4.1 Estelle, SDL
History
Estelle and SDL stem from the development of (tele-)communication protocols. The
need for formal specification became evident, as complex communication protocols
5UML allows for behavior specifications in sequence and state charts, and activity diagrams. These
serve usually as a form of documentation, some UML tools will probably offer the option to generate
code from these diagrams.
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(with a unique semantic) should be standardized. In 1981 the development of suitable
languages started within the ISO (International Organization for Standardization). One
of the results of these efforts was the language Estelle.
The development of SDL began already around 1971, motivated by a wish for precise
specification of telecommunication protocols. Developers also wanted to be able to
verify their specifications. A first formal definition of the SDL’s syntax and semantic
was not finished before 1988 by the CCITT (Comité Consultativ International Télé-
graphique et Téléphonique). In the following we sketch both languages, Estelle and
SDL. There are conceptual similarities: both languages are based on extended finite
automatons. However, approaches to unify both languages failed.
Application Domain
Both languages, SDL and Estelle are used to specify telecommunication applications
and protocols. Estelle focuses on protocols conforming to the ISO/OSI model.
Basic Concepts
Estelle and SDL have two representations, a textual and a graphical. An extended finite
automaton is denoted as a module. A module can have multiple interaction points from
where it gets its input.
A module consists of an interface and a body. The interface contains a declaration of
interaction points and export variables. The body describes the behavior and consists
of a declaration part, an initialization part and a transition declaration. The declaration
part comprises the definition of states and variables (in case of Estelle, data types are
declared in a Pascal like syntax, SDL uses abstract data types [EM85]). The initializa-
tion comprises a starting state, initial values of local variables, and finally the last part
defines the transitions between states.
Thus, Estelle and SDL specifications comprise implementation details (like in
ROOM). An advantage of such a proceeding is that is possible to simulate the exe-
cution of a specification using suitable tools or directly generate code.
Tools
We want to mention two tools from the variety of SDL tools that exist: A free tool
coming from the technical university of Berlin is called (Open) SITE (SDL Integrated
Tool Environment) [vLS97]. The company Telelogic offers a design tool called SDT
(SDL tool). It offers validation, the generation of an application on a real-time plat-
tform and (by means of another tool) the generation of test cases.
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3.4.2 CSP/CCS, Lotos,   -calculus
History
CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) has been published in 1978 by HOARE
[Hoa78]. It was motivated by the need that multiple processors performing a single
task have to communicate and synchronize with each other. Later, MILNER introduced
CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) as an extension of CSP [Mil80].
LOTOS [BB87] (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification) was developed
around 1980 and became an ISO standard in 1989. It describes a system by defin-
ing all possible event orderings that an external observer may detect (in tradition with
CSP and CCS).
The   -calculus has been developed by Milner [Mil89] as an extension to CCS.
Application Domain
These languages are used for highly concurrent and reactive systems, e.g. in the area
of telecommunication protocols.
Basic Concepts
With the aim to build a simple solution, Hoare based CSP on nondeterminism, a par-
allel composition of sequential processes and simple input and output between pro-
cesses. A process described with CSP is identical to its (externally) visible behavior.
A LOTOS specification consists of two parts. The first describes the behavior and the
interactions of a process, and the second data structures. Data structures —specified
as abstract data types, including semantic axioms [EM85]— are the main difference
to CSP and CCS.
The major difference of CCS and the   -calculus is the treatment of channels. In the
latter, channels are first class citizens, particularly they can be passed as values along
another channel.
3.4.3 Petri Nets
History
Petri nets have been introduced by C. A. PETRI in his Ph.D. thesis [Pet62] in 1962.
Since then, a lot of research has been done in this area, published in annual workshops
and journals. Petri nets have raised interest, because of their ability to express causal
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relationships of events. An important extension are colored Petri nets that allow for
the specification of exchanging typed data.
Application Domain
Petri nets are able to model concurrent and non-deterministic behavior. They are
well-suited for systems in which concurrency, communication, synchronization and
resource sharing are important. These are important issues in distributed systems, em-
bedded systems and communication protocols.
Basic Concepts
Formally, a Petri net is based on a bipartite graph. This is a specialized graph with two
disjoint, not empty set of nodes   
   . The first set of nodes denotes transitions, the
second places. Each place can pick up a certain number of tokens which can “travel”
along edges via a transition to other places. The allocation of places with tokens is
called marking. Starting from an initial marking the transititions produce a flow of
tokens. This could be interpreted for instance as a dataflow in a distributed software
system.
A detailed introduction to Petri nets is given in [BRR87]. In order to cope with dif-
ferent needs, Petri’s original approach has been extended or modified in various ways.
Without claiming for completeness we will just mention two variants, colored and
stochastical Petri nets. The former introduced a colored (i.e. distinguishable) marking,
the latter transitions with a randomized, non-zero switching time. Further information
about these two approaches can be found in [Jen96] and [Mar95], respectively.
Tools
Most tools support the simulation and graphical visualization of the flow of tokens.
Artifex is a commercial tool that is able to generate C code of an extended Petri net
model. The generated prototype can be either a stand-alone or a multi-process (i.e.
potentially distributed) application [Art98].
3.5 Comparison
Table 3.1 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of the different approaches. Let
us step line by line through the table.
The concurrency issues comprise two aspects: (1) modeling of reactive behavior, (2)
prevention of race conditions. The table entry separates these aspects. Both are not
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well addressed in general UML. The developer might invent a stereotype of a class to
denote concurrent access, but this has no semantics. In ROOM, there is exactly one
(logical) thread per capsule. Because capsules can not access data of other capsules
directly, there is no possibility of race conditions. Reactive behavior is modeled by
means of the statechart associated with a capsule. Configuration languages usually do
not model concurrency. However, the restrictions (data exchange via asynchronous
messages) prevent race conditions as in ROOM.
A specification of a process in CCS for example is a complete specification of its
behavior and thus almost an implementation (i.e. tools might be able to derive an
implementation from it). The advantage of these approaches are that reasoning about
the specification could yield precise information about the properties of the specified
system (e.g. liveness, dead-lock free).
The next table entry shows whether the language supports asynchronous and/or syn-
chronous invocations. Asynchronous communication is traditionally used for con-
current systems, because it matches event/condition/action mechanisms, e.g. used in
statecharts. It is supported by all modeling languages. If concurrency is not a very
important issue, synchronous invocations can be very useful, since they ease the tran-
sition from a monolithic towards a distributed program. Synchronous invocations are
only supported by UML and ROOM (but discouraged in ROOM).
The separation between specification and implementation is already discussed in the
introduction to specification languages in section 3.4: does the specification/model
comprise a behavior description, or is it supplied by a separate implementation docu-
ment?
Although UML has a meta model defining its syntax, there is no formally defined
semantics yet. ROOM’s semantics is informally defined, details could be derived from
a discussion of implementation issues in chapter 10 and 11 of [SGW94]. Most of the
specification languages are based on a formally defined calculus and inherit a precisely
defined semantics from this underlying formalism.
The last row of the table denotes the sensitivity to changes of the distribution structure.
This is not addressed by the general UML (changes of the distribution structure require
a lot of code changes). ROOM supports changes of the distribution structure as long as
we don’t separate parts within a capsule. The same is true for configuration languages
like Darwin. We have not investigated this aspect for the other languages.
Table 3.2 summarizes the features supported by tools. The first question is, whether the
tools support the possibility to derive a model from an existing source code. Of course,
this feature does not make sense for languages that have no separate implementation
document.
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UML ROOM
Config.
Languages
Specification Languages
algebraic automaton petri net
Concurrency –|– +|+ o|+ +|+ +|+ +|+
(A)Sync.
Messages
+|+ +|(+) +|o +|– +|– +|–
Separation:
Spec.–Impl.
+ o + – – –
Formal
Semantics
– o – + + +
Sensitive to
Distribution
Structure
– (+) (+) n/a n/a n/a
Table 3.1: Comparison – Modeling Languages
An important feature, which we also requested in section 1.2 is the ability to verify a
regarded model. We demanded this requirement, because it allows for the identifica-
tion of distribution related problems, i.e. the violation of distribution prerequisites.
Meeting this goal, requires analysis facilities built in the tool. General UML tools
usually offer standard verifications, e.g. whether a referenced method in a sequence
chart is actually defined in the class diagram. But there is no possibility to extend
and specialize these tests for a particular application domain, e.g. distributed systems.
ROOM and other tools do not require this ability, as the modeling languages inherently
satisfy the distribution prerequisites. ROOM offers the specific validation queries that
are necessary in its domain (e.g. checks if port connectors have the proper cardinality).
The planning of distribution requires suitable elements in the specification language,
for example an explicit entity representing a component. The UML provides compo-
nent and deployment diagrams for doing this, but most tools neglect the implications of
these diagrams (e.g. modified code generation), their usage serves only as a comment.
Capsules are potentially distributed entities in ROOM (UML/RT). The assignment of
capsules to components yields a specific distribution scenario. The entities in Darwin
(called components) are also potentially distributable. But there is no mechanism to
state to which logical node a component belongs.
Code generation is not a primary issue for UML tools and Darwin. Due to the lack
of a behavior specification, the tools can only generate skeletons. ROOM and SDT
generate C++ code optimized for different target platforms.
Execution and simulation is not feasible for UML and Darwin, due to the separate
implementation documents. ROOM (and SDT) can step through the execution of a
model and observe signals.
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General
UML tools
ROOM Darwin SDT
Code Analysis + – – ?
Verification – o/+ o +
Specification
of Distribution
o + o +
Code
Generation
o + o +
Execution/
Simulation
– + – +
Table 3.2: Comparison – Tools
3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented different languages and tools that support the devel-
opment of a distributed application. We compared the strengths and weaknesses with
respect to the requirements stated in section 1.2. The only class of tools that support
the reuse of existing programs (written in a “conventional” object-oriented program-
ming language) to a larger degree are general UML tools. However, these tools do not
support specific features that are useful for distributed application development, for
example code generation with regard to a specific middleware. As reuse of existing
code is a key requirement we will use (extended) UML class diagrams as the basis for
the specification of the distribution structure. We can now replace the generic term
“Design diagram” in Fig. 1.1 with a concrete diagram type.
The question, how other approaches (chiefly ROOM) could reuse existing source code,
is certainly interesting, but not trivial (see section 3.2.2). It involves for example the
creation of a ROOMchart from an existing class signature. In the work presented here,
we do not further investigate this alternative.
In the next chapter we present our approach: a methodology and a tool widely con-
forming to the UML with distribution specific extensions.
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Chapter 4
Concepts of a Distribution Mechanism
In this chapter we introduce the concepts of our approach to the development process
of distributed applications. Therefore, we first refresh the reasons why we aspire a new
methodology for the development and deployment of a distributed application.
The methodology is introduced by means of the second example of the preceding
chapter. This example serves as a running example throughout the rest of this thesis.
We will go through the different steps of our methodology and thus sketch important
properties of this approach. After having studied this process by means of the example,
we describe it in a more general way.
Finally, we compare our approach with those found in the literature and discuss ad-
vantages and disadvantages.
Our approach, as illustrated in the following, is suitable for object-oriented applica-
tions. The application exploit (from the logical point of view) a single thread of con-
trol and synchronous method invocations. Thus, services that are isolated in remote
partitions are passive and react to remote invocations.
The example discussed in the following is the simple information system, we already
studied in section 3.1. We will use this example as our running example throughout
this thesis.
4.1 Introductory Example
In the sequel, we discuss the process of distributing an existing, object-oriented appli-
cation. If we divide an application, i.e. our running example, into different partitions,
it is practical not to decide for each class to which partition it should belong. There-
fore, whole subsystems may be attached to a partition1. In figure 4.1 this is denoted by
thin lines between partition and subsystem, representing an attachment relationship.
1A class inherits this relation from the enclosing subsystem, but may also refine this relation.
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Thus, in our example, we are dealing with two partitions, called client and server. The
chosen names are suggestive, but do not have any semantics.
The partitions are adorned with a multiplicity information that states, that the server
partition is started exactly once, whereas multiple (including none) client instances
may be started. The notation of a partition uses the same symbol as a UML component
(cf. 3.7). As already depicted in Fig. 3.3, the call and creates relationships are denoted
by solid and dashed arrows, respectively.
The class that is the starting point of the control flow through an application (in Java,
a class with the static method main), is marked with an incoming arrow head in the
upper left hand side. In our example, this is the class MainWindow, the static method
contains a statement that instantiates MainWindow. This relation is denoted by the
dashed circle. In the moment, detailed behavior descriptions, for example provided
through interaction diagrams in UML, are not needed.
database
attach
attach
EditDialog
MainWindow
AlertBox
gui
Collection
Entry
Client
*
Server
1
Figure 4.1: Affiliation of classes/subsystems to partitions
As a notational variant, the subsystems may be drawn inside the partition they are
attached to. We will use this notation in a subsequent figure (Fig. 4.6).
Let us now recapitulate the information that is available in a class diagram in UML
notation, before we discuss the required extensions. We propose that the static struc-
ture model offers suitable information to discuss distribution issues, if we allow for
some extensions to class diagrams. Because static structure models describe the archi-
tecture of an application, the language of those (sub-) models is called an architecture
description language, or short ADL [MR97].
The computation of the set of classes that are attached to a partition can be derived from
a small number of attachment relations. This computation will be shown in section
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5. Please note that this computation is not as trivial as it might seem at first glance.
Besides the containment in a subsystem, there are other cases in which the attachment
to a subsystem is inherited. A class locally depends on another, if it either inherits
from this class or creates an instance of this class. A third possibility are calls between
classes whose instances must be co-located. Examples are sensors which should only
return local data, but also stubs generated by an IDL compiler. In each of these cases,
a tool has three options: (1) silently extend a partition, (2) warn the user, or (3) only
allow these relations between classes in the same partition.
Necessary Transformations
The creation of an instance of class Entry can not be performed by class MainWindow
directly, because the (Java) language primitive new only creates instances of local
classes. Instead, another class that belongs to the server partition has to offer the
creation of remote instances of class Entry as a service. The class or method offering
such a service is called factory.
calls_static databaseMainWindow
gui
Collection
Entry_impl
AlertBox
EditDialog
Entry
Factory for Entry
createEntry
createEntry
additional method:
«interface»
Figure 4.2: First transformation — Factories
In case of the example, we can remedy a design flaw of the original implementation:
It is a task of the collection object to offer a method that creates an entry, other classes
should not create new instances of Entry (which is the case for MainWindow). This
change is not only suitable for distribution, it also enables the collection class for
example to do housekeeping (e.g. count the number of instances of class Entry).
Fig. 4.2 shows the architecture after this first transformation. Please note that the
source code has to be transformed as well. The concrete implementation has been
renamed to Entry_impl, the original name is now used for a newly created interface.
A new method in the class Collection has been created: createEntry (using an obvious
naming convention here) simply contains the statement new Entry_impl(). The applied
pattern is called abstract factory, because it returns a reference to the interface –after
renaming– Entry.
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In general, the advantage of an explicit interface is the decoupling of callers from
callees. This technique enhances the reconfigurability of an application. Particularly,
in distributed, object-oriented applications, it allows the replacement of an original
implementation by a (generated) stub without a need to modify client code2.
Another problem of the example in its current form is the creation of a single instance
of the collection class (done by the static method main in MainWindow). Classes which
have exactly one instance are called singletons. A common pattern to create singletons
in a non-distributed scenario is shown in the following code (Fig. 4.3). A static method
getInstance, yields the desired reference to its clients. A new instance is only created
for the first caller. Fig. 4.4 shows the architecture of the example system, after we
applied this pattern. The collection now has a create edge, pointing to itself. As in the
UML, static attributes and methods are underlined.
public class Collection {
public static Collection getInstance() {
if (instance == null)
instance = new Collection();
return instance;
}
private static Collection instance = null;
   
}
Figure 4.3: Singleton in Java
Nevertheless this pattern can not be easily extended to the distributed variant, because
remote invocations require an object reference to work on. Thus, it is not possible for
MainWindow to invoke the static method getInstance of the remote collection class. A
variant of the singleton pattern, found in many CORBA systems, is the instantiation of
singletons in an initialization procedure. The references of the singletons are exported
to a name server. All clients share a single instance, because they obtain a reference
to the singleton from the name server. But the name server lookup is expensive: each
time it requires a remote call to the name server and a dynamic type-cast, because the
name service operations return an object of the most general type. Potential exceptions
must be captured during this type-cast (called narrowing in CORBA terminology).
Therefore, many CORBA applications cache references received by the nameserver in
static variables.
A distributed variant of the singleton pattern is shown in figure 4.5. The static method
2The alternative to make a new implementation available under the same name (and rename the
original) is not desirable, because it would prevent the use of either stub or original implementation. In
case of an abstract factory, this decision depends –at runtime– on the localization of the callee. This
allows for optimizations, e.g. load balancing.
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Singleton, created by static method: getInstance()
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Figure 4.4: Second transformation — Singleton Pattern
getInstance of the collection class has been moved into a separate class. This split is
necessary, because –as already stated above– it is not possible to invoke a static method
remotely. The separate class is called CollectionSF. It has the annotation (stereotype
in UML) SingletonFactory. This class is attached to both partitions, client and server.
The client partition must contain a variant of the singleton factory in which the imple-
mentation of the method getInstance is changed, as outlined below.
database
SingletonFactory
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EditDialog
MainWindow
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gui
Collection_impl
Entry_implEntry
«interface»
«interface»
Collection
«SFactory»
CollectionSF
instance
getInstance
«static»
Figure 4.5: Further transformation — Distributed Singleton Pattern
Finally, Fig. 4.6 depicts the code needed in each of the partitions. In the client parti-
tions, additional stubs replace the original implementation. Client stubs are denoted
by an outgoing hollow arrow. These are generated from the interface description in
CORBA-IDL. Because the code in the gui partition only deals with the interfaces (due
to the abstract factory pattern), it does not have to be changed.
On the server side, other stubs are needed (skeletons in CORBA terminology) that del-
egate incoming invocations to their original place. To avoid visual cluttering, the figure
omits the fact that the server stubs of Entry and Collection (denoted by in incoming,
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Figure 4.6: Last transformation step
hollow arrow) are composed of a generated skeleton and the original implementation.
The singleton factory is implicitly attached to all partitions and as a static class always
invoked locally. Its implementation has to be changed: The creation of the singleton
via new is replaced by a name server lookup, as shown in Fig. 4.7. The code relies
on the assumption that the object reference of the singleton has been registered be-
forehand. This is the task of a generated method (specific for each partition), called
InitSingletons. This class is invoked exactly once during the initialization of each par-
tition. It creates a new instance of the singleton and registers this instance by the name
service. We use the convention to export the fully qualified class name of the singleton
to the name service.
The advantage of the distributed singleton pattern we used here is the fact that client
code employing the singleton factory does not have to be changed in a distributed
scenario. However, there is also a disadvantage: all singletons are instantiated in a
fixed sequence after a partition is started. This would be problematic, if the constructor
of a singleton requests resources that are not yet available. The constructor could for
instance access another singleton which has not been instantiated yet. In section 5.5.1,
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public class CollectionSF {
public static Collection getInstance() {
// resolve initial reference nc (naming context)
if (instance == null) {
CORBA.Object obj = nc.resolve("database.Collection");
instance = CollectionfactoryHelper.narrow(obj);
}
return instance;
}
private static Collection instance = null;
}
Figure 4.7: Singleton in Java, distributed variant
we discuss an advanced variant of the distributed singleton pattern that copes with this
situation.
A singleton plays an important role, as the instance of a singleton has a precise loca-
tion (a singleton can only be attached to a single partition with a multiplicity of 1).
Because factories are usually singleton objects, all objects created by such a factory
are instantiated in the partition of the singleton object. Thus, singleton objects are the
starting points that control object localization.
public class InitPartition {
public static initSingletons {
// resolve initial reference nc (naming context)
Collection collection = new Collection_impl();
nc.bind("database.Collection", collection);
   
}
}
Figure 4.8: Singleton in Java, distributed variant, server side initialization
4.2 The DIVISION Approach
The DIVISION approach presented in this thesis consists of a methodology and
a model of the distributed application. The name DIVISION is an acronym for
Distribution Via a Sequence of transformations. It is motivated by the fact that trans-
formations are a significant part of the transition towards a distributed application.
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The model on which distribution is planned, is the architecture of a program as given
in a class diagram. We will now outline the methodology shown in figure 4.9.
1
3 4
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source code
& annotations
deployment
Phase 1
partition 1
source code source code
partition n
Phase 2
distributed
architecture
persistent transformations transient transformations
generation
architecture
Figure 4.9: Methodology
Before we discuss the single steps in the figure, we want to discuss the separation of
two phases during the creation of a distributed program:
In the first phase, the developer — i.e. the user of the distribution tool presented in
chapter 7 — interactively selects transformations. In the example shown in section
3.1, this phase could last up to the introduction of a singleton factory in Fig. 4.4. Some
transformations are specified with the intention to prepare the application for distribu-
tion (in order to solve distribution prerequisites) or enhance its flexibility. Therefore,
the effect of these transformations should persist; the resulting code is the basis for fu-
ture deployment. The application that is created in this phase is aware of distribution,
but it is not a distributed application.
In the second phase, a predefined sequence of transient transformations is applied.
They insert code (stubs and skeletons) that is subject to change with different distri-
bution scenarios or a different underlying middleware. This process is performed by
a generator without any user interaction. The generator employs a sequence of trans-
formations. Necessary parameters are supplied by means of additional information.
Whereas this information was given explicitly by the user in the preceding phase, it is
now available via annotations.
The set of persistent transformations is derived from our experience with some exam-
ple programs. But this set is not fixed; other transformations, for example specific to
the application domain, might be necessary as well. It is therefore advantageous if a
tool supporting this methodology can easily be extended with new transformations.
Let us now take up each of the requirements from section 1.2 and examine their relation
to the steps in Fig. 4.9:
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  Starting with an existing program
This requirement is fulfilled by step 1 . We analyze the architecture of an exist-
ing program written in a “conventional” object-oriented programming language.
The result of this analysis is a class diagram, eventually adorned by location
attachments. This process is also known as reverse engineering.
  Specification of distribution structure
The specification of the distribution structure is achieved on the architecture
layer. It is performed in step 2 . The specification comprises the attachment
of either single classes or whole packages to a partition. We will discuss the
necessary extensions covering distribution issues in section 4.3.
  Detection of a violation of distribution prerequisites
The architecture layer is also the right place to check prerequisites of distribu-
tion. The techniques that could be used depends on the internal representation
of the architecture. We also need suitable transformations that restore confor-
mance with distribution prerequisites. These transformations have to operate on
the architecture layer and on the source code, depicted by an arrow with the label
3 . We will discuss the techniques of detection and transformation in chapter 7,
examples of useful transformations in chapter 5 (e.g. the insertion of a factory).
It will be shown that the combination of prerequisite and transformation towards
a solution could be interpreted as an interesting variant of a design pattern.
A change could also be initiated on the source code level by means of any text
editor. In this case, we have to repeat step 1 in order to achieve consistency
between architecture and source.
  Coping with changes of the distribution structure
The changes of the distribution structure are relatively easy. The developer has to
change the explicit attachment information on the architecture level. The derived
information is adapted automatically.
In step 4 , the distribution information in the annotated architecture is analyzed
and the code needed by each partition is generated. The generated code contains
middleware specific statements.
  Independence of a middleware technology
The split into two phases also allows for a change of middleware. Middleware
dependent code is not inserted into the application before the generation phase
starts.
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4.3 A Meta Model of the Architecture
The syntax of textual languages is defined by their grammar given for example in
Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF). Traditionally, architecture description lan-
guages had a specific textual description, which could be described by an EBNF. But,
an architecture is inherently a set of entities (nodes) and their interconnections (edges),
i.e. a graph. A textual representation would always add “irrelevant noise”, for example
the introduction of special keywords. Instead, it is useful to define the attributes that
are stored in an entity and the possible relations to other entities.
A nice way to do this, is the employment of meta models defined as class diagrams.
UML defines such a meta model. In the following section, we will study UML’s meta
model for class diagrams.
UML’s Meta Model
Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 show two different views of UML’s meta model ([RO   99],
chapter 2.5). These models are meta models, because their instances are models, in
this case class diagrams. The meta model uses the same notation as the model itself.
A line with the hollow arrow denotes an inheritance relationship, a hollow rhomb an
aggregation and a filled rhomb a composition. The multiplicity of relationships is
denoted by a number or –in case of an arbitrary number– the symbol “*”.
We will explain a subset of these diagram, chiefly those elements that are also used in
our own model that is presented in the following. For a more detailed description, we
refer to chapter 2.5 of [RO   99]. The first diagram (Fig. 4.10) shows the entities begin-
ning with the general ModelElement which forms the top of the inheritance hierarchy
among model elements.
A Namespace inherits from this base class and owns an arbitrary number of other
model elements. The cardinality adornment 0..1 specifies that each model element
is owned by at most one namespace. The visibility adornment acts like a filter that
restricts the visibility outside the owning namespace. The exact semantics of this con-
struct is discussed in [SW97]. There are two refinements of a namespace, the first is a
package (inheriting also from a generalizable element), the second a classifier.
The Classifier is a significant model element, because it forms the base class of inter-
faces and classes. It is important to distinguish the layer of the meta model and that
of a model instance. We have just used the term “base class” to denote a subtype re-
lationship on the meta model which should be clearly distinguished from a “class” we
design in an instance of an UML diagram. A classifier owns a number of features, ei-
ther behavioral (methods – we deliberately omitted the distinction between operations
and methods) or structural (attributes). A classifier forms its own namespace, it is thus
possible to model nested classes. Classifier also inherits from GeneralizableElement
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Figure 4.10: UML Meta Schema – Core and Packages
which basically allows for being part of an inheritance hierarchy.
Fig. 4.11 shows the relationships between the entities. These are modeled by means
of the same mechanism as the entities. Making Relationship a first class citizen par-
ticularly enables the use of inheritance between different relationship types. Please
note that Fig. 4.11 provides just a different view to the model elements. For example,
the classifier is used in both diagrams. The figure also shows the subtypes of a clas-
sifier; Class, Interface, and Datatype inherit from Classifier. The latter is not free of
problems. It means that a datatype and its specializations (e.g. primitive data types
like integer) can have methods (chapter 2.7 of [RO   99]). Inheritance relationships
can be modeled between GeneralizableElements (classes and interfaces are generaliz-
able elements). Invocations and instantiations are modeled as Usage relationships, a
specialization of the Dependency relation.
More interesting for our application area is the modeling of (computing) nodes3 and
3The notion of a node is used inside the UML as a computing unit inside a network. For clarity, we
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Figure 4.11: UML Meta Schema – Classifier and Relationships
components. A computing node may aggregate any number of components. Each
component is a an aggregation of model elements.
“A component is a physical, replaceable part of a system that packages
implementation and conforms to and provides the realization of a set of in-
terfaces. A component represents a physical piece of implementation of a
system, including software code (source, binary or executable) or equiva-
lents such as scripts or command files. As such, a component may itself
conform to and provide the realization of a set of interfaces, which rep-
resent services implemented by the elements resident in the component.”
[RO   99], chapter 2.5
The UML does not restrict this rather general model in any way. A component may
will refer to the term node in the sequel as computing node, otherwise we simply denote a node inside
a graph.
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aggregate anything. It is also possible that Component, Node, and the aggregated
classes and interfaces provide Features (i.e. methods).
In the following section, we outline the modifications and extensions we use to model
distribution within class diagrams.
Modifications of the UML Meta Model
We have shown some limitations of UML. Nevertheless, it is a well known standard
and should only be changed, if necessary. The omission of parts of the model is usually
not critical, if these parts are not needed.
We do not propose changes to the UML view shown in Fig. 4.10. There are two omis-
sions: we do not support (1) the Subsystem element and (2) only deal with ownership
relations from packages to model elements (thus ignoring the import of model ele-
ments). The first omission is motivated by the wish to avoid a further obscurity of
the semantics (compared to a “pure” package concept) which would be caused by el-
ements that are either classifiers and packages. The second omission is caused by the
fact that Java’s package concept does not support such a relation and thus, it could not
be derived from the source code. This should be changed in future versions.
Fig. 4.12 shows the modified meta model compared to Fig. 4.11. The most important
difference is the introduction of the partition as a model element. It replaces the com-
ponent. It is not merely a “wording” issue: Unlike to components, only namespaces
may be connected to a partition. The relationship that connects classifiers or packages
(both are of type Namespace) with partitions is called attachment.
The dependencies caused by invocations (calls) and instantiations (creates) are mod-
eled as explicit subtypes of Usage, whereas UML defines these two as stereotypes
of Usage. This difference is not important, it has technical reasons as we will see in
section 7.
4.3.1 Derived Architecture Properties
Not all relationships between two model elements are modeled by a direct relationship
between these two. The attachment relation –describing in which partitions classes
might be instantiated– has an extended variant: if the namespace owning a model
element is attached to a certain partition, the model element is implicitly attached to
the same partition. The motivation of such an extended meaning of a relationship is
the large number of model elements. It is not useful to explicitly attach all classes to a
partition, particularly because the distribution structure might change in the future.
This informal definition of an implicit attachment relationship was suitable for the
example given in Fig. 4.1 of this chapter. If we slightly modify this example by an
additional edge as in Fig. 4.13, it is no longer obvious what the extended attachment
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Figure 4.12: An extension of the meta model
relationship means. The additional attachment edge to the class Entry could either
redefine the attachment (inherited from the package gui), i.e. Entry would only be
attached to the client partition. In another interpretation, Entry would be attached to
both partitions, client and server. Another question is whether a class inherits the
attachment relationship from its subclasses: it would not be useful that a subclass
inherits from the (client) stub of its superclass instead of the superclass itself.
We will solve these ambiguities of the derived relationship in the sequel denoted as
att’
. The added prime distinguishes it from the att relationsship denoting an explicit
attachment edge from a class to a partition4. The definition of att’ is done by means of
a first order logic. The derived relation att’           set of nodes  , is defined
as the smallest relationship which fulfills the following rules:
1.  att   att’ 
2. The class  is (indirectly) owned by a namespace 	 that is attached to the par-
tition  : 	 owns*  and 	 att 
  att’  where owns* is the transitive closure of
owns , i.e. if 	 
 owns 	

owns  owns
	


	


owns*
	

.
4Please note that the relationship is directed.
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Figure 4.13: Attachment of classes/packages to partitions
3. The class has a local dependency relation to another class that is attached to that
partition:  dep   and  att’    att’  .
The dep relation is true, if A calls B (with the annotation co-located) or if A
inherits from B.
In the sequel we will simply use the notion “. . . is attached to” to denote the extended
(derived) relationship attach’. The questions that motivated the definition can now
be answered: (1) Entry would be attached to both partitions. (2) If a class has any
subclasses, it is automatically attached to all of this subclasses.
In chapter 7, we will present a suitable way to directly represent the definition above
in an executable way.
4.4 Related Work
Tools and approaches to develop distributed applications have already been shown in
chapter 3. We will select some (those that still use a detail-level programming language
like Java or C++) of them and discuss their advantages and disadvantages compared to
our approach.
  (plain) Middleware
The middleware already offers a basic tool support for the development of dis-
tributed applications: the IDL compiler translates the interface specifications
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into language specific stubs. But there is no support for building or (re-) design-
ing an application in a way that suits middleware restrictions.
  UML CASE tools
Most object-oriented CASE tools, e.g. Rational Rose [Rat99] or Innovator
[MID99], are suitable for round-trip engineering, i.e. they allow to alternately
deploy design documents and source code of an application and provide means
to synchronize both representations again. Therefore, they could be used to deal
with existing programs.
They employ UML class diagrams and have the ability to generate CORBA-IDL
from language specific interface descriptions.
But there is no specific support for transformations related to distribution. Of
course, it is possible to use basic operations to change class diagrams and im-
plementation, but these operations are not targeted towards the objective of a
distributed program.
  ROOM, UML/RT
The ROOM approach is suitable for complex systems, particularly those with
realtime and distribution requirements. Therefore, it explicitly models capsules
that roughly correspond to the notion of a partition in our methodology. A cap-
sule communicates with other capsules only via ports. The connections between
capsules are specified statically by a diagram (that can be visually edited).
The main difference to our approach is the usage of asynchronous, signal based
communication. The behavior of a capsule is controlled by a state machine
connected to the ports of a capsule.
An advantage, compared to our approach, is that the state machine is a pattern
that is suitable for distributed systems. It allows for capsules that each have an
explicitly modeled flow of control.
Its main disadvantage is that it requires the development from scratch. Conven-
tional programs cannot be reused with the exception that actions attached to a
transition of the state machine can be calls to “normal” class operations.
  Darwin
The configuration language Darwin [RE96] shares some features with ROOM.
A component (comparable to ROOM’s capsule) also communicates via signal
based messages. In contrast to ROOM, the transported data must be of built-in
type.
Darwin has some interesting features that allow the dynamic binding between
components, as we have already seen in chapter 3.3.1. The specification of these
bindings can be either specified in a text file or with a visual tool [KMNS93].
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As in the case of ROOM, the inherent concurrency (each component has its own
thread of control) is an advantage compared to our approach.
The computations inside a component are performed by standard C++ classes,
which allow the reuse of existing code fragments. The latter is only useful if
it is possible to exchange the synchronous method invocations by asynchronous
signals.
Currently, Darwin’s implementation does not support the translation of Darwin’s
component description into CORBA-IDL. The implementation uses its own run-
time system for message passing; it is not possible to use CORBA or another
standard middleware.
  OrbixBuilder
OrbixBuilder is a commercial tool for a specific ORB [Bla97]. It features the
visual creation of a graphical user interface (as many other products). Its advan-
tage is the ability to attach graphical objects to (CORBA) server components.
The necessary code that automatically employs CORBA stubs is generated. Or-
bixBuilder also consists of a suite of other tools that are out of the scope of our
considerations, e.g. administration and performance monitoring.
The tool is suitable for a limited application area. It is not suitable for the (ar-
chitectural) design of a distributed application.
The following items describe techniques that would be needed in an implementation
of our approach. Here, we only list these items, a more thorough discussion is done in
the following chapters, after the implementation of our approach is presented in detail.
  Formalization of and tool support for design patterns [FMW97].
  Meta programming provides a means to inspect and adapt the way objects are
handled in an object-oriented programming language. The meta program has
access to a class, it can access for example information about a class’ method.
In our approach, annotations guide the second transformation phase (partly a
generation). It is possible to interpret the annotation of a class as a meta class
adornment. The transformer (generator) that modifies (inserts) code, depending
on the information in annotations, can be viewed as a compile time mechanism
that resolves annotations into plain language code, as does OpenC++ [Chi96] or
OpenJava [TC98].
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented an approach to the development of distributed sys-
tems. It consists of a model in which the distribution structure is described by addi-
tional information on the architecture layer and a methodology. The latter distinguishes
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two phases. In each, the application is transformed. These transformations are con-
sistently captured by means of architecture transformations. If we recall the example,
the applied transformations of the first phase mainly relate to two patterns: Abstract
Factory and Singleton.
In chapter 5, we will discuss these two patterns and others related to distribution in
more detail. In contrast to an informal treatment of patterns, we will see how to pre-
cisely specify and execute such a pattern. Other, probably domain or even project
specific patterns are possible as well.
In chapter 6 we will present the transformations used in the second phase and an im-
plementation according to these patterns.
In chapter 7, we will present a tool that supports the concepts outlined in this chapter.
We show its suitability for the typical deployment of a distributed application on both
source code and architecture layer.
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Chapter 5
Preparation and Transformation of
the Application
In the preceding chapter, we have learned that distribution requires changes of exist-
ing programs. These changes prepare the application for distribution, because con-
formance to middleware restrictions (section 2.4) is achieved. In order to implement
these changes in a predictable way, it is useful to compose them as a sequence of
well defined transformations. We want to specify these transformations on a suitable
abstraction layer, the application’s architecture.
However, we cannot precisely describe an architecture transformation, before we have
a suitable model describing an architecture. The chapter starts with an excursion to a
language we use to describe architectures as well as their transformation. In the sequel,
our architectural model –a variant of UML class diagrams– is presented by means of
this specification language.
The transition towards a distributed application can be eased, if well known solutions
for typical tasks, for instance the access of global data, are employed. These solutions,
together with the problem description, are also known as design patterns [GHJV95]. In
the next sections, we present a catalogue of patterns relevant in distributed applications
and add a new facet to their description: a suitable transformation that changes an
existing program part in a way that it conforms to the pattern.
5.1 Modeling architectures and their transformations
Before we can start modeling transformation of architectures, we must specify an
model of the architecture. The UML does this providing a meta model, as we have
seen in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. We proposed an extension in a new diagram (cf.
4.12), but this specification lacked some detail. Therefore we will now introduce the
language PROGRES which is suitable for the specification of architectural models as
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well as transformations operating on architectures. The PROGRES specification of an
architecture model closely resembles the meta model of UML.
5.1.1 PROGRES
PROGRES 1 (programmed graph rewriting system) [SWZ95, SWZ99] is an operational
high level specification language developed by A. SCHÜRR. It is a strong and statically
typed language, based on the concept of programmed graph rewriting systems.
A graph –to be exact a directed attributed, node and edge labelled graph (short diane)–
is the central data structure used within PROGRES.
Graph rewriting is equivalent to the modification of (parts of) this graph. The modifi-
cations or transformations are specified by declarative rules consisting of a left-hand
and right hand side. Informally, the left-hand side reflects a subgraph pattern that is
replaced by the right-hand side. Several strategies to embed the replacement into the
existing graph exist [Sch97], but for the purpose of this thesis, this informal definition
should provide for an intuitive comprehension of graph transformations.
PROGRES Graph Schema
A graph representing a sound architecture has to fulfill certain constraints. For ex-
ample, an inheritance relationship is only allowed between classifiers. In this case,
we want to constrain the source and target of edges in our graph. In order to specify
these requirements, nodes carry type information. The type information specifies the
attributes and connections a node may have.
This information is expressed by means of a graph schema in PROGRES. It specifies
the structure of graphs (which can be roughly compared to the notion of a schema in
database modeling). The nodes in a graph are instances of types that are specified in
the schema. A type specifies the attributes and edges of a node. PROGRES types have
two different variants, called node class and node type. Node types are the leaves in the
inheritance hierarchy, they cannot be subclassed. Node classes can not be instantiated2.
The graph schema shown in Fig. 5.1 represents a basic schema of our UML variant.
Boxes denote node classes, ovals denote node types (examples of node types can be
found in Fig. 5.2). As in the UML, inheritance is denoted by hollow arrows.
The node class MODELELEMENT is the top-level element of the inheritance hierarchy.
It has one intrinsic attribute of type string, called name and two derived attributes. An
intrinsic attribute declares information that is stored within a node – comparable to an
1 http://www-i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/research/progres/
2 This is a different terminology compared to UML. A PROGRES class would be an abstract class in
UML and a PROGRES type a final class in UML.
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Basic_Schema
FILE
MODELELEMENT
RELATIONSHIP
derived
  hasErrors : boolean = not empty ( self.errorMsgSource )
                        or not empty ( self.errorMsgTarget );
  errorMsgSource : string [0:n]
    =
      [
        not (self.<-_s-.type in self.src_type) ::
        "\n" & string ( self.<-_s-.type ) & " is wrong source type"
      | nil ]                                                      ;
  errorMsgTarget : string [0:n]
    =
      [
        not (self.-_t->.type in self.trg_type) ::
        "\n" & string ( self.-_t->.type ) & " is wrong target type"
      | nil ]                                                      ;
meta
intrinsic
  filename : string := "";
  firstline : integer := 0;
  lastline : integer := 0;
  revision : string := "1.1";
derived
intrinsic
  index name : string := "";
  nodeVisibility : integer = 1;
  icon : string = string ( self.type );
_s
_t
  src_type : type_in MODELELEMENT [1:n] := MODELELEMENT;
  trg_type : type_in MODELELEMENT [1:n] := MODELELEMENT;
Figure 5.1: Basic PROGRES Graph Schema
attribute of a class in an object-oriented programming language. A derived attribute
is evaluated at runtime and contains a computation statement – roughly comparable to
a method declaration without parameters. In the basic schema, the derived attribute
icon has a very simple definition: a string representation of its own type. nodeVisibility
is defined to the constant 1 (its use will be explained later, it is not relevant for the
architecture model). It is possible to redefine derived attributes in a subclass.
The definition in MODELELEMENT already defines the interface, i.e. the accessible at-
tributes of all node types derived from it. For example, the attribute name is supported
by all nodes of our architecture model.
Relationships are not modeled as simple edges of the underlying graph, but as an
edge-node-edge construct. This means that relationships are first class citizens in our
model, they can carry attributes and inheritance is possible between different relation-
ship types. All relations inherit from the class RELATIONSHIP (shown in Fig. 5.1).
This class performs a runtime type check of the in-going and out-coming edges. This
is achieved by a combination of paths and operators: if the type of the node to which
_s edge points is not a subtype (denoted by the keyword in) of the src_type given in
a so-called meta attribute, an error is emitted. Analogous, an error is also emitted,
if the target of the _t edge does not match the trg_type. A meta attribute is used to
define a parameterized node class. The value of a meta attribute is defined within the
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graph schema and may not be modified at runtime. However, it is refined in subclasses
of RELATIONSHIP, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The construct [guard::expr1 | expr2] yields
expr1, if guard evaluates to true, expr2 otherwise. The body of RELATIONSHIP, expr1
contains the error message and preceded by a guarded expression, the subtype check.
ADL_Objects
Skeleton
CLASS
intrinsic
  functional : boolean := false;
  useLocal : boolean := false;
derived
  isMult = card ( self.=attached=> ) > 1;
CLASSIFIER
[...]
NAMESPACE
[...]
Stub
SingletonSFactory Class
CompositeType
TYPE
BasicType
Interface
INTERFACE
Partition
PARTITION
intrinsic
  partLanguage : string := "Java";
  cardinality : string := "1";
Package
PACKAGE
intrinsic
  systemPkg : boolean := false;
[...]
RootPackage
Attribute
STRUCTURAL_FEATURE
FEATURE
intrinsic
  retType : CLASSIFIER [0:1] := nil;
last_param
[0:1]
next_param
[0:1]
[0:1]
Parameter
[...]
has_par
Method
intrinsic
  throws : CLASSIFIER [0:n] := nil;
GENERALIZABLE_ELEMENT
intrinsic
  isRoot : boolean;
  isLeaf : boolean;
VISIBLE_ELEMENT
[...]
BEHAVIORAL_FEATURE
first_param
Figure 5.2: Model Entities
Fig. 5.2 shows the modeling entities. On top of the inheritance hierarchy is the MOD-
ELELEMENT, all node classes inherit from it. Yet it is not visible in this view, and
thus none of the inheritance edges (otherwise the readability of the figure would have
been compromised). The visibility (an attribute of the VISIBLE_ELEMENT node class)
controls whether a package, class or method is accessible in its surrounding context.
Important node classes are classifiers and packages. Both inherit from Namespace
which has a similiar meaning as in the UML: a container owning other model ele-
ments. We emphasize a distinguished package (RootPackage), the root container of
an application. There has to be exactly one RootPackage in an application. The CLAS-
SIFIER (like in the UML) is the base class for Interface, Class and Type. Types are split
into basic types of a programming language, such as integer and boolean, and compos-
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ite types, e.g. arrays. CLASSIFIER and FEATURE inherit from VISIBLE_ELEMENT.
The visibility attribute of the latter controls whether these model elements can only be
accessed (are “visible”) from model elements inside the owning namespace or from
others as well. The attribute values typically comprise private, protected, and public.
The entity CLASS has two additional attributes of type boolean. These attributes con-
tain additional information that can not be unambiguously inferred from the source
code. The attribute functional states that a class does not carry a state, i.e. that succes-
sive invocations with the same arguments always yield the same result. In the notation
of [Nag90] those classes are called functional modules. Analysis and code generation
can take advantage of this information: it states that this class can be replicated with-
out worrying about inconsistencies. The attribute use_local states that instances of this
class must always be co-located to their callers. An alternative to the use of boolean
attributes is further subclassing. The node type Singleton was already exploited in
the example: there is exactly one instance of a class within a system (in [Nag90] this
would be called an abstract data object).
The partition is also part of our meta model. Its only attribute is the programming
language exclusively used in this partition. The partition replaces the notion of a com-
ponent in UML. Unlike in UML’s term subsystem, there is no additional interface
offered by the partition. It is “only” an aggregate for those classifiers that are offered
by a computing node. Note that we do not model the execution or ownership by a node.
A partition, i.e. the code contained inside a partition, can be executed deliberately on
any machine of a computing network.
Unlike in the UML, our approach captures the consequences of attaching a classifier
to a certain partition, as we will see in the following sections.
Fig. 5.3 shows the relationships between the model elements. We have chosen a textual
representation, because the interesting meta attributes are not shown graphically in the
current version of PROGRES.
The declaration of node types and node classes starts with the keywords, node_type
and node_class, respectively. Is_a denotes inheritance. The node types redefine the
inherited meta attributes from the base schema. Thus, the runtime check shown in
Fig. 5.1 will raise an error, if an “illegal” relationship is inserted, for example an in-
heritance relationship between a method and class.
The obvious difference to UML is the absence of a model entity for association. We
omit the association, because it is not easily derivable from the source code and has no
immediate significance for distribution. Thus, we are interested in relationships which
have a closer link to the implementation. It is for example immediately important
whether a method invocation is a remote method invocation or not. This question is
captured by the calls relation, in combination with the attachments to partitions of
caller and callee.
But it would seem necessary to model composition (which is also not part of our
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section ADL_Relationships
node_class INHERITANCE is_a RELATIONSHIP
intrinsic
relmodifier : string [0:n] := nil;
redef_meta
src_type := CLASSIFIER ;
trg_type := CLASSIFIER ;
end;
node_class DEPENDENCY is_a RELATIONSHIP end;
redef_meta
src_type := CLASSIFIER ;
trg_type := CLASSIFIER ;
node_type inherits : INHERITANCE end;
node_type implements : INHERITANCE redef_meta
src_type := CLASS ;
trg_type := INTERFACE ;
end;
node_type calls : DEPENDENCY
end;
node_type creates : DEPENDENCY redef_meta
trg_type := CLASS ;
end;
node_type attach : RELATIONSHIP redef_meta
src_type := CLASSIFIER or PACKAGE ;
trg_type := PARTITION ;
end;   
end;
Figure 5.3: Model Relations – textual representation
model), because a composed object should be co-located to its enclosing object. This
question is controlled by the basic creates relationship.
The other relationships include inheritance (inherit/implements), as given by the node
class INHERITANCE and attachment of a classifier or package to a partition.
Path Expressions
The specification in section 4.3.1 can be written in almost the same way using path
expressions in PROGRES, as shown in Fig. 5.4. A path expression represents a virtual
edge of a graph. It is computed by a concatenation (denoted by a &) of other paths.
These can either be “normal” edges or other path definitions. In the figure, the expres-
sions relation_path and reverse_path traverse from a source object to a relationship
node and to a target object in normal and reverse direction, respectively. The path
expression might contain a choice operator in square brackets, as we had in the basic
schema in 5.1. The first expression whose guard expression (before the ::) evaluates
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to true is chosen. In Fig. 5.4, the guarded expression reflects the task to find the orig-
inator of a call by means of the reverse_path expression, if the use_local flag of the
namespace evaluates to true.
The path expression denotes a relation between model elements and partitions and
is an implementation of the relation att’ , defined in section 4.3.1. Other properties,
for example the attachment of classes and packages to partitions, are derived from an
explicit attachment edge.
path attached : NAMESPACE   PARTITION =
[ self.use_local :: =reverse_path ( calls )= 

self ]
& =reverse_path ( owns )= 
& =relation_path ( attach )= 
& instance_of PARTITION
end;
Figure 5.4: Specification of Attachment to Partitions – a Path Expression in PROGRES
5.1.2 Specification of Transformations
In this section, we introduce the main specification mechanism for transformations on
architecture and source code level. We outline the principle of these transformations
by means of small, basic transformations. These transformations are characterized
by simple operations on the architecture graph with small structural effects. Since
source code and architecture should always be consistent, a change of the graph has
to be accompanied by a suitable change of the source code. This can be non-trivial,
the renaming of a class for instance is a simple attribute change in the graph. In the
source code, the class declaration and all applied occurrences of the class name have
to be changed. The implementation of these (source code) transformations will be
addressed in chapter 7.
In the following, we enumerate basic transformations, beginning with the transforma-
tions modifying entities of our meta model (i.e. those inheriting from MODELELE-
MENT) and continuing with the modification of relationships (i.e. those inheriting
from RELATIONSHIP).
Node Operations
Create a Classifier or Method During the deployment of an application, new
classes or interfaces (i.e. classifiers) are introduced. Sometimes they are renamed or
moved to other packages.
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production insert_node(set_name : string; type : type_in MODELELEMENT;
out node : type) =
::=
1’ : type
transfer 1’.name := set_name;
return node := 1’;
end;
Figure 5.5: PROGRES Rule: insert a (generic) node
Fig. 5.5 shows the creation in form of a graph production. In this simplest form, the
left-hand side of the production rule is empty, and the right-hand side contains a single
node. An empty left-hand side can always be matched, the rule is always applicable.
This production is still interesting due to its genericity: the type of the node is not
fixed, it is passed as a parameter. The type_in operator checks (statically) whether
the given parameter satisfies a subtype relationship, in this case to the general node
MODELELEMENT. Thus, this graph production can not only be used to insert a new
class or interface into the architecture graph, any model element can be inserted.
Delete a Classifier or Method Deletion is a simple operation, but it is not always
possible. If other classes depend on the class that is subject of being deleted, existing
code would be broken. These dependencies could not automatically be fixed.
The graph transformation shown in Fig. 5.6 has a well defined way of handling the
context of deleted nodes: all edges relating to it are deleted as well. Due to the tech-
nical realization of relationships, we have to delete the nodes of the edge-node-edge
constructs explicitly. The dashed, shadowed boxes represent a cardinality of [0:n], i.e.
a (potentially empty) set of relationship nodes. The matching algorithm of PROGRES
tries to find a maximum match of the left-hand side, thus all adjacent relationship nodes
are deleted.
It is not possible to extend that mechanism to the source code, because it would not
make sense to delete certain statements of a method implementation. These aspects
must be handled by tool, presented in chapter 7
Edge Operations
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production delete_node( node : MODELELEMENT) =
‘2 : RELATIONSHIP
‘1 = node
‘3 : RELATIONSHIP_t
_s
::=
end;
Figure 5.6: PROGRES Rule: delete a node
Insert a Relation Fig. 5.7 shows the insertion of a generic relation between two
nodes. Like in Fig. 5.5, the type of the inserted relationship is given via a parameter.
The folding statement tweaks the matching algorithm of the left-hand side of the rule.
If we omit this line from the specification, we could only match two distinct nodes
on the left-hand side. For example, in case of a recursion, it is necessary that the call
relationship points to itself.
Because the architecture is an abstraction of the source code it lacks detailed infor-
mation. Thus, the insertion of a relation (or node) into the architecture is not always
possible: it is for instance not useful to arbitrarily insert an invocation statement into
the body of a method, after a new invocation relation would be inserted into the pro-
grams architecture. However, some relationships of the architecture can be mapped
non-ambiguously to the source code and vice-versa, for instance the inheritance rela-
tionship.
Delete a Relation The deletion of a relation is a simple operation on the architecture.
The considerations how the tool should handle source code transformation are almost
identical to those in case of an insertion: the source node of the deleted relation has to
be modified in suitable a way that can only be done by the user.
Summary We have seen that transformations of the architecture can be specified by
graph rewrite rules in an intuitive way. The following sections present more interesting
transformation examples. The main advantage of offering these transformations on the
architectural level is that they can be precisely (yet easily) specified. As we will later
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production insert_relation(node1 : MODELELEMENT;
node2 : MODELELEMENT; relship : type_in RELATIONSHIP) =
‘2 = node2‘1 = node1
::=
2’ = ‘21’ = ‘1 3’ : relship
_s _t
folding {‘1, ‘2};
end;
Figure 5.7: PROGRES Rule: insert a (generic) relation
see, the rules can be executed automatically.
5.2 Distributed Patterns
5.2.1 A Description Scheme for Patterns
The description of Design Patterns usually complies to a certain description scheme
[GHJV95, BMR   96]. The following list outlines the scheme we will use. Please
note that we will factor out the description of a problem, because there are eventually
multiple “patterns” that are applicable to this problem.
Context and Problem This section outlines a problematic architectural structure. We
distinguish between two different categories denoting the severity of the prob-
lem. (1) Changes are necessary in order to get a running application, for example
due to technical restrictions of the middleware. (2) It is not necessary to replace
existing code, but a standardized (eventually more general) solution to the given
problem exists. At least in the first case, we will provide a means to detect these
situations.
Forces Additional constraints or desired properties —for example high performance
or throughput— are described here.
Solution and Structure This paragraph starts with a presentation of the general idea
that underlies a pattern. The structure of the pattern is usually shown in form of
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a class diagram3. Additionally, the dynamic behavior may be presented in form
of UML’s sequence diagrams.
With the help of the diagrams above, we shortly sketch advantages and disad-
vantages of the patterns.
Variants In some cases, there is no single solution (e.g. a pattern) that fits in all
scenarios. Variants of a specific pattern have slightly different properties and
thus might be preferred by a developer.
Getting There This paragraph is not found in the standard literature dealing with pat-
terns: If a developer starts writing a program from scratch, it is relatively easy
to conform to the structure proposed by a pattern (though there are a lot of pos-
sibilities for failure). Complying to a pattern is certainly non-trivial if a program
already exists. The different steps during the restructuring towards a pattern are
discussed in detail.
In order to explain our mechanism of specifying (and executing, as we will see
in chapter 7), we start the next section with an explanation of simple basic trans-
formations.
Transformation Summary We present an overview of the sequence of transforma-
tions.
By means of the scheme above, we will present some patterns which we found useful.
As we present a collection of patterns, it is useful to outline their relationships in form
of a pattern language.
“A pattern language defines a collection of patterns and the rules to com-
bine them into an architectural style. Pattern languages describe software
frameworks or families of related systems.” patterns homepage[pat].
Fig. 5.8 shows the patterns that will be described in the following and their relation-
ships. The latter are annotated informally, the default “semantics” of the arrow is an
“is-used-in”. At the bottom of the figure, issues (problems) related to a shift from a
monolithic to a distributed application are shown. The relationship between a pattern
and these issues are denoted by dashed lines. The four problems shown here are taken
up in the following sections of this chapter.
It is sensible to start with patterns that do not depend on others. Therefore, we be-
gin with a pattern that abstracts from a specific implementation by employing explicit
interfaces. Then, we will discuss patterns that deal with the instantiation of objects,
factories and singletons. Due to multiple users, information systems often require a
notification mechanism that propagates data changes (on the “server”) to all interested
3In some cases it is useful to focus on instances by means of a collaboration diagram
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Figure 5.8: Relationships between the presented patterns
parties (the “clients”). We will present patterns which are useful for the implementa-
tion of the notification mechanism (distributed callback and event channels). Finally,
caching strategies avoid unnecessary data transfer, particularly in low-bandwidth sce-
narios, e.g. internet applications.
5.3 Direct Class Access
Context and Problem
Consider that an instance of a class is accessed from another address space. Most
middleware technologies, including CORBA and DCOM, require an explicit specifi-
cation of the interface of that particular class. This restriction in typical middleware
technologies is not by chance: The caller of an object should not know the concrete
implementation it is dealing with. If it always references an object via an interface, it
allows for the transparent replacement of a “normal” implementation by a stub which
delegates invocations to another address space.
The specification of interfaces has to be carried out in a programming language neutral
form, in case of CORBA by an IDL (see section 2.3). All public methods have to be
expressed in IDL. If such a method declaration has superclasses or contains other types
as parameters, these have to be specified in IDL as well. For these classes, the primary
definition shifts from the language specific interfaces to those specified in IDL: they are
the source for the generation of language specific interfaces. In CORBA terminology,
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an IDL interface maps to a language specific interface.
path remote_call : CLASS -> CLASS [0:n] =
‘1 => ‘2 in
‘3 : PARTITION
‘1 : CLASS
callsp
‘2 : CLASS
associatedassociated
end;
Figure 5.9: PROGRES Path: Find a Remote Invocation Targeted to a Concrete Class
At first, we have to detect whether the “problem” of a direct access to a remote class
exists. Fig. 5.9 shows a graphical path that detects these situations. Before we discuss
the concrete path definition, it is necessary to introduce the meaning of the constructs.
Path expressions are primarily relational definitions of derived relationships between
nodes. Nevertheless, they may also be understood as functions which navigate from
a given set of source nodes along certain edges in a host graph and return their tar-
get nodes. In case of a graphical definition, source and target node are given in the
header of the rule surrounding the symbol => (the source node on the left). The node
identifiers in the header refer to nodes in the subgraph pattern in the body of the rule.
Let us now discuss the concrete path expression. It is based on two other paths, (1) the
path attached whose (textual) specification we have already seen in Fig. 5.4, and (2)
the path callsp shown in Fig. 5.10. The latter is simply a shortcut for traversing rela-
tionships which we implemented as a combination of an edge (_s), a node inheriting
from class RELATIONSHIP and a second edge (_t), as described in section 5.1.1.
path callsp : CLASSIFIER -> CLASSIFIER =
_s & instance_of calls & _t & instance_of CLASSIFIER
end;
Figure 5.10: PROGRES Path: Shortcut for the Invocation Relationship
The path expression finds all places in which a class attached to a certain partition
invokes an object of another class which is not attached to that partition (denoted by
the “crossed out” path attached.
The simple analysis in Fig. 5.9 works quite well if all classes are attached to at most
one partition. Let us now look at two examples, in which this rule fails. If the caller
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(‘1) is attached to partition A, and the callee (‘2) to the partitions A and B, the rule
cannot match, because the negative path condition is always violated. However, there
is a potentially remote call from partition A to partition B. It is tempting to forbid this
scenario, because it means that a remote instance is invoked, although the class is also
locally available. This is quite restrictive and a better analysis can avoid this problem.
This failure scenario is critical, as the analysis rule (in the form of Fig. 5.9) misses a
place requiring changes.
If we revert the scenario, i.e. the caller (‘1) is attached to A and B and the callee (‘2)
to B, the rule matches (assign A to ‘3). However, it might be impossible for the caller
to actually deal with a remote instance. This might be the case, if the caller is not able
to obtain a remote object reference of the callee’s type. Although the analysis on the
architecture level can only find potentially remote calls4, we certainly want to prevent
an unnecessary indication of a remote call. Let us take up the consideration regarding
the access to a remote object reference. The primary source for object references in
other partitions are singleton objects (see section 5.5.1). Once an object gets such a
reference, invocations of its methods are the source for further (potentially) remote
references.
path remoteCalledSFactory : CLASSIFIER -> CLASS =
‘1 => ‘2 in
‘4 : PARTITION‘3 : PARTITION
callsp
‘1 : SFactory ‘2 : CLASS
attachedattached
end;
Figure 5.11: PROGRES Path: Find Remote Callers (‘1) of Singletons
The path expression in Fig. 5.11 reflects this rule: it starts with a singleton factory (‘1)
and tries to find a caller (‘2) in another partition (‘4); the rule matches only distinct
partitions for (‘3) and (‘4).
Fig. 5.12 shows an example graph containing a fraction of the running example. The
node types are visualized by a suitable icon. The path expressions remoteCalledSFac-
tory and attached lead to three virtual edges that can be used in the same way as the
explicitly stored edges. The definition of the path expressions is shown in Fig. 5.11
and Fig. 5.4 (on page 73), respectively.
4The analysis does not capture whether a call-statement inside a method body is actually executed.
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Figure 5.12: Example graph with paths
This path yields only the primary remote references. We have to recursively extend the
number of classes that are remotely referenced. This is captured in the derived attribute
remote in Fig. 5.13. The general structure of this rule is a choose list, consisting of
conditional operations, separated by the symbol |. A conditional operation consists
of an optional guard on the left hand side, a "::" as separator, and an operation on the
right hand side. If the guard evaluates to true, the operation on the right hand side is
evaluated and returned as result, otherwise the next guard is checked (the last statement
in the choose list may not be guarded).
node_class
CLASSIFIER is_a VISIBLE_ELEMENT, FILE, GENERALIZABLE_ELEMENT
intrinsic
...
derived
remote : boolean =
[ card ( self:SFactory.=remoteCalledSFactory=> ) # 0 :: true
| exist superclass := self.=inheritsp=> :: superclass.remote end :: true
| exist paramType := self.<=intf_refers= :: paramType.remote end
];
remoteType : boolean =
[ self.remote :: true
| exist subclass := self.<=inheritsp= :: subclass.remoteType end
];
redef_derived
...
end;
Figure 5.13: PROGRES Derived Attribute: remote (called)
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Let us now examine the specific definition: if a class is a singleton factory and is called
by another class, it is remote. This statement is the starting point for the recursive
definition of the attribute remote. A classifier is also potentially involved in a remote
invocation, if one of its superclasses is. The last case of this closure calculation is
triggered if its interface is referred to from another class that is remote. The latter is
defined in Fig. 5.14, it looks for all referenced parameter types. An example of the first
expansion is the singleton that is referred to by its singleton factory.
static path intf_refers : CLASSIFIER -> CLASSIFIER [0:n] =
=rel_path ( has_method )=> : Method &
[ =has_par=> & parType
| retType ]
end;
Figure 5.14: PROGRES Path: Which classifiers are referred to by others?
We have now found the potential instances of classes that are accessed remotely. Re-
mote accessed classes require a different interface specification, in case of CORBA
written in IDL or in case of Java RMI as a “normal” interface that inherits from the
special interface java.rmi.Remote. If a remote classifier inherits from others classifiers,
these have to be specified as remote as well. The specification of the derived attribute
remoteType (in Fig. 5.13) reflects this behavior. In contrast to the calculation of the
attribute remote, we are now traversing the inheritance hierarchy “upwards” (towards
the root of the hierarchy).
If we have found places, in which a direct class access has to be avoided, there is still
the problem that the middleware requires a language neutral definition of this interface,
i.e. CORBA-IDL. Note that it is not always possible to map an existing interface to
IDL due to some restrictions of IDL. The main restriction is the ban of identical method
names which could only be distinguished by the number and types of their parameters
(so called overloading which is allowed in C++ and Java). Fig. 5.16 shows a graph
test for this situation: The path expression getMethod (not shown) is based on the
relationship has_method but also includes inherited methods.
To summarize, whereas we traverse the inheritance hierarchy down on the instance
level, we traverse it upwards on the type level. Let us have a look at these relations
by means of the example shown in Fig. 5.15: the classes A, B, D and E are not re-
mote, but class A has to be defined as a remote type. In case of CORBA, A would
inherit from omg.org.CORBA.Object. Each operation in CORBA potentially raises
the omg.org.CORBA.SystemException (these methods are inherited by B, D and E).
Thus, the developer has to handle these exceptions for all classes of the inheritance hi-
erarchy. However, we know that some classes cannot be remote and leave the handling
of exceptions to a default mechanism, as shown in section 6.3.
To summarize, there are two different problems: (1) find places in an application that
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Figure 5.15: Inheritance Hierarchy – Which Classes are Remote?
test noIDLConformance( out classifier : CLASSIFIER) =
‘2 : Method ‘3 : Method
getMethodgetMethod
‘1 : CLASSIFIERvalid (self.remoteType)
condition ‘2.name = ‘3.name;
return classifier := ‘1;
end;
Figure 5.16: PROGRES Test: Find a Remote Interface employing Method Overloading
are potentially affected by distribution, i.e. remote invocations. We will have to create
an additional interface and let some callers indirect their invocations via this interface.
(2) If such a language specific interface already exists, try to find a suitable IDL inter-
face that maps to the created language specific interface.
Example Let us now consider the running example from chapter 4: Collection and
Account are accessed remotely. We have already shown a solution to this problem
in section 3.1. We created explicit interfaces for these classes and provided suitable
specifications in IDL. In the following, we will study another scenario that requires a
slightly more complex solution.
Assume that the original example has been extended: the database is now accessible
via a new administrative interface, containing a function to reset its state and another to
shut the database down. These functions are available via a simple graphical interface.
On the programming level, the extensions are fairly simple. The new functionality is
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implemented in the Collection class5. Fig. 5.17 shows the architecture of the exten-
sion. The Collection class inherits from java.awt.Frame and provides for a graphical
representation. In order to conform to Java’s event model, Collection implements the
interface java.awt.event.ActionListener. The classes in the gui package also inherit
from Frame and implement ActionListener. We have suppressed these edges in the
figure, to avoid a visual cluttering.
The figure uses an alternative representation of the ActionListener interface, a circle
(sometimes called “lollipop”) with a solid line targeted to an implementing class. If
multiple classes implement the same interface (which is usually the case for ActionLis-
tener), the lollipops are visually replicated in neighborhood of these classes. There-
fore, this notation hints at the instance which is used at runtime.
calls_static databaseMainWindow
gui
createEntry
Collection
AlertBox
EditDialog
Entry
«interface»
Entry_intf
event.ActionListener
ButtonFrame
java.awt
Figure 5.17: Extension: Collection provides a simple user interface
This simple extension raises two questions:
  Which subset of methods is actually used in remote calls? The classifier Action-
Listener and Frame only serve local purposes and need not be part of the IDL
for Collection.
  Java is a language with single (implementation) inheritance. If Collection already
inherits from Frame, it cannot inherit from any other class. But this is the case
if we try to use the generated CORBA skeleton for Collection. Although a del-
egation based approach has been standardized in recent CORBA specifications
[OMG98c], many available ORBs do not support it. The “usual” approach to in-
tegrate application specific code into a generated skeleton is inheritance based:
an implementation inherits from the skeleton.
5A good designer would certainly not place a GUI extension inside the database package. We made
the extension there, because the classes of the database package are accessed via CORBA and are thus
suitable to motivate problems yielding from distribution in combination with multiple inheritance.
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This would not work in our example, i.e. we would only be able to inherit either
from java.awt.Frame or from the generated skeleton. In this case, we need a
different solution.
Forces
Try to minimize the amount of classes (and methods) that have to be specified in an
IDL. There are two main reasons for this goal.
  It is a typical goal to avoid unnecessary dependencies between two collaborators.
This is an application of the principle of information hiding.
  A specification in (any) IDL is mapped to its language specific form by the IDL
compiler. These mappings are standardized within the middleware.
The reverse mapping from an existing language specific interface definition is
not possible in some cases (e.g. genericity/templates and overloading not avail-
able in IDL). Thus, the shift from language-specific interface definitions towards
IDL might require changes of the affected classes. If the interface specified in
IDL is “small”, we increase chances to avoid changes of existing code.
5.3.1 Pattern: Explicit Interface
Solution and Structure
Create an interface containing a subset of the public methods of a class c. Objects in
other partitions have to access the class c via the created interface. Strategies of finding
a suitable subset are discussed in the “Getting There” paragraph.
Variant
Create multiple interfaces that provide suitable views for the callers of the class. The
variant is useful, if it is possible to find (almost non overlapping) subsets of methods
that are used for different purposes by the callers.
A common –but not necessary most suitable– split yields two interfaces that provide
access to all public/package methods and only a subset of the public methods respec-
tively. This is shown in Fig. 5.18. The local callers use a richer interface i2 to access
the class S (Server).
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c remote
c local
S
i1
i2
Figure 5.18: Create multiple interface for a class
Example, Multiple Inheritance The problems related to the lack of multiple inher-
itance in Java leads us to two alternative options:
1. Avoid inheritance from Frame
This option is a good choice if the inheritance from a superclass is merely a
vehicle for code reuse. In this case, the methods of the superclass are exclusively
used in the subclass, i.e. external clients of the subclass do not use the features
of the superclass6.
If there is such a situation (which can be easily analyzed by a graph query) the
code reuse should be based on delegation instead of inheritance.
Fig. 5.19 shows the architecture of this solution for our example. The class
Frame is instantiated in the constructor of Collection and a reference to this in-
stance is stored in a private attribute. This programming technique ensures that
the lifetime of the aggregated Frame object is strongly coupled with that of the
Collection. Alternatively, the situation above might have been shown as a com-
position relation. In the inheritance solution, each time a method of Frame is
called, it is invoked via self. This (eventually implicit) object reference has to
be exchanged by the reference to an instance of the former superclass, in our
example the class Frame.
In our model, remote accesses are usually originating from other packages. If
only a part of the methods of a specific class is used from other packages, they
should be public, the others restricted to package visibility.
2. Avoid inheritance from Skeleton
Another solution is to provide a wrapper for the original implementation of Col-
lection. The wrapper pattern is presented in section 5.3.2.
6 Some programming languages, e.g. C++, support this distinction via a variant of inheritance (called
implementation inheritance) that disallows the use of the superclass by external clients. Java does not
have such a distinction.
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Figure 5.19: Replace inheritance by delegation
Getting There
Before an interface is created, we have to find a strategy to select a subset of its
methods. The following strategies are supported by our system.
  Select all public methods.
  Select all (public) methods that are used by other classes.
  Select all (public) methods that are used by classes living in another partition,
i.e. “remote” classes.
For the latter, the graph query in Fig. 5.20 is used (the two others are simpler subsets of
this rule). The query relies on the path expression remote_call which we have already
seen in Fig. 5.9. Given a specific interface, it finds all public methods whose name is
used by a remote caller.
In the next step, a suitable interface containing the current selection has to be created.
This can be done via a straight forward graph transaction shown in Fig. 5.21. A PRO-
GRES transaction is a sequence of operations (including control structures, invocation
of graph productions, etc.). The effect of these operations is rolled back, if one them
fails. In case of Fig. 5.21, the transaction starts with the creation of a a new interface
via the generic production newClassifier. Then, the selected methods are copied from
the class to the interface (not shown here; technically, the selection is stored by means
of an intrinsic attribute of the node type Method to allow for the interactive selection
of methods). Beside the mere method nodes, the complete signature is copied.
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test UsedRemoteMethods( intf : INTERFACE ; out marked : Method [0:n]) =
‘2 : Method
rel_path ( has_method )
‘1 = cl
valid
  (("public" in self.modifier) and (self.name = ‘4.name))
_s
_t
‘4 : calls
remote_call
‘3 : CLASS
return marked := ‘2;
end;
Figure 5.20: PROGRES Query: Find the Set of Methods used in Remote Invocations
Having now an interface, all applied occurrences of the class in question have to be
replaced by the interface. Fig. 5.22 shows a graph production, replacing the referenced
class with the interface.
transaction makeInterface( class : CLASS ; out intf : INTERFACE)
=
use i : INTERFACE
do
newClassifier( class.name, Interface,
class.=rev_path(contains)=> : PACKAGE, class.filename, out i )
& class.name := (class.name & "_impl")
& copyMethods ( class, i )
& copySignature ( i )
& insert_relation ( class, i, implements )
& intf := i
end
end;
Figure 5.21: PROGRES Transaction: Create an Interface from an Existing Class
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production redirectInvocations( class : CLASS) =
‘2 : INTERFACE
  rel_path ( implements )
‘1 = class
_t
‘3 : calls
retType
‘4 : FEATURE
parType
‘5 : Parameter
named ( ‘2.name & "_impl" )
::=
2’ = ‘2 1’ = ‘1
_t
3’ = ‘3
retType
4’ = ‘4
parType
5’ = ‘5
end;
Figure 5.22: PROGRES Rule: Replace applied occurrences of a class by its interface
5.3.2 Wrapper
Solution and Structure
The wrapper pattern introduces an additional indirection: instances of a certain class
are not invoked directly. Invocations are targeted at a wrapper which delegates them
to instances of the original class. The wrapper is located in the same partition as the
called class, to allow for local invocations between the wrapper and the wrapped class.
The main advantages of using a wrapper is the stronger decoupling between the exter-
nal caller and the implementation inside a server. In particular, the wrapper
  might have a smaller interface compared to the original class.
  does not have to reflect the inheritance hierarchy inside the server
  can perform additional conversions, e.g. of incompatible data types
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  can protect a client from changes of the interface in an implementation
Thus, the wrapper provides a different view of the original class. The drawbacks are
the additional runtime overhead and change dependencies: each time the signature of
the implementation class changes, the wrapper has to be adapted. This problem does
not exist if the wrapper is generated. We will discuss this scenario as a variant of the
wrapper pattern.
Example The wrapper shown in Fig. 5.23 inherits from the middleware’s skeleton
and delegates invocations to the original class.
calls_static databaseMainWindow
gui
AlertBox
EditDialog
«interface»
Entry_intf Entry
Collection
wrapper
createEntry
Collection
event.ActionListener
ButtonFrame
java.awt
Figure 5.23: Employ a Wrapper
Variants
The wrapper class could be generated. The generation requires that the wrapper has a
canonical structure, for example given in form of a template. The basic structure of the
delegating code in a method is configured by two templates, one that is executed before
the delegation and one after the delegation. A third template contains initialization
code for the template. Templates will be presented in detail in section 7.3.1 Templates
will be presented in detail in section 7.3.1. Let us now shortly sketch three applications
of generated wrappers.
Verbose Methods The examination of an application’s runtime behavior is usually
supported by debugging or profiling tools. However, it is not always possible to use
these tools in a distributed environment. In such a case, it can be useful to instrument
the code with additional statements reporting the progress of program execution. For
example, the generated wrapper may contain suitable code that is called upon entry
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and exit of a method. The code can be specified by the user and might range from a
simple “print” command to the production of a complex log file.
Exclusive Access (from multiple threads) Access to a shared resource from multi-
ple partitions might result in multiple threads, executing a part of an object simultane-
ously.
An arbitrary interleaving of different threads is not always allowed, in this case an ad-
ditional exclusive access specification is necessary. This is advantageous compared to
the direct insertion of this code into the method: There is no (less) mix of application
specific and distribution related code. Fig. 5.24 shows an example of a template per-
forming checks of an exclusive access (the template is only partly specified). Upon
instantiation of the template, the placeholder [[method.name]] is replaced by name of
the current method. As in C. LOPES framework “D” [LK97], it distinguishes between
methods that are self exclusive, i.e. are executed by at most one thread, and those
that are mutual exclusive. In our running example, the method insertEntry (in class
Collection) is self exclusive and mutual exclusive to the getEntry method.
initTemplate:
Vector activeMethods; // stores actived (   currently executed) methods
Vector selfExlusive = {"insertEntry"};
Vector mutualExclusive = {"insertEntry", "getEntry"};
beforeDelegationTemplate:
if (selfExclusive.indexOf([[method.name]])   -1)
// wait till current method becomes inactive
if (mutualExclusive.indexOf([[method.name]])   -1)
// wait till all methods in the mutual exclusive list become inactive
activeMethods.add([[method.name]]);
afterDelegationTemplate:
activeMethods.remove([[method.name]]);
Figure 5.24: Specify Exclusive Access
Access Control Restricting the access to a (remote) object means to select a sub-
set of the callers based on a certain criterion. Callers that don’t match this criterion
are rejected. Depending on the kind of criteria, the caller has to provide additional
information, for example a calculated key (which must change with each invocation).
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We do not want to change the client code at each applied occurrence of a remote in-
vocation. Of course, we cannot use the wrapper that is co-located with the callee for
performing the key calculation.
F. SCHNEIDER proposes the following solution in his diploma thesis [Sch98]: use an
additional wrapper that is always co-located with the caller. There is also another
motivation for this kind of wrapper: an interface in CORBA-IDL cannot always match
the original language specific interface (e.g. unlike in C++ and Java, overloading of
operations is not allowed in IDL). The client side wrapper can hide the differences of
the IDL interface.
A pattern with both wrappers is shown in Fig. 5.25, using the naming convention of a
postfix _cproxy (client proxy) for the caller and _sproxy (server proxy) for the callee).
As the client proxy has to be always local to its caller, its instance must be passed
around. In CORBA, this can be solved by means of the objects-by-value specification
[Exp97]. However, value type objects are not always implemented.
B
«interface»A B’
B_impl B_sproxy«byValue»
B_cproxy
«interface»
Figure 5.25: Indirection via Client Side Wrappers
Getting There
In order to create a wrapper, we have to find a subset of its methods. This can be done
by means of the strategies introduced in section 5.3.1.
Transformation Summary
The step 1 in Fig. 5.26 shows that we create an interface containing all public methods
of a certain class. The class inherits from the interface (in Java terminology: it imple-
ments the interface).
If only a small subset of the methods is actually called by the remote call, there are
two potential solutions.
  As shown in step 2 , the remote classes use an interface containing only a subset
of all public methods. Methods with a package visibility are moved towards a
second interface being private to the package.
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  Employ a wrapper class (step 3 ) that comes with a restricted interface. Its
methods delegate invocations to the implementing class. This wrapper might be
able to convert data types or print out debugging information.
«interface» «interface»
Explicit
Interface
Multiple
Interfaces
Wrapper
Employ
«interface»
more specific
Wrapper
«interface»
Wrapper
1 2
3
Figure 5.26: Sequence of Transformations using Interfaces or Wrappers
Please note that the permanent use of wrappers, which might be considered too costly
in some scenarios, can be avoided. The wrappers can be generated completely by a
transient transformation. We will discuss this in chapter 6 as part of the smart proxy
pattern.
5.4 Direct Instantiation
Context and Problem
Object-oriented programming languages provide a primitive to instantiate a class, of-
ten called new. Of course, the language primitive only creates instances in the local
address space (and the class has to be available in the partition). In a distributed sys-
tem, it is often necessary to create objects residing in other address spaces. In these
cases, the instantiation via new has to be replaced by an additional indirection.
Fig. 5.27 shows a query that detects a potential instantiation of a remote class. The rule
matches, if there exists a partition that is attached to the initiator of an instantiation,
but not to the class that should be instantiated. Please note that the path expression
has exactly the same structure as the one in Fig. 5.9. We argued that this path is not
suitable to detect potential remote invocations. This difference stems from the fact
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path remote_create : CLASS -> CLASS [0:n] =
‘1 => ‘2 in
‘3 : PARTITION
createsp
‘1 : CLASS ‘2 : CLASS
attached attached
end;
(* It is not allowed that a class directly creates another *)
(* class which is not attached to the initiator’s partition *)
Figure 5.27: PROGRES Query: Find a Direct Instantiation of a Remote Class
that instantiation is always a local operation – there are no object references that could
point to objects in different partitions.
5.4.1 Abstract/Generic Factory
Solution and Structure
The abstract factory pattern enables the transparent use of different implementation
variants of the class that will be instantiated by the factory. These variants can be
invoked via methods of an interface that is implemented by the variants. The abstract
factory pattern makes use of the explicit interface pattern of the preceding section.
The decision which of the variants is instantiated is encapsulated inside the factory.
The factory is a normal object that offers the service to instantiate certain classes via a
method, called for example createInstance.
In the context of distributed systems two problems are addressed: (1) The factory
lives in the address space in which the desired object should be instantiated. Thus,
objects in other partitions can trigger the instantiation of a remote object by invoking
the createInstance method of the factory. (2) It remains transparent for the callers,
whether the result of an instantiation is a stub or an original implementation.
In order to invoke an operation of the factory object, callers have to get a handle or
object reference. In our pattern, we require that the factory is a singleton, i.e. there
is exactly one instance of this class. The singleton pattern which we will discuss in
section 5.5.1, provides a common way to access the unique instance.
We introduce this requirement because it gives the developer a direct control over the
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location of the objects created by this factory: by placing the factory in a certain parti-
tion, he/she ensures that all instances created by the factory are living in this partition.
If a factory is not a singleton, its reference would have to be obtained via invocations
to other objects (and ultimatively another factory). This would make it impossible to
supply an automated transformation (see below). The important location of the factory
object(s) would not be tractable by means of our architecture language.
However, there are cases, in which this requirement is problematic. Consider that it
is sometimes necessary to create objects of the same type in different partitions (for
example due to optimization or co-location constraints). In such a case, we would
need multiple instances of the factory object, one in each partition in which the target
object should be created. This seems to contradict the requirement of being a singleton.
However, there is a solution: If the programmer wants to be sure that a specific object
is used, we suggest to derive subtypes from the factory. Each subtype carries the
singleton annotation. There would be no instance at all of the factory, but of one of its
subclasses. The usage of one of these factories would be explicit7.
Variants
A Generic Factory can instantiate arbitrary objects. The type of the created object can
be specified by means of additional information passed to the createInstance method.
The additional information might simply be a string, containing the fully qualified
name of the desired class. In reflective programming languages like Java, the generic
factory could create an object of type Class and instantiate any class known to the
virtual machine at runtime (see Fig. 5.28).
public class GenericFactory {
public static Object getInstance(String name) {
try {
Class cl = Class.forName(name);
return cl.newInstance();
}
// ... exception handling (not shown)
}
}
Figure 5.28: Generic Factory in Java
In general, reflection and full genericity are not available. However, the set of potential
7 In such a case the superclass has to be attached to both partitions — otherwise we would violate
a technical constraints (which is checked by our system): subclasses can only be instantiated, if all
super-classes are locally available.
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classes is normally known in advance and the “generic” factory might be implemented
via a case switch.
Getting There
After the recognition via the query in Fig. 5.27, two tasks have to be performed: (1)
create a suitable factory, (2) change all applied occurrences of the direct instantiation
via new. The first task is trivial and not shown here. The second requires to find all
new operations (except the one in the factory) and replace them by an invocation of
the factory. The latter is shown in Fig. 5.29. The left hand side matches, if there
is a class (‘3) that creates the class given as a parameter (‘1). The factory given as
a parameter must also be present in the graph (‘2). The right hand side replaces the
creation relationship by a call relationship pointing to the factory. The rule has a
folding statement, because in case of a canonical singleton (which will be shown in
section 5.5.1), the getInstance method is part of the singleton and thus class and factory
parameter are identical.
production redirectCreationArch( class : CLASS ; factory : CLASS ;
factoryMethodName : string) * =
‘2 = factory‘1 = class
_s
‘3 : CLASS
_t
‘4 : creates
::=
1’ = ‘1 2’ = ‘2
_t
4’ : calls
_s
3’ = ‘3
folding { ‘1, ‘2 };
transfer 4’.name := factoryMethodName;
end;
Figure 5.29: Instantiation  Invocation of the getInstance Method
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Transformation Summary
Fig. 5.30 shows an overview of the possible sequence of transformations. After we
have created explicit interfaces, we can employ either a generic factory or an abstract
factory.
Interface
Explicit
Factory (employ Singleton)
Abstract
Factory
Generic
1
3
2
Figure 5.30: Sequence of Transformations using Factories
5.5 Global State in Distributed Systems
Context and Problem
In a monolithic system, static attributes and methods can be used to store a global state.
However, static methods of a class cannot be accessed from another address space,
because an object reference is needed. Therefore, none of the typical middleware
products like CORBA or COM support static methods.
Forces
The access from another partition should be efficient. Additional indirection should
not imply additional remote invocations.
Consider the case that a server in a distributed system employs objects representing
a global state. In a multi-threaded environment two threads might execute a method
simultaneously, for example in Fig. 5.31 the method getInstance(). This could lead to
unexpected results, in case of the example to two different instances of class A (see
below for a more detailed discussion of this problem).
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5.5.1 Canonical Singleton Pattern
Solution and Structure
Static methods and attributes are moved (as non-static members) to a class from which
exactly one instance exists in the subject system. Such a class is called a singleton
[GHJV95].
In order to use the singleton, a reference to its instance has to be made available. It is
undesirable to store the reference either in a global variable or to pass this reference
as a parameter. A common solution is the use of a static method of the singleton class
that makes the reference to the singleton available. It is often called getInstance() or
similar. Fig. 5.31 shows an sample code fragment. It may seem that we could not “get
rid of static methods”, but there is an important difference between arbitrary static
methods and the method providing access to the singleton. The latter serves a well
defined purpose and has a standardized implementation. Code transformations can
handle this special case of a static method reasonably. But we will see that the mix of
static and non-static methods is problematic.
class A {
public:
static A  getInstance() {
if (instance == NULL)
instance = new A();
return instance;
}
private:
static A  instance;
// ... other methods follow
}
Figure 5.31: Canonical Singleton in C++
Variant – Thread-safe Singleton
Consider that two threads access the variable instance of the singleton. If this variable
has not been initialized before, both threads might evaluate the comparison with NULL
to true. This (rare) situation might lead to two different instances of the singleton
object. The invocation of the getInstance() method should be efficient. Invocations
after the first initialization should not acquire locks.
A solution proposed by D. Schmidt [SH97], employs “double checked locking” as
shown in the code example in Fig. 5.32. The double checking prevents a locking after
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the first initialization. The object guard is destructed automatically, if the control flow
leaves the scope of its declaration. The destructor of class Guard takes care of freeing
the lock.
class A {
public:
static A  getInstance() {
if (instance == NULL) {
// acquire lock
Guard   Mutex  guard(lock);
if (instance == NULL) instance = new A();
}
return instance;
}
private:
static A  instance;
static Mutex lock;
}
Figure 5.32: Tread-safe Singleton in C++
Getting There
There are two different possible starting points.
  If a class (accessed remotely) has static methods, separate them into a second
class – the singleton. Access to the static methods is then prefixed by the sin-
gleton instance (obtained via the singleton’s getInstance method) instead of the
class name.
  In some systems, there are already classes of which exactly one instance ex-
ists, however the developers did not employ a suitable pattern for this singleton
object.
We assume that the existing code works. Therefore, it has to employ a home-
brewn variant of the singleton pattern. These patterns might range from solu-
tions very similar to the code in Fig. 5.31 to specific “solutions” like passing the
references to the singleton as a parameter to all classes that might need it.
Of course, it is not possible to specify a rule that automatically replaces any
possible existing situation with the canonical singleton pattern. But it is possible
to guide the developer in the execution of that task, as we will see in chapter 7.
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5.5.2 Distribution-Aware Singleton
The canonical form of the singleton pattern is not suited directly for distributed, object-
oriented systems: it still uses a static method. This method is not available in the
partitions to which the singleton is not attached. Thus, a variant of the pattern is
needed that also works in distributed systems.
Solution and Structure
We have to separate static and non-static methods. We propose to use a simple naming
convention for a new class containing only the static part of the canonical singleton.
It should append the postfix _SingletonFactory or _SF as a shorthand to the original
class name. We regard this part as a singleton factory, because it takes care of the
instantiation of a singleton.
Getting There
From the starting point of the canonical singleton, the task is rather simple. Create a
new class and move the method getInstance and the attribute instance to this new class.
This is shown in Fig. 5.33. The new class (3’) instantiates the original singleton (‘1).
The name of the singleton factory is set to the original class name with the appended
postfix _SF.
The next task is to redirect all invocations of the static getInstance method to the new
singleton factory. This is almost identical to the redirection of the creates-relationship
in Fig. 5.29. The difference is that we need an additional restriction checking the
method name.
5.5.3 Distributed Singleton
The separation of the singleton and its factory in the preceding step, is an important
(albeit rather trivial) preparation of the next transformation. The implementation of
getInstance has to be changed in order to reflect distribution.
Solution and Structure
The singleton factories rely on static methods. These methods offer a simple interface
that can be easily used by clients that want to gain access to the singleton instance.
Thus, we want to keep this interface although most middleware techniques do not
support static methods.
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production convertToDistAwareSingleton( class : CLASS ; out sfactory : SFac-
tory) =
‘3 : Attribute
‘2 : Method_s ‘4
_s‘1 = class
containsp
‘6 : PACKAGE
_t
_t
‘5
: has_method
: has_attribute
::=
1’ = ‘1
3’ = ‘3
2’ = ‘2
_s
_t
4’
= ‘4
_s
_t
5’
= ‘5_s
8’ : SFactory
_t
7’ : creates
_s
6’ = ‘6
_t
9’ : contains
condition
(‘2.name = "getInstance") and (‘3.name = "instance");
transfer 3’.name := ‘1.name & "_SF";
end;
Figure 5.33: Transformation Towards a Distribution-Aware Singleton
The general idea is to employ a non-static method that is used to transport the object
reference of the singleton. A suitable interface is shown in Fig. 5.34 (in this case
suitable for Java RMI). The interface is called GenericSFactory, because it is used as
a generic means to transport the references of all singletons.
public interface GenericSFactory extends java.rmi.Remote {
public Object genericGetInstance() throws java.rmi.RemoteException
}
Figure 5.34: Generic Singleton Factory
The implementation of the singleton factories has to be changed to make use of the
generic singleton factory. This is transparent for any client dealing with the singleton
factories, since only the body of the static method getInstance() is changed. There are
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two different variants of the singleton factory, one is used for the partition to which the
singleton is attached and the other for all other partitions.
Let us start with the first variant. Fig. 5.35 displays a potential implementation us-
ing the running example (section 3.1). The singleton factory contains an additional
constructor that registers itself with a middleware specific implementation8 of the in-
terface GenericSFactory by passing a name and its this pointer. The GenericSFactory
binds the passed name by means of the middleware’s nameservice. Incoming requests
are delegated to the method genericGetInstance of the registered object (the single-
ton factory). This in turn delegates the request to the static method getInstance. The
two delegations do not reduce the performance, since they are called only once, the
singleton factories cache an object reference once they have obtained it.
public class Collection_SF implements GenericSFactory {
public Collection_SF() {
try {
new GenericSFactory_impl("ec.database.Collection_SF", this);
}
catch (java.rmi.RemoteException error) {
// handle exception ...
}
}
public Object genericGetInstance() { return getInstance(); }
public static Collection getInstance() {
if (instance == null) {
try {
instance = new Collection_impl();
} catch (java.rmi.RemoteException remoteException) {
// handle exception ...
}
}
return instance;
}
private static Collection instance;
}
Figure 5.35: Distributed Singleton Factory, “server” variant
The second variant is shown in Fig. 5.36. In this case, only the implementation of the
getInstance method has to be changed. It retrieves the name of the generic factory
from the nameservice and invokes the genericGetInstance methods. The result has to
be casted to the proper type.
8This implementation will be shown in chapter 6.
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public class Collection_SF {
private static Collection instance;
public static ec.database.Collection getInstance() {
if (instance == null) {
try {
dito.GenericSFactory gsf =
// ... lookup "ec.database.Collection_SF"
instance = (ec.database.Collection) gsf.genericGetInstance();
} catch (Exception e) {
// handle exception
}
}
return instance;
}
}
Figure 5.36: Distributed Singleton Factory, “client” variant
Getting There
We treat the distributed singleton as an extension of the distribution-aware singleton. In
contrast to the transformation towards the canonical singleton, we have a well defined
basis to start our transformation. The transformation sequence comprises a straight
forward change of the implementation of the getInstance method and –in case of the
partition to which the singleton is attached– an additional method as well as a new
constructor. This change is performed on the source code, it is not captured by our
architecture model (with the exception of two additional call relationships). The han-
dling of source code transformations is presented in chapter 7.
The generated class partition contains the method getGenericSF. Its implementation is
created by the generator mechanism (shown in chapter 6) by querying the attachment
relation of the singleton (which has to be unique).
Transformation Summary
Fig. 5.37 summarizes the sequence of steps that are performed during the transforma-
tion towards a singleton. In step 1 , the canonical singleton pattern is created in an
interactive process by the developer. The transformation depends on the starting point
(denoted by the two different lines). In step 2 , the distribution-aware singleton is cre-
ated by a split of the singleton class and its factory. In step 3 , the implementation of
the singleton factory is changed, it employs a generic factory. Two variants of this im-
plementation exist, one for the partition in which the singleton is located and another
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one for all other partitions.
Singleton
Distributed
Singleton
Generic Factory
Split
Singleton
canonical Distribution-Aware
Employ
2 31
Figure 5.37: Sequence of Transformations using a Singleton
5.6 Notification, Event Handling
Context and Problem
Consider the situation of an observer that wants to be notified of (state) changes in
another object. This scenario can be studied by means of the example application pre-
sented in section 3.1, if we extend it in the following way: Upon a change of these data,
for example due to a charge off, the values displayed by the class EditDialog should
update as well. Because EditDialog is part of a partition (client) with a multiplicity of
 
, it might be the case that two objects of type EditDialog examine the same account at
a time: Both want to be notified of state changes. If we plan a distributed application,
we could not use a simple callback mechanism that stores only one object reference.
This scenario is remarkable, because the shift towards a distributed application requires
semantical changes that are not obviously caused by technical issues (e.g. middleware
restriction, handling of failures). A test that identifies candidates for problems related
to a partition multiplicity greater one is shown in Fig. 5.38. It tries to find a class
owned by a certain partition and having an attribute of a specific type. Then it detects
whether this type (‘5) is a superclass of a class that is attached to a another partition of
multiplicity   . In such a case, the type might store a reference to an instance owned by
the partition with multiplicity   . Of course, this test may only give hints to problematic
situations (it may find too many).
Forces
The observer should not have to query the state of the object of interest repeatively. The
latter should actively inform the observer of state changes. This strategy is sometimes
called “push” model (we will discuss this model in section 5.6.3).
The notification of multiple observers has to be implemented efficiently: The notifier
should not have to wait for acknowledgments of all observers.
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test multipleRef(out children : CLASSIFIER [0:n]) =
‘5 : CLASSIFIER
‘3 : PARTITION
‘1 : PARTITION
retType
‘4 : Attribute
associated
associated
valid (self.cardinality = "n")
rel_path ( has_attribute )
‘2 : CLASS
derived_from
‘6 : CLASS
return children := ‘2;
Figure 5.38: Check for Candidates of Semantic Changes related to Distribution
5.6.1 Notification, Single Listeners
Solution and Structure
Fig. 5.39 shows notification code written in Java. The observer registers a reference
to its instance. Upon a state change, e.g. triggered in a method f of the state object, a
notification method of the observer is called back.
class A {
public registerListener(Listener i) {
listInstance = i;
}
public f() {
   
if (listInstance   null) listInstance.notify(newValue);
   
}
private Listener listInstance;
}
Figure 5.39: Single Listener Code in Java
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Getting There
It is not possible to automate this process, because there is no well defined starting
point. Such a solution may either be created by means of editing the source code or
basic operations as shown in section 5.1.2
5.6.2 Notification, Multiple Listeners
Solution and Structure
An asynchronous notification schema via events should be used. The Java program-
ming language offers a simple, standardized event model9.
Java standardizes the interface of so called event listeners. The PropertyChange-
Listener interface (specified as part of the JavaBeans package) only contains a
single method, propertyChange, which takes a propertyChangeEvent as parame-
ter. Each class in the system that is interested in changes of properties or state,
has to implement that interface. The notification code is implemented by a class
of the Java standard library, the PropertyChangeSupport class. A sample event
source, say class A, aggregates an instance of this class and delegates the methods
add/removePropertyChangeListener to it. Alternatively, A could have inherited from
the PropertyChangeSupport class. This is usually not done, because the support class
is an implementation utility, not a superclass with an “is_a” semantic. More important
is Java’s limitation of single inheritance.
The delivery of these events works via the publisher/subscriber pattern. All objects that
want to get these events, have to register themselves with an event producer, which we
will call supplier in the following.
Fig. 5.40 shows how the automatic update extension can be applied to our running
example. The instance of the support class has the role of a mediator (or broker). Its
firePropertyChange method is called by the account object. Thus, Account does not
know which objects are finally notified, it delegates this task to the support object.
In case of our example, the EditDialog instance has registered with the account object
beforehand. However, the static architecture does not show this relation, because it
does not exist before the registration of the event listener occurs at runtime. But it
shows that a method of the PropertyChangeListener interface is called and that Edit-
Dialog implements this interface.
The callback can be made efficient by marking the propertyChange method in the
listener as asynchronous (oneway) in CORBA.
9We will carry out our considerations by means of the Java language, chiefly because Java features
a standardized event model (in contrast to many other languages). However, it should be easy to adapt
these considerations to other event models (used in other languages).
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PropertyChangeSupport
addPropertyChangeListener
firePropertyChange
«interface»
PropertyChangeListener
propertyChange
Account
database java.beans
EditDialog
GUI
Account delegates
addChangeListener
commands to composed
ChangeSupport object
PropChangeEvent
Figure 5.40: Change Notification by means of Java’s Event Model
Getting There
It is not possible to automate this process from an arbitrary starting point. However,
if the starting point is the single listener pattern, the transformation is a simple imple-
mentation issue.
5.6.3 OMG Event Service
The CORBA services specify a set of interfaces that already outline the structure of
a distributed event notification (if this service is used). Although this service has its
weaknesses, as pointed out in [SV97a], it provides a working starting point for dis-
tributed event notification.
“The Event Service decouples the communication between objects. The
Event Service defines two roles for objects: the supplier role and the con-
sumer role. Suppliers produce event data and consumers process event
data. Event data are communicated between suppliers and consumers by
issuing standard CORBA requests. There are two approaches to initiating
event communication between suppliers and consumers, and two orthog-
onal approaches to the form that the communication can take.”[OMG98e]
We will demonstrate that the transition from Java’s event model towards a use of this
service can be completely automated.
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Solution and Structure
CORBA proposes an event service and the following usage pattern, as shown in
Fig. 5.41. Multiple suppliers can push some data on the channel, the channel actively
calls a push operation on all subscribed consumers.
Supplier
Supplier
Event
Channel
ConsumerSupplier
Event
Channel
ConsumerSupplier
Event
Channel
ConsumerSupplier
Channel
Event
Consumer
Consumer
Push/Push
Push/Pull
Pull/Push
Pull/Pull
Figure 5.41: Usage Scenarios of the CORBA Event service
Besides this scenario, referred to as canonical push model, CORBA proposes
three variants comprising all possible combinations of a pulling or pushing sup-
plier/consumer. The following table taken from [SV97b] shows the different roles
of the event channel in the different scenarios.
Supplier Role
Consumer Role Push Pull
Push Notifier Agent
Pull Queue Procurer
The structure of the pattern is given by the CORBA services. We want to employ
the push model which is close to the multiple listeners pattern. Fig. 5.42 shows an
example code of an event consumer. Beside the consumer functionality, the program
establishes the Event Channel via a factory. The code fragment is small, yet it reflects
the complexity of the event service specification (caused by the generality and flexi-
bility of the service). A simple consumer (event listener) needs to interact with four
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class Consumer implements PushConsumer {
void push (const CORBA.Any data) {
System.out.println("push called");
}
public static void main() {
Consumer consumer = new Consumer();
// ... nc   reference to naming context
obj = nc.resolve("EventChannelFactory");
EventChannelFactory ecf =
EventChannelFactory._narrow(nc.resolve(obj));
EventChannel ec = ecf.create_eventchannel();
nc.bind("ourEventChannel", ec);
ConsumerAdmin cadmin = ec.for_consumers();
ProxyPushSupplier push = cadmin.obtain_push_supplier(),
push.connect_push_consumer(consumer);
}
Figure 5.42: Event Consumer Code in Java
different interfaces: the event channel, its factory, an admin interface for consumers
and a proxy interface of a potential supplier of events.
Although being more complex compared to the Java model, the service misses some
functionality: it is not possible to specify the kind of events, a consumer is interested in.
In order to avoid inefficient delivery, the developer has to establish multiple channels
which primarily transport events of a specific kind. The upcoming notification service
[OMG98b] (not yet adopted by the OMG) addresses some of these deficiencies.
In most cases, a fixed number of event channels is needed. Therefore, the event channel
can be modeled as a singleton object.
Fig. 5.43 shows the interfaces of a simplified model of the event service. It defines
two interfaces; the first, called Supplier, is implemented by classes that enable others
(including an event channel) to actively pull event data. The second interface, called
Consumer is implemented by consumers, who allow other classes to feed/push event
data to the consumer (i.e. a push consumer). Because the event channel can be either
a supplier or a consumer, all 4 variants of CORBA’s event model could be realized.
The distribution tool provides a simple implementation of the model shown in
Fig. 5.43. This enables the use of the event channel without requiring the use of
CORBA. The model in Fig. 5.43 is still close enough to the CORBA model, the tran-
sition towards this model is easy to accomplish.
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«interface»
EventChannel
registerSupplier(Supplier s)
registerConsumer(Consumer c)
push(Object any)
Consumer
«interface»
APushConsumer
Supplier
«interface»
Object pull()
boolean try_pull()
«SFactory»
EventChannelSF
APushSupplier
EventChannel_impl
EventService
Figure 5.43: Interfaces of the simplified DITO Event Service
Getting There
Fig. 5.44 shows the PROGRES production that performs the transition from Java’s event
model to the use of an event channel. The important changes are that (1) clients do
not invoke a method of the event source they are interested in. They register with the
event channel. (2) The event source does not has to administer a list of event listeners.
It simply delegates its events to the channel (using the model of a pushing supplier).
Transformation Summary
Fig. 5.45 summarizes the sequence of transformations. In step 1 , the single listener
is created in an interactive process. From there, an automatic transformation performs
the shift towards multiple listeners (step 2 ). In step 3 , the transformation towards
the OMG Event Service.
5.7 Related Work
The importance of patterns was recognized by the (non-software) architect
C. ALEXANDER [Ale79]. Only a few papers about software patterns (e.g. from
G. BOOCH and K. BECK have been published, before the book of GAMMA, HELM,
VLISSIDES and JOHNSON [GHJV95] was published in 1995. It motivates the use of
patterns for the construction of object-oriented programs and provides a catalog of
patterns.
Since then, many articles have been published, for instance in the context of the an-
nual PLoP (Pattern Language of Programming) conferences. Patterns with a particular
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production convertToEventChannel( eventSource : CLASS ;
listeners : CLASSIFIER [0:n] ; listener : INTERFACE ; eventChannel : CLASS)
=
‘6 : INTERFACE
‘5 = listener
‘3 = eventChannel
_s
_t
‘7 : inherits
_s
‘2 = listeners
_t
‘4
: calls
named ( "addListener" )
_s
‘1 = eventSource
_t
‘8
: calls
::=
3’ = ‘3 6’ = ‘6
_t
_s
7’ = ‘7
_s
2’ = ‘2
_t
4’ = ‘4
_s
_t
1’ = ‘1
8’ = ‘8
transfer 8’.name := "push";
4’.name := "registerConsumer";
end;
Figure 5.44: PROGRES Production: From the Java Event Model to Event Channels
focus on distributed systems have been published in [VCK95] and Douglas Schmidt
[SC95, LS95].
As part of the DASCo project, a distributed proxy pattern has been investigated. It
is similar to the client side wrappers in Fig. 5.25, but also copes with issues that are
normally hidden by the middleware (e.g. physical transport). If implemented on top
of CORBA, it is unnecessarily complex.
Tools supporting the construction of software by means of patterns are relatively rare.
FLORIJN et al. present their approach in [FMW97]. Their system allows to bind
existing classes to a role in a pattern or to create new classes by instantiating a pattern.
It is also possible to check the conformance with a pattern. However, in contrast to our
approach, FLORIJN does not take the transformation towards a pattern into account.
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Figure 5.45: Sequence of Transformations using Events
Our contributions are threefold:
  The definition of transitions resulting in a certain design pattern. This definition
is documented on a high level using graph transformations operating on a graph
representing the architecture.
  The compliance with certain design rules can be checked automatically by
means of calculations on the architecture graph (implemented via graph tests,
derived attributes and path expressions). For example the creation of an object
in a remote partition could be checked by the graph path in Fig. 5.27. This pre-
cise semantics of the rule is ensured, because all statements in PROGRES have a
well defined semantics via predicate logic.
  A thorough discussion of design patterns for distributed applications based on a
middleware, particularly CORBA. Although the singleton and (abstract) factory
patterns are certainly well known, there is no concise guidance how to employ
and adapt these patterns in a middleware based applications.
The role of the use of PROGRES is the following:
  The graph productions give a precise definition for the reader of the transforma-
tion. They explicitly model the before and after, i.e. the desired structure of a
certain design pattern.
  Transactions invoke either graph productions or source code transformation.
Graph queries can be used to find files that are affected by a transformation. The
graph production documents structural effects of a transformation. As such, it is
a submittal for the source code transformation, however the additional details of
the implementation language that are not covered in the abstraction offered by
the architecture graph, makes a general, automatic derivation of the source code
transformation from a graph production impossible.
  The PROGRES specification is used to generate a prototype that is able to execute
the specified transformations and queries.
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Chapter 6
Generation of the Distributed
Application
In the last chapter, we have discussed transformations that prepare an application for
distribution. This code is the basis for further deployment, i.e. the transformations
following later do not modify existing code, they generate code which must not be
stored persistently –once being compiled.
This chapter describes the generated code in detail, not the process leading to this
code (this will be done in in chapter 7). The generated code comprises the original
code, stubs and skeletons generated by the middleware and additional code dealing
with several tasks in the context of a remote object. In the first section, we will address
(1) the specification of remote objects, (2) their instantiation and registration, (3) the
management of object references, and (4) the remote invocation. We discuss these
issues without addressing a specific middleware.
In the second section, we continue the examination of these issues by addressing three
different middleware technologies. We will also present code fragments that refer to
the running example of this thesis.
In the next section, exception handling is addressed. We discuss how a developer
could deal with remote exceptions without having to address a specific middleware
technology.
The fourth section addresses the necessary code residing in each partition. The code in
a partition consists of copies of classes attached to this partition, and additionally –in
case of a remote invocation– client stubs and server skeletons as well as middleware
specific initialization code.
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6.1 Remote Objects
We have already outlined the handling of remote invocations in chapter 2.3. We will
now examine them in detail.
process boundary
publish reference
asynchronous invocation
obtain reference to b
interface
Specification of
register with the middleware’s runtime
exception handling
synchronous invocation
Service runtime
Name Middleware
a : A
b : B
3
4
2
1
Figure 6.1: Message Sequence Chart of a Remote Invocation
Fig. 6.1 shows the sequence diagram of a remote method invocation: An object a of
class A invokes a method of an object b of class B. We suppose that the objects a and
b are instantiated in different partitions (the process or network boundary is indicated
informally by dashed lines in the figure – however, the middleware runtime is always
co-located).
The figure already depicts some of the additional tasks employing remote invocations:
the management of object references and the handling of exceptions. In the following
we examine these tasks following the marked items from 1 to 4 . We start with the
specification of a remote object 1 , followed by the registration process with the mid-
dleware 2 . Before a callee can use this object, it has to obtain a reference to it. This
can be achieved for example via a name service, i.e. the remote object publishes its
object reference using a certain name and a callee might obtain this reference using the
same name 3 . Once the callee has a reference, it can invoke a method of the remote
object 4 . All of the remote operations might throw exceptions that must be handled.
During the description of these (sub-) tasks, we point out potential variants and addi-
tional issues (compared to local invocations). The selection of a suitable variant is a
design decision that requires additional information given by the developer in form of
an annotation.
Let us discuss these issues –for now, independently from their realization on top of
different middleware architectures.
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6.1.1 Specifying Remote Objects
We use a common abstraction of a remote object, independent from the underlying
middleware: remote methods are called via an interface. The first task is a provision of
the interface description in a suitable way for the middleware. The interface definition
of a remote object is analogous to a programming language specification, i.e. by means
of an interface in Java or an abstract class in C++. In case of CORBA, there are
additional restrictions, e.g. overloading is not allowed and all referenced types have
to be either basic data types, constructed types (arrays, enumeration types) or other
interfaces.
The interface of a remote object describes only the parameter profile of its operations,
the behavior has to be provided by an implementation, in case of object-oriented pro-
gramming languages by a suitable class. Invocations to instances of this class are
dispatched by the middleware. Thus, there are two different levels at which we deal
with object identities: on the middleware level, and on the programming language
level. Objects (and their identities) can be represented by means of references. A mid-
dleware object can have a different lifetime compared to the programming language
entity that provides the behavior. For example, a server that has been restarted after
a crash might bind a different programming language object (in the sense of having a
different reference) to the same middleware object. Thus, the management of refer-
ences and their bindings is not trivial – additional information about binding strategies
is needed. We will discuss this issue in section 6.1.3.
6.1.2 Instantiation and Registration of Remote Objects
Before an object can be used by remote clients, it has to register itself with the middle-
ware. This process is usually driven by a few invocations of the middleware’s runtime
machinery. For some middleware products, there are two or more registration variants
that influence the behavior of later method invocations. The process is extensively mid-
dleware dependent and can only be discussed with respect to a particular technology.
Therefore, instantiation and registration are presented in the next section.
6.1.3 Obtaining and Managing of Object References
Clients that want to access an object inside a remote server, have to obtain a reference
to it. There are basically two different ways of doing so:
  The reference is obtained as the result of a remote method invocation. In this
case, the middleware takes care of returning an appropriate reference type.
  An initial reference to an object is needed. This is usually the case for central
services of the middleware, particularly the naming service. The naming service
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can then be used to obtain references to other objects. Please note that our model
restricts the use of a naming service to the implementation of singleton factories.
This implementation is completely generated.
How long should the created object live? The lifetime of an object –as a programming
language entity– is bound to the process which created it. This is not necessarily the
case for the logical identity of an object. If an object should retain its logical identity
after a restart of the process it is running in, additional measures have to be taken. For
example, it might be necessary to restore the object’s state from persistent data and to
ensure that old (smart) references are still valid.
These properties are essential in distributed systems: If a server process dies, due to
maintenance or a crash, a number of clients might still be running and have references
to objects inside the server. These clients want to be able to reuse these references, as
soon as the server is up again.
Unlike in a monolithic scenario, there is the question, how to handle reference count-
ing. The reference to a remote object points to a local stub (or proxy). If this reference,
is no longer used, it is sensible to delete the local stub. These aspects are not relevant
for languages with automatic garbage collection, like Java, but have to be considered
for C++. The developer has to provide information for both aspects, persistent refer-
ences and reference counting. This information controls the strategy employed by the
code generator.
6.1.4 Remote Method Invocation
Once a client has obtained a reference pointing to an object inside a server, it may
invoke methods of the remote object. In contrast1 to a local invocation, there are
additional issues.
  Failures: A remote object might not be available, for example due to a failure
of the server machine or an interrupted network connection. These potential
failures do not occur in monolithic scenarios and require an additional handling.
This handling has to be provided by the developer, because it is –in general–
not possible to provide a suitable default action. The middleware maps failures
either to exceptions (CORBA and Java RMI) or to return codes (DCOM).
  Synchronous or asynchronous invocations: Should the client block until the
server answers a request?
1In case of a non-distributed, multi- threaded application, many issues are identical to a distributed
application.
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  Threading policies: A server has to answer the requests of multiple clients. In
order to avoid a serialization of the input queue, multiple threads might ser-
vice the requests. Different strategies can be employed, for example priority
based queuing in combination with a pool of threads. The decision which strat-
egy guarantees an optimal performance has to be taken by a developer. The
desired behavior depends on mechanisms of the operating system and the tar-
get machine. The decision is also based on the (probably not formalized) non-
functional requirements of the application.
6.1.5 Accessing Remote Objects – Conclusion
Like shown by J. WALDO [WWWK94], distribution is not just a simple technical issue
that could (or should) be hidden from the developer: Remote invocations take longer
and can fail. The developer can cope with this situation by employing asynchronous
calls or multiple threads. Exceptions have to be handled. Even if we had a “perfect”
middleware, there are multiple realization options which represent design decisions of
a distributed system. This decision has to be represented by additional information in
the architecture and thus has to be covered by the modeling language.
In the next section, we will detail the code that is required by a specific middleware.
This section follows the structure of the issues we discussed here, namely (1) the spe-
cification of remote objects, (2) the instantiation and registration, and (3) the retrieval
and management of object references.
6.2 Technical Implementation on top of a Middleware
6.2.1 Remote Objects with CORBA/POA
Specifying Remote Objects
A CORBA object is specified by means of CORBA-IDL. Its syntax is similar to C++
or an interface definition in Java. Fig. 6.2 shows the IDL definition of the class Col-
lection from the running example. IDL allows for multiple inheritance. All interfaces
and all methods of an interface have public visibility. The keyword module creates a
namespace. Because of the public visibility, the modules offer no information hiding.
Unlike in some programming languages, method parameters have an additional marker
that controls whether this parameter should be passed to the remote object (in), should
be returned to the caller (out) or both (inout).
The definitions are analyzed by an IDL compiler which generates a stub for use by
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module ec {
module database {
interface Collection {
Entry createEntry();
void Demo();
Entry getEntry(in long nr);
boolean insertEntry(in Entry e);
};
};
};
Figure 6.2: IDL Definition of the Collection interface
clients2 and a skeleton for the server. Fig. 6.3 shows the generated stub and skeleton,
as well the original implementation. All are employed by the pattern of a remote access
via CORBA.
call
relationship
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inheritanceB
«interface»
B_skel
B
«interface»
B_stub
A
B_impl
ORB runtimeORB runtime
Figure 6.3: CORBA Proxy Pattern
Instantiation and Registration of Remote Objects
The pattern in Fig. 6.3 denotes that the original implementation inherits from the gen-
erated stub. If this class is instantiated, the constructor of the inherited skeleton is
invoked as well. It can perform the task of registering the object with the middleware.
Fig. 6.4 shows this process. After the object is instantiated, it calls the method _this()
(inherited from the generated skeleton). Fig. 6.5 shows the same registration process
with a persistent POA. The default POA is requested to create a new POA conforming
to a policy list. The policy list contains an entry selecting a persistent lifespan.
CORBA adds an additional layer between the remote object and the middleware, the
object adapter (see also section 2.3.3). The object adapter is exchangeable and differ-
2Remember that we use the notion of a client as a temporary role during a remote invocation.
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public static main(String[] argv) {
orb = CORBA.ORB.init(argv);
// get reference to Root-POA
CORBA.Object obj = orb.resolve_initial_references("RootPOA");
PortableServer.POA poa = PortableServer.POA._narrow (obj);
// create a servant, this object handles the requests.
Collection_impl coll_servant = new Collection_impl();
// Create a CORBA object, implicitly register with RootPOA
Collection coll_obj = coll_servant._this();
// activate the object and POA
PortableServer.ObjectId_var oid = poa.activate_object(coll_servant);
poa.the_POAManager().activate();
orb.run();
}
Figure 6.4: Register an Object Reference with the Default POA
ent object adapters with specific properties are possible. The current CORBA imple-
mentation mostly support either the basic object adapter BOA which was mandatory in
CORBA 2.0 and is now (since CORBA 2.2) superseded by the portable object adapter
POA. The POA introduces a terminology:
public static main(String[] argv) {
orb = CORBA.ORB.init(argv);
// get reference to Root-POA
CORBA.Object obj = orb.resolve_initial_references("RootPOA");
PortableServer.POA poa = PortableServer.POA._narrow (obj);
// PolicyList   sequence   Policy  (superclass of LifespanPolicy)
CORBA.PolicyList pl;
pl[0] = poa.create_lifespan_policy(PortableServer.PERSISTENT);
PortableServer.POA persPOA = poa   create_POA("PersistentPOA", pl);
// create a servant, this object handles the requests.
Collection_impl coll_servant = new Collection_impl();
// analogous to registration with default POA (persPOA replaces poa)
   
}
Figure 6.5: Register an Object Reference with a Persistent POA
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skeleton A skeleton connects a servant to an object adapter, usually via inheritance.
activation An existing CORBA object is enabled to service requests. Since servants
perform client requests, activation requires the association of a CORBA object
with a suitable servant, also denoted as incarnation. The association is stored
inside the object adapter in an active object map.
Activation modes control how the object adapter locates and (potentially) instan-
tiates the implementations that are bound to a CORBA object.
The POA distinguishes between persistent and transient objects. Object references
pointing to an object inside a persistent server are still valid after a restart of the server
(after maintenance or crash).
CORBA objects are not necessarily active, i.e. the object implementing the functional-
ity, a programming language entity, is currently not running. This means that a suitable
servant must be created and (probably) restore a state, previously saved. Thus, the as-
sociation between a CORBA object and a servant is created. The CORBA 2.2 and POA
specification introduced the following change: registered objects have to be activated,
before they can service requests.
The application of this pattern requires that all users of an object refer to it via an
interface. Thus, it is possible to exchange the type of the object without modifying the
code using it. In section 5.3 we have discussed different means of getting towards this
goal.
Obtaining and Managing of Object References
Object references are obtained either by a bootstrapping mechanism
(resolveInitialReferences) or as a result of a (remote) method invocation. In
some cases, the reference has the type of a superclass (e.g. resulting from a name-
server lookup or a generic factory). In this case, it can be narrowed to a more specific
reference.
Remote Method Invocation
The invocation of a remote object is (almost) transparent for the client. The obtained
object reference points to a stub which offers a language specific variant of the IDL
interface (technically, the stub implements the interface in Java or inherits from an
abstract class in C++). The stub delegates all invocations to the CORBA runtime
system which in turn establishes a network connection to an appropriate server ORB.
The ORB locates the object adapter that is responsible for the specific object. The ob-
ject adapter then locates the object and invokes a method of the skeleton. The skeleton
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has a generated dispatcher that invokes the appropriate method of the object imple-
mentation. Depending on the binding mechanism between skeleton and implementa-
tion (see above), the skeleton invokes the operation either via a self reference or a prior
registered one.
Upon completion of the request, potential return values are given back to the caller.
In most cases, a CORBA invocation is synchronous, but it is also possible to use asyn-
chronous invocation, if they are marked with the keyword oneway.
If a remote invocation fails, CORBA maps the reasons for the failure to predefined ex-
ceptions. It is also possible to raise application specific exceptions, if they are defined
in IDL.
The enumeration above shows that there are multiple ways of implementing a remote
invocation, even if using a single middleware like CORBA. There is the choice to bind
skeleton and object implementation in two ways, to use persistent or transient object
references and to use synchronous or asynchronous invocations.
6.2.2 Remote Objects with Java RMI
In a Java-only environment, distributed objects may communicate via Java RMI, a
language specific implementation of remote method invocation. An implementation
on top of Java RMI instead of CORBA would not need an additional runtime system
(provided by the ORB). The implementation would avoid the overhead of CORBA, at
the cost of being suitable for an Java-only environment. Of course, the latter does not
apply, if the application has been generated.
RMI was designed to create distributed applications with a minimal additional effort.
In order to achieve this goal, the distributed object model has a clean separation be-
tween remote and non-remote objects. Both are “ordinary” Java objects, the remote ob-
ject has to have a separate interface definition (see below). The instances of non-remote
classes that are referenced by a remote interface, are passed by value (i.e. copied). The
state of a Java object can be streamed over the network, if the object’s class is declared
as being serializable (by implementing the pseudo interface java.rmi.Serializable). Be-
cause serialization is a key feature of the Java virtual machine, no further efforts are
required to allow an object to be passed to or from a remote object.
Java RMI as a potential distribution target allows for call-by-value which may avoid a
lot of transformations, because non-remote objects can remain almost identical (apart
from avoiding the need to convert language-specific interface definitions into IDL,
see below). However, if an object is a remote RMI object, persistent transformations
introduced in chapter 5 are identical to those necessary for CORBA.
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Specifying Remote Objects
Objects that are accessible via Java RMI must have a separate interface definition.
This interface is a “normal”, language specific interface definition with two additional
constraints: the interface has to extend java.rmi.Remote, and each method has to in-
clude the exception java.rmi.RemoteException in its throws list. Fig. 6.6 shows the
specification of a remote object using Java RMI.
package ec.database;
import java.lang.  ;
import java.rmi.  ;
public interface Collection extends java.rmi.Remote {
public Entry createEntry() throws RemoteException;
public void Demo() throws RemoteException;
public Entry getEntry(int nr) throws RemoteException;
public boolean insertEntry(Entry e) throws RemoteException;
};
Figure 6.6: Specification of a Remote Interface
Like CORBA, Java uses a stub compiler, called rmic. The compiler creates a stub
for the client. There is no generated skeleton for the server. This role is taken over
by the class java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject. This generic class employs Java’s
reflective capabilities to compose a suitable invocation of the implementation object.
Fig. 6.7 shows the static structure of a remote invocation. The structure is very similar
to its CORBA pendant shown in Fig. 6.3, with the exception of the generic skeleton.
B
«interface»
Unicast
Remote
Server
B
«interface»
RMI core RMI core
B_stub
A
B_impl
Figure 6.7: Static Structure of an RMI Invocation
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Instantiation and Registration of Remote Objects
Fig. 6.8 shows the registration of an Java RMI object. The registration happens inside
the constructor (super) of the remote object. It calls the constructor of the superclass
(UnicastRemoteObject) which performs the registration with the RMI runtime system.
public class Collection_impl
extends java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject
implements Collection {
public Collection_impl() throws java.rmi.RemoteException {
super();
   
}
}
Figure 6.8: Register a Java RMI object
We have already discussed in section 5.3 that the coupling of the UnicastRemoteOb-
ject and the object implementation via inheritance can cause problems: If the object
implementation is already part of an inheritance hierarchy, it cannot inherit from the
original object anymore (due to Java’s restriction to single inheritance). This situation
has to be avoided by a prior transformation that replaced inheritance by delegation.
Obtaining and Managing of Object References
Fig. 6.9 shows how a created object registers its reference with the naming service. The
method rebind of the name service is used; in contrast to the method bind, it would not
fail, if the name is alredy bound to another reference. The figure also displays a lookup
operation, an object reference is retrieved from the name service and cast to a suitable
(interface) type.
Remote Method Invocation
The invocation of an RMI object is almost identical to a local invocation, from the
client’s point of view. The stub hides the remote call with one exception: all methods
of the remote object raise the exception RemoteException. The client code has to
handle these exceptions, thus the invocations are embedded in a try ... catch block.
The invocations are always synchronous.
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Register with Nameserver (i.e. in main):
try {
Collection_impl coll = new Collection_impl();
Naming.rebind("Collection", coll);
}
catch (java.net.MalformedURLException e) {
System.out.println(e.toString()); // name contains illegal characters
}
catch (java.rmi.RemoteException e) {
System.out.println(e.toString()); // request to/reply from service failed
}
Lookup a name:
try {
coll = (Collection) Naming.lookup("Collection");
} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("Collection lookup failed: " + e.toString());
}
Figure 6.9: Bind a Java RMI object to a Naming Service
6.2.3 Remote Objects with DCOM
Specifying Remote Objects
DCOM uses an interface definition language dialect that stems from DCE [Loc94].
The interface definition does not allow for exceptions, success or failure of an invoca-
tion is indicated by means of a 32 bit result value, named HRESULT. This means that
application specific return values have to be mapped to out parameters.
This difference requires a code change. Applications performing a remote invocation,
have to restructure all invocations involving return values. A solution to overcome
these problems will be shown in the next section.
The specification inherits from the most general interface IUnknown. This interface
contains a method QueryInterface() for navigating between different interfaces of
the same object. It also contains two methods that are used for reference counting:
AddRef() and Release(). When the reference count drops to zero, the server object
may decide to delete itself. Ultimately, the server object controls its own life time.
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[ object,
uuid(     ),
helpstring("Collection Interface"),
pointer_default(unique)
]
interface Collection : IUnknown {
#include "iunknwn.idl"
HRESULT createEntry([out] Entry e);
HRESULT Demo();
HRESULT getEntry([in] LONG nr, [out] Entry e);
HRESULT insertEntry([in] Entry e, [out] BOOLEAN b);
};
Figure 6.10: DCOM IDL Definition of the Collection interface
Instantiation and Registration of Remote Objects
A DCOM object can currently only be used in conjunction with C++. Fig. 6.11 shows
the implementation of the methods of the server class. The DCOM file also has to
implement some methods of a class factory.
The class factory instantiates the implementation, as shown in Fig. 6.11. In the figure,
we followed DCOM’s naming convention to prefix implementations with a C (class)
and interfaces with an I (interface)3.
In CreateInstance(), the server creates an object instance and makes a QueryInterface()
call to obtain an interface pointer to the IID_ICollection interface. COM returns the
interface pointer by means of the out-parameter ppv to the client.
Obtaining and Managing of Object References
In order to obtain a reference, the client calls the function CoCreateInstance() which
takes a class and interface identifier as parameter. This is shown in Fig. 6.12. COM
starts an object server for CLSID_Collection. As shown in its main program, the server
creates class factories for all supported CLSIDs, and calls CoRegisterClassObject() to
register each factory. COM obtains the IClassFactory pointer to the CLSID_Collection
factory, and invokes CreateInstance() on it.
The figure also shows the main program for the server. The implementation file might
create the event done in its destructor (not shown) and thus signal the server to exit.
3Remember that we usually follow the convention to use no suffixes for the interface and the postfix
_impl for implementations.
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STDMETHODIMP
CClassFactory::CreateInstance(LPUNKNOWN p, REFIID riid, void   ppv) {
ICollection  coll = (ICollection  ) new CCollection();
HRESULT hr = coll   queryInterface(riid, ppv);
coll   Release();
return hr;
}
STDMETHODIMP
CCollection::QueryInterface(REFIID riid, void   ppv) {
if ((riid == IID_IUnknown)   (riid == IID_ICollection)) {
 ppv = (ICollection  ) this;
AddRef(); return S_OK;
}
else {
 ppv = NULL; return E_NOINTERFACE;
}
}
Figure 6.11: Register and Instantiate a DCOM Object
Remote Method Invocation
DCOM’s remote invocations are always synchronous. The client calls
pICollection   getEntry() which eventually invokes CCollection:getEntry() in the server.
Register an instance (i.e. server main):
hr = CoInitializeEx(NULL, COINIT_MULTITHREADED);
CClassFactory  pcf = new CClassFactory;
hr = CoRegisterClassObject(CLSID_CCollection, pcf, CLSCTX_SERVER,
REGCLS_MULTIPLEUSE , &dwRegister);
// Wait until an event is set in Collection’s Destructor()
WaitForSingleObject(event_done, INFINITE);
Lookup and use reference (client code):
CoCreateInstance(CLSID_CCollection, NULL, CLSCTX_SERVER,
IID_ICollection, (void   ) &pICollection);
pICollection   getEntry();
   
pICollection   release();
   
Figure 6.12: Binding Mechanism in DCOM
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When finishing using pICollection, client calls pICollection->Release() to indicate that
it no longer needs the server object.
In [C   98], CHUNG et al. compare CORBA and DCOM not only on the application
layer –as we do here–, but also on two other layers, which the authors call “remote
architecture” and “wire protocol architecture”. For further detail the reader is referred
to [C   98].
6.3 Exception Handling
A fundamental difference between a non-distributed and a distributed application is
the possibility of partial failures. A single node or a network component may fail.
Depending on the kind of failure, distributed applications may react to the failure in a
suitable way. The reaction to these failures must ultimately be supplied by the devel-
oper. A general default exception handling is usually not possible: If an invocation to
a remote method fails, potential return values are missing and there is no use of contin-
uing computation. The programming language offers an explicit mechanism to handle
these exceptions. In case of Java, exceptions of different types can be thrown. These
must be handled either directly or by the caller of the method in which this exception
occurs. The latter requires an explicit declaration that this specific exception could be
thrown.
Exception handling is problematic in the context of an automatic generation of the
distributed application: the different middleware technologies use different types of
exceptions. A default exception handling is only useful in one specific case: Some
of the invocations are known to be local. This can be trivially deduced, if caller and
callee are attached to the same partition and to no other partition. If the called class is
defined as a remote class (e.g. because it inherits from a remote class), we might still
statically deduce that a remote invocation cannot happen. This is discussed in section
5.3 (starting with Fig. 5.11). The compiler does not have this information and requests
a handling of the remote exception. In such a case, a generated exception handler
can be used. If it is invoked, it can stop the execution, denoting a severe, unexpected
failure.
Of course, in general a middleware specific exception can be raised. We propose the
possibility to supply an exception handler that maps the middleware specific exception
to a new exception type that is not middleware dependent, as shown in Fig. 6.13. Addi-
tional generated code encloses a block of code and catches the middleware specific ex-
ception. The exception handler throws a new exception called dito.RemoteException4.
Additional information about the exception type is currently taken from the string rep-
resentation. This solution has the drawback that all subtypes of the RMI remote excep-
4The package name dito is an abbreviation for a distribution tool, this will be presented in the next
section.
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tion, for instance java.rmi.AccessException, are mapped to a single exception type. In
the future, the single exception dito.RemoteException might be replaced by a hierarchy
of remote exceptions.
try {
try { // generated
a.f(); // original block
} // generated
catch (java.rmi.RemoteException except) { // generated
throw new dito.RemoteException(except.toString()); // generated
} // generated
}
catch (dito.RemoteException exception) {
    // application specific exception handling
}
Figure 6.13: Mapping of Exceptions
Java does not accept an exception handling if the respective exception could not be
thrown. Thus, it would not be possible to test the non-distributed variants of the
application. In this case, we can use the workaround to derive the new exception
(dito.RemoteException) from java.lang.RuntimeException. Exceptions of this type are
implicitly thrown by all Java operations.
6.4 Generated Code within Partitions
During the generation process, the code for each partition is stored in a different di-
rectory of the filesystem (the directory name is identical to the partition name). Each
partition comprises the complete package hierarchy which –in case of Java– leads to a
further subdirectory structure. In addition to the top level package of the application,
the generator creates the packages dito and partition, as shown in Fig. 6.14. The dito
package contains some utility classes, e.g. code for the generic factory. It contains a
simple event channel and a middleware neutral definition of a remote exception. It is
identical in all partitions and also available before the generation phase. The appli-
cation code should make use of it, particularly provide exception handling by means
of dito.RemoteException. We have outlined the exception handling in more detail in
section 6.3.
Let us examine the code inside a specific partition. It contains all classes that are
associated to it and the stubs and skeletons generated by the middleware’s interface
compiler. If classes in this partition call other classes from other partitions, the stubs
of these classes are needed as well.
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Figure 6.14: Generated Code within a Partition
The root package contains a single class called InitPartition (cf. 6.15). It is the first
entry point of a partition.
public class InitPartition { // partition Server
public static void initSFactories() {
new ec.database.Collection_SF();
}
public static void main(String argv[]) {
initSFactories();
}
}
public class InitPartition { // partition Client
public static void initSFactories() { }
public static void main(String argv[]) {
initSFactories();
ec.gui.MainWindow.main(argv);
}
}
Figure 6.15: InitPartition for our Running Example
One of its main tasks is the initialization of the singleton factories (using the method
initSFactories). It instantiates a factory and registers its references with the name ser-
vice. The fully qualified classname of the singleton factory is used during registration.
After instantiating the singleton factories, the class InitPartition invokes the original
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entry point of the application, if it is part of the partition –in case of Java, the static
method main.
public class GenericSFactory_impl
extends java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject
implements dito.GenericSFactory {
public GenericSFactory_impl(String name,
GenericSFactory delegate) throws java.rmi.RemoteException {
super();
this.delegate = delegate;
try {
java.rmi.Naming.rebind(dito.Util.getURL(name), this);
} catch (java.net.MalformedURLException e) {
System.err.println(e.toString());
}
}
public Object genericGetInstance() throws java.rmi.RemoteException {
return delegate.genericGetInstance();
}
private GenericSFactory delegate;
}
Figure 6.16: Implementation of the Generic Singleton Factory (Java RMI)
Fig. 6.16 shows the implementation of the generic singleton factory for Java RMI. This
class is an implementation of the genericSFactory interface, we have already shown in
Fig. 6.16. Its instance is aggregated by the server5 variant of the singleton factory (cf.
5.35). The constructor of the singleton factory binds the instance to a naming context,
using the name that is passed as a parameter.
If the method genericGetInstance is invoked –the caller is a client implementation of
the singleton factory (cf. 5.36)– the invocation is delegated to an object reference that
also implements the interface GenericSFactory.
The example application has two partitions, called Client and Server. Fig. 6.17 shows
a directory listing of the partition Client, in case of a Java RMI implementation. Due
to the Java naming conventions, package names match directory names. The database
package is not attached to this partition, thus the package does not contain implementa-
tions of any of the classes it owns. However, it contains (remote) interfaces, generated
stubs and the client variant of the singleton factory for class Collection.
5We use the term “server” to denote that this implementation variant is used in partitions to which
the singleton is attached.
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Client:
InitPartition.java // initializes singleton factories
dito
  // package
ec
  // package
Client   ec   database:
Collection.java // remote interface
Collection_SF.java // singleton factory (client variant)
Collection_impl_Stub.java // generated stub
Entry.java // remote interface
Entry_impl_Stub.java // generated stub
Client   ec   gui:
AlertBox.java // implementation
EditDialog.java // implementation
MainWindow.java // implementation
Figure 6.17: Code in Partition Client
Fig. 6.18 displays a directory listing of the partition Server, denoting the filesize, the
filename and optionally comments about the file. The package gui is completely miss-
ing. Both partitions contain the package database. They share identical definitions
of the remote interfaces. A difference is server variant of the singleton factory and of
course the implementations Entry_impl and Collection_impl.
Server:
InitPartition.java // initializes singleton factories
dito
  // package
ec
  // package
Server   ec   database:
Collection.java // remote interface
Collection_SF.java // singleton factory (server variant)
Collection_impl.java // implementation
Collection_impl_Stub.java // generated stub
Entry.java // remote interface
Entry_impl.java // implementation
Entry_impl_Stub.java // generated stub
Figure 6.18: Code in Partition Server
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed additional tasks that have to be tackled if a remote
object is accessed via a middleware. These tasks comprise for example the retrieval
of an object reference to the remote object or the handling of exceptions. We have
seen middleware specific code fragments that deal with these tasks and presented a
configurable mechanism to mix these fragments with application code. The templates
that have already been introduced in the chapter 5 offer a suitable ways to support this
process.
We have shown how the developer can provide exception handling code without com-
mitting to a specific middleware: the generation mechanism transforms middleware
specific exceptions into independent exceptions (defined within our approach).
We also outlined which parts of the application code are available inside a specific
partition: a subset of the application code, generated stubs, a generated class that ini-
tializes the partition and the package dito with utility functions.
application and generate the code required in a partition.
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Chapter 7
Tool Support
In this chapter, we describe the implementation of a tool that supports the transi-
tion of a non-distributed towards a distributed application. We called this tool DITO
(Distribution Tool).
Major parts of this tool are generated from a high level specification by means of
the PROGRES environment. The PROGRES language has already been introduced in
the preceeding sections, now the further abilities of the PROGRES environment are
outlined.
We first coarsely outline the different stages during the transition of an application
towards a distributed application, i.e. gaining an architecture from the source code (re-
verse engineering), architecture and source code transformations and code generation.
The steps are presented in detail in the subsequent sections.
The first task is the source code analysis. We compare some tools that automate the
construction of a parser. Some specific problems are sketched that must be tackled
when analyzing Java code.
In the next section, we present the implementation of transformations –in contrast to
the preceeding chapters, where the transformations itself are shown. The transforma-
tion mechanism is explained in detail by means of an example. The generation of a
distributed program is treated as a special variant of the transformation task, thus it is
handled in the same section.
Finally, we relate our approach to work in the area of source code analysis, program
transformation and generation techniques.
7.1 Tool Support - Overview
Fig. 7.1 shows another view of the tool compared to Fig. 4.9 of chapter 4. It specifically
outlines the fact that we are dealing with two different representations of a program:
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its source code and its architecture. The architecture in the figure is shown as a graph
which reflects the internal representations of the architecture inside our tool. The fig-
ure also shows the tasks that have to be incorporated in such a tool, without already
proposing a specific solution.
In many cases, program development does not start from scratch. There is an existing
program, but no documents describing its architecture. The reasons for this situation
are manifold, e.g. the original development did not employ tools at all. If the exist-
ing applications have been developed by means of tools, there is still the problem that
some tools neglect architectural considerations or use a proprietary data format for ar-
chitecture descriptions. The latter might improve in the future with the standardization
of an exchange format that is based on meta data. These are specified in the XML
based metadata interchange format XMI:
“The main purpose of XMI is to enable easy interchange of metadata
between tools and metadata repositories (based on OMG MOF1) in dis-
tributed heterogeneous environments. The major initial use of XMI will be
to interchange UML models between modeling tools (based on the OMG
UML) and repositories (based on OMG MOF and UML).” [OMG98a]
source
Analyze Generate
consistency
Maintain
Apply transformations
(distribution structure)
Check consistency
Annotate (Specify
public Mainwindow{
}
Collection c =
new Collection();
c.createNewEntry();
}
public Paint() {
package gui
import db.Collection
class MainWindow {
Source code,
monolithic distributed
application
Source code,
Architecture graph
Source code
Figure 7.1: Tasks inside a Distribution Tool
Thus, the first task is the derivation of an architecture from an existing source code,
also known as reverse engineering. We will discuss this task in section 7.2. In general,
1MOF — Meta Object Facility [OMG]
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reverse engineering extracts a more abstract model from the source code. We have
already specified this abstract model, the architecture in section 4.3.
The next major task is the transformation of the system during forward engineering.
This has to be done simultaneous on the architecture and source code level. Examples
of transformations targeted at distribution have already been shown in chapter 5.
Finally, in the second phase, transient transformations are applied in a non-interactive
step. The specification and implementation of these transformation steps are given in
chapter 6.
7.1.1 The PROGRES environment
In chapter 5, we have used PROGRES to specify transformations. A complete specifi-
cation consists of a graph schema definition, a set of graph rewrite rules, tests and path
expressions and additional imperative constructs in transactions.
A PROGRES specification is written by means of the PROGRES environment. Its rela-
tionship to a PROGRES specification and the PROGRES language is given in Fig. 7.2.
A specification is written by means of the constructs of the PROGRES language. The
foundation of both is the non-monotonic logic.
The PROGRES environment contains a graphical editor that is used to create and edit
a PROGRES specification. It also contains a machinery that allows for analysis of a
specification. If the latter yields no errors, a specification can be executed.
The execution is based on an interpretation of the rules. It is also possible to generate
a rapid prototype, in which the constructs of a specification are compiled into C code.
The prototype uses Tcl/Tk as a user interface. The prototype allows the user to view
the graph in a browser and execute the (prior) specified graph transformations or graph
queries.
Fig. 7.3 shows a screen shot of the distribution tool DITO. This tool is a PROGRES
prototype, major parts have been generated by the PROGRES environment.
The user interface of the prototype consists of a main canvas which displays the graph.
Configuration options control the use of icons for specific node types and the appear-
ance of edges. It is also possible to hide certain node types to enable different views
of the graph. The layout of the graph can be changed either manually or via automatic
layout algorithms.
The transactions, productions and queries that have been specified beforehand by
means of the PROGRES language, can be invoked through menus (in the example,
the transactions menu is generated).
In the example, the graph represents the architecture of our running example (enclosed
by a dotted frame). Parts of Java’s system classes are also visible. The contains re-
lationship is denoted by solid, gray arrows, call relations by black arrows. The create
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PROGRES
PROGRES
Language
Environment
PROGRES
Specification
(Nonmonotonic Logic)
written in
Generated
Rapid Prototype
generates
defines
implements
defines
executes
analyzes & executes
graphical editor for
Underlying Theory
Figure 7.2: The PROGRES Environment
edges are hidden.
7.2 Reverse Engineering
Most case tools that are commercially available, offer the possibility of working with
an abstract model of the application. Let us now examine the first task of this process,
reverse engineering.
A standard definition of the notion “reverse engineering” can be found in CHIKOFSKY
et al. [CC90].
Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing a subject system to
  identify the system’s components and their interrelationships and
  create representations of the system in another form or at a higher
level of abstraction.
Reverse engineering generally involves extracting design artifacts and
building or synthesizing abstractions that are less implementation-
dependent . . . Reverse engineering in and of itself does not involve chang-
ing the subject system.
In our case, we can be more specific: the target of reverse engineering is the archi-
tecture, i.e. a model conforming to the graph schema. The source is programming
language specific code.
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Figure 7.3: A PROGRES Prototype
7.2.1 Parsing Technology
A parser can derive necessary information from the source code. Usually [ASU86]
a parser consists of a lexical analyzer that splits the character stream of a file into a
stream of tokens. The parser then builds up a syntax tree with respect to the program’s
grammar.
Program parsing is a well-known task in computer science [ASU86]. In most cases,
a parser is not written from scratch, but generated by a parser compiler. A prominent
way of building parsers are the combination of the lexical analyzer lex and the parser
compiler yacc (yet another compiler compiler). A parser generator written in Java is
the JavaCC (Java Compiler Compiler). A tool that is used for parsing and transforma-
tion is TXL.
Let us now compare these technologies. We will already take the ability of source
code transformations into consideration. These features are interesting, because they
are needed in subsequent steps of our tool. In fact, we will see that parsing and trans-
formation are interweaved.
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The Tree Transformation Language TXL
“. . . TXL is a programming language designed to support transforma-
tional programming. The basic paradigm of TXL involves transforming
input to output using a set of transformation rules that describe by exam-
ple how different parts of the input are to be changed into output. Each
TXL program defines its own context free grammar according to which
the input is to be broken into parts, and rules are constrained to preserve
grammatical structure in order to guarantee a well-formed result.”
TXL Programming Language Syntax and Informal Semantics, [CCH95]
The processing with TXL consists of three steps, as shown in figure 7.4. In the first,
TXL automatically parses the source code and builds up a parse tree. This process
requires a specification of the grammar as part of the TXL program. In the second
step, TXL tries to apply a set of transformation rules (defined in the TXL program)
to the parse tree. The selection of an applicable transformation rule is controlled by
the type of the grammar’s non-terminals. In order to handle non-determinism, TXL
features depth-first search and backtracking. Finally, a new source code is produced in
an unparsing step from the parse tree. The grammar can be augmented with formatting
hints (basically newlines and spaces) to influence the layout, but it is not possible to
preserve the original layout.
text text
parsing unparsing
syntax
tree
transform
package gui
import db.Collection
public class MainWindow {
public Mainwindow{
Collection c =
new Collection();
c.createNewEntry();
}
public Paint() {
}
package gui
import db.Collection
public class MainWindow {
public Mainwindow{
Collection c =
new Collection();
c.createNewEntry();
}
public Paint() {
}
Figure 7.4: The Tree Transformation Language TXL
Lex and Yacc
Lex and yacc are the “classical” compiler building tools. Lex generates a scanner from
a lexical specification. This scanner is used by a parser, generated from a grammar spe-
cification by means of yacc. The generated parser is based on LR analysis, specifically
LALR(1) and is thus powerful enough to parse almost all programming languages.
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The generated scanner and parser are C programs. The creation of a syntax tree and
potential transformations have to be written manually.
JavaCC and JavaTree
JavaCC [Sof] is a Java variant of Lex and Yacc. It generates a parser with an inte-
grated scanner. In contrast to the former, the generated parser uses the principle of
recursive descent (LL analysis), in combination with a lookahead of one (which can
be increased by pragmas). Thus, the parser is less powerful and may require a rewrite
of the grammar. But, for many programming languages (including –of course– Java),
readily made grammar files exist.
JavaTree is an additional preprocessor for JavaCC. It enables the unparsing of a syntax
tree to a source code file again, while preserving the original layout. Instead of per-
forming changes exclusively on the parsed syntax tree as in TXL, modifications can
also be made during unparsing.
A parser written in Java is particularly useful, if Java programs should be parsed. The
reflection2 interface can be employed to retrieve information of classes whose source
code is not available (this is typically the case for system classes).
Comparison
The advantage of TXL is an elegant way of specifying transformations as term rewrit-
ing steps. It is easy to perform pretty printing by means of additional tags, on the
other hand, manual layout information gets lost, comments are almost impossible to
preserve, the additional code (for handling comments) makes the TXL specification
unreadable. The most problematic issue is the handling of context-sensitive informa-
tion, for example the type of a variable. This information is necessary to analyze Java
programs, as we will see below. Finally, the non-commercial distribution of TXL has
a rather poor implementation with various size limitations.
JavaTree is very flexible through the use of arbitrary Java code (useful for the imple-
mentation of context sensitive type analysis shown in section 7.2.3). This might also
be a disadvantage, because it encourages a “low level” implementation of analyzes and
transformations.
Lex&Yacc has the same flexibility as JavaTree. As a disadvantage, compared to this
tool, there is no automatic unparser.
A proof-of-concept implementation of our approach could certainly not analyze all
programming languages that are available. Popular object-oriented languages are Java
2 Reflection offers the possibility to reify a class instance of a given type and invoke methods on this
instance asking it about the methods.
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and C++. The latter has the disadvantage that the rich syntactical constructs (e.g. over-
loaded operators) render an analysis more difficult. Because the example programs are
mainly written in Java, we concentrate on Java.
In the implementation of our approach, we have chosen the combination of
JavaCC/JavaTree, because it is relatively easy to integrate semantical analyzes in the
generated parser. The analysis of system classes can be implemented by means of
Java’s meta facilities.
7.2.2 Tool Issues
A reverse engineering tool needs to know which files it should analyze. It is suitable to
supply the information about an application being developed in a project description
file. Fig. 7.5 displays a project description of our running example. The file is grouped
into sections, which are introduced by a string in square brackets.
The project file provides the name of a project, a list of files and their containment in
folders and additional information (annotations) about a subset of the classes and inter-
faces. Each class or interface has an own section in which this additional information
is supplied. The information comprises the attachment to a partition (an information
supplied by the architecture tool, but –of course– ultimately by the user) and –in case
of a class or interface used in the remote access– the partitions which depend on this
class. In the future, this information should be derived from a detailed architecture
analysis. Currently, it must be supplied via the project file.
The following information is supported: IsRemote, NeededBy, AttachedTo,
ClassType and MapsToIDL. Some of these can be omitted, the tool supplies suitable
default values, for instance the MapsToIDL defaults to the interface name wit the post-
fix .idl. The ClassType is used to distinguish between “normal” classes, interfaces and
singleton factories. The tool detects interfaces automatically, however it does not de-
tect a singleton factory. If the information changes due to change of the architecture
(for instance by applying a change towards to a singleton), the project file is updated
automatically.
7.2.3 Extraction of Facts
Let us now examine the task of analyzing a source file in detail. The result of program
analysis is a sequence of facts. This sequence of facts is used to build up the desired
architecture graph.
The separation has the advantage that the (language-specific) analyzer does not have
to include code that builds up the graph. We regard the sequence of facts as an inter-
mediate language. It reduces redundant code in the analyzers.
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[global]
name = Entry
  Collection System
projectprefix =   ansgar   prog   java   dist-example
; -–– Folder Hierarchy -––
[tree]
ec.gui = EditDialog.java, MainWindow.java, AlertBox.java
ec.database = Entry.java, Collection.java, Collection_SF.java,
ec.database += Entry_impl.java, Collection_impl.java
; -–– Annotations on classes -––
[ec.gui.MainWindow]
AttachedTo = Client
   
[ec.database.Collection_SF]
AttachedTo = Server
IsRemote = true
NeededBy = Client, Server
ClassType = SFactory
[ec.database.Collection]
AttachedTo = Server
IsRemote = true
NeededBy = Client, Server
MapsToIDL = Collection.idl
   
Figure 7.5: Project file describing the Entry/Collection system
Let us now consider a single code statement, written in Java. The common invocation
of
System.out.println()
is quite interesting, because this statement is ambiguous without context information
about the data types. The crucial point is that Java does not distinguish syntactically
between two rather different situations: containment in packages vs. containment in
classes (i.e. attributes or methods) – both have a dot as separator.
Without information about the types, the statement above could be interpreted as the
invocation of the static method println() of a class out which is contained in the package
System. Unfortunately, this would be completely wrong. In fact, System is not a
package, but a class which is contained in the package java.lang. This class has a static
attribute out of type PrintStream. Finally, println() is a (non-static) method of the class
PrintStream.
Fig. 7.6 shows a simple Java code example. The class C has a method f. In the body of
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this method, some text is printed and a static attribute of class A is modified.
class A {
public static int b;
}
class C {
public void f() {
System.out.println("A simple(?) invocation");
a.b = 5;
}
public static A a;
}
Figure 7.6: Code fragment: Difficulties analyzing invocations
Fig. 7.7 shows the output of the analyzer when invoked on that program. Facts like
declareAttribute are emitted during the analysis. The ordering of facts is important.
The fact methodReturn specifies the return type of a preceding method declaration. If
attributes or methods of a class are accessed, they are prefixed by the symbol :: and the
fully qualified class name.
class(C)
classModifiers()
declareAttribute(c, basic int)
method(f)
methodReturns(void)
methodModifiers(public)
getAttribute(class java.lang.System::out)
callMethod(class java.io.PrintStream::println)
getAttribute(class C::a)
setAttribute(class A::b)
declareAttribute(a, class A)
Figure 7.7: Result of the Analysis
Algorithm
The parser is currently able to analyze Java programs. It is written itself as a set
of Java program fragments added to the JavaCC grammar file. The code fragments
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invoke method of the interface Analyze, e.g. if an interface is parsed, the method de-
clareInterface is invoked. The object that implements the interface Analyze is passed
as a parameter to the parser; its implementation controls whether and which actions
are performed during source code analysis. Thus, the parser can be tailored for dif-
ferent tasks. Fig. 7.8 shows the inheritance relations of this interface: an instance of
the class Output yields the facts shown in Fig. 7.7. The class ParseFields is responsi-
ble for retrieving information about referenced classifiers, for instance about the class
java.lang.System.
ParseFieldsOutput
«interface»
Analyze
applyType
callMethod
delegates
...
declareInterface
Parser
Figure 7.8: Implementation – Source code analysis
In order to get information about a referenced class or interface, we try to either locate
the source code or employ Java’s reflection API. If the source code can be found in a
directory within the Java’s classpath, it is parsed by means of the ParseFields analyzer
that gathers information about the classifiers defined in the file. In contrast to the class
Output, only the signatures of classifiers is analyzed, not the implementation. For
some classes, the source code is not available. It is still possible to obtain information
about them by means of the reflection API. A class object can be created by providing
the fully qualified name (as a string) to a static method of the class called Class. The
following example code shows how to get all superclasses of a class whose name is
provided by the string classname.
Both of the methods retrieve information about the superclasses, implemented inter-
faces, and the methods and attributes of a class. If the type of a parameter or a return
type contains a reference to a class/interface that is not yet known, the retrieval mech-
anism is invoked recursively. The gathered information is stored in a suitable data
structure to prevent a multiple analysis of the same class or interface.
The pseudo-code fragment shown in Fig. 7.9 outlines the handling of dot separated
identifiers. The basic idea is to keep track of a set of potential classes, in which
to search for an identifier. The function changeScope updates methodList and at-
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tributeList.
for id = substring of identifier { /  between dots  /
if (id in localVarList) changeScope(type of variable);
else if (id in methodList) changeScope(return type of method);
else if (id in attributeList) changeScope(type of attribute);
if (a prefix of the identifier is a type)
changeScope(type)
}
Figure 7.9: Algorithm (Pseudo Code): Analyze a “dot” expression, e.g. a.b.c
7.3 Implementation of Transformations
Transformations have to by applied on architecture and source code. The former is
“simply” implemented by the PROGRES runtime machinery. The source code trans-
formations, implemented by DITO are the focus of this section. DITO uses a configu-
ration file that contains (1) a list of the available transformations, and (2) information
about the available generators and templates used by these. Fig. 7.10 shows an exam-
ple of the configuration file. The available transformations are explicitly listed in the
transformation section. Each of the listed transformation has to provide informations
about itself, e.g. required parameters, via a dedicated method3. Thus, it is possible to
add a new transformation without the need to recompile DITO. The information about
generators and templates will be explained in section 7.3.2 and 7.3.1, respectively.
In the sequel, we will present the source code transformation process by means of an
example. The following code fragment displays a transformation in which a remote
invocation is surrounded by code which handles exceptions. Code added by the trans-
formation is denoted by the usage of a bold font. The exception handler is necessary,
since a remote invocation might raise a middleware specific exception –as shown in
section 6.3.
{
...
a.f(); // remote invocation
...
}

{
try {
...
a.f();
...
} catch (RemoteException e) {... }
}
3 The details of this mechanism are documented in currently available transformations.
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; -–– Transformations -––
[Transformations]
trafos = AccessMethods, AddMethod, RenameMethod
trafos += RenameClass, AddAccessMethods, AddMethodThrows
trafos += AddFMethod, BeforeAfterInvocation, CatchException
trafos += BeforeAfterMethodInvocation, UseSingleton, UseFactory
trafos += AddSingletonMethods, AddExtends, AddImplements
; -–– Generators and Templates -––
[Generator]
GeneratorNames = RMIGenerator, CorbaGenerator
GenerateDirectory =   tmp   dito  
  beginTemplate RMI-SFactoryMethodServer 
public [[shortClassName]]() {
try {
   
Figure 7.10: DITO configuration file
The transformation could be done for all remote invocations or specifically for invoca-
tions of a certain class or a certain method. What information is needed to accomplish
this transformation? The transformation has to be applied at an exact location within
the method’s body. Thus, it is necessary to parse all classes which are a potential origin
of a certain method invocation (currently, all classes are analyzed).
In the last section, the result of parsing is a sequence of facts. Now, parsing is a
preparation for a transformation. Both tasks are implemented in a similar way, they
use the same parser which different analysis objects: Fig. 7.11 shows the inheritance
relations of this interface, particularly the additional transformation classes (cf. 7.8).
«interface»
Unparser
unparse(
SimpleNode, ...)
ChangeAppl. CatchExcept.Output ParseFields
Analyze
«interface»
applyType
delegates Parser
...
declareInterface
callMethod
Figure 7.11: Implementation – Source code transformations
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The transformers make use of the parse tree, an abstract syntax tree (AST) created by
JavaTree. Many of these implement the interface Unparser (see below) in addition to
the interface Analyze.
The nodes in this tree are instances of generated classes whose names correspond to
the non-terminals of the grammar, e.g. ASTClassDeclaration or ASTExpression. The
leafs are terminal symbols, the tokens. The original source code can be derived from
the AST by means of a traversal of the tree from left to right. Because this task is the
contrary of parsing, it is called unparsing.
The main transformation mechanism is based on a specific unparser that changes the
output. An unparser has to implement the simple interface, shown in Fig. 7.11. The
unparser is invoked from the nodes in the AST tree. Each node inherits from a super
class which contains the functionality to register a customized unparser. If there is
no custom unparser is registered, the default unparser outputs unchanged source code.
Details of the registration methods (which are not part of a standard JavaTree) are
shown below.
Let us examine the example again. It is not desirable to surround each single invocation
by try and catch statements. An invocation for instance within the boolean expression
of an if-statement cannot be surrounded by these statements, the Java syntax definition
requires a Block:
TryStatement ::= "try" Block
("catch" "(" FormalParameter ")" Block)*
["finally" Block]
Fig. 7.12 displays a fraction of the AST tree created during parsing. The detection of
the remote invocation occurs in the leaf PrimaryExpression, the desired modification
relates to the block that can be found two levels above.
The tool provides a simple means to register a specific unparser. The programmer
of the transformation rule has to provide a reference to the unparser and the name of
the AST node type, the unparser should be registered to. The function registerUn-
parser(String asttype, Unparser unparser) finds the first node that matches the name
on an upward traversal in the AST tree. In case of the example, the unparser would be
registered for the node Block.
Suppose that we do not want to handle the new exception in the method itself. In this
case, the method has to declare the exception in its throws clause. In the syntax tree,
the clause belongs to a node of the same name, as shown in Fig. 7.12. In this case, a
transformation developer wants to register a specific unparser for a child of the upward
node MethodDeclaration. This can be easily achieved by means of the special unparser
RegisterChild. Upon instantiation, a user passes the name of the child node (in this case
Throws) and a reference to another unparser which should be registered for the child
node. The RegisterChild unparser can be registered with any upward node, e.g. the
MethodDeclaration in the example above.
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(parameter)
a.f()
(name)
MethodDeclaration
Ret.Type Block
Statement
PrimaryExpression
Statement
Declarator
Method- Throws
Figure 7.12: An fraction of an AST tree
SimpleNode.registerUnparser("MethodDeclaration",
new RegisterChild("Throws", this));
The implementation of an unparser is done in the method unparse(Node node, Print-
Writer). The parameter node refers to the current node, the PrintWriter can be used to
output strings directly. The implementation can use the node’s method DumpTreeDe-
fault to output an unchanged subtree. It is also possible to navigate explicitly through
the children, the implementation details can be found in the sample transformations.
7.3.1 Templates
As we have see in chapter 6 code transformation (or particularly generation) has to
be adapted for different middleware techniques and programming languages. Thus,
there is the desire of an easy adaption of source code transformations rules for dif-
ferent middleware techniques. A middleware expert knows how suitable application
code for several scenarios should look like. Ideally, the configuration data closely re-
sembles this code. This eases its modification or extension and reduces the effort of
implementing support for another middleware or another programming language.
We have already seen short code fragments dealing with the middleware in section 6.2.
The configuration files of the generator enable the generation of these fragments. We
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have chosen a template driven approach which has been implemented by F. SCHNEI-
DER in his diploma thesis [Sch98]. The template files contain placeholders. During
generation, the placeholders are replaced by proper values. A template is used to in-
stantiate, for example, method bodies with a canonical contents (i.e. factory methods,
get/set methods) or whole classes (Singleton Factories). The necessary information
for instantiating a template is present in the architecture graph, particularly in the node
attributes of the respective architecture entity.
A template can also have formal parameters. The parameters are used if a template is
applied within another template and the values are needed from the calling context.
An Example
We provided the different steps during the creation of a CORBA application in section
6.2.1. Now, we want to examine these steps again and provide templates that create
the code fragments already shown.
1 Specification:
The generation is ideally template-based to adapt to the different IDL vari-
ants, we have seen for example in section 6.2.1. In the current implementation,
CORBA-IDL and Java RMI interfaces are generated by means of a PROGRES
transaction, using the information in the architecture graph directly. It would be
a mere implementation issue to also make use of the template mechanism for the
generation of interfaces.
2 Instantiation and Registration:
In Fig. 6.4 (page 119) and Fig. 6.5 (page 119) we have seen two different variants
to register a remote object with CORBA’s portable object adapter. It is a global
(per project) generation option, to use a template variant in the initialization code
of a partition that initializes not only the RootPOA, but also a persistent POA.
Besides this global option, we want to be able to decide for each class whether
references to its instances are persistent or not. An annotation that is stored as
an attribute of the graph (and made persistent in form of a pseudo comment in
the source code) selects two different instantiation templates.
3 Managing References:
There are two different templates. (1) publishing an object reference using a
certain name, (2) retrieving an object reference from a name server
The binding operation to a nameservice could be used in many contexts (al-
though we only use it in conjunction with singletons). It is useful to define a
template for this operation, as shown in Fig. 7.13 for the CORBA name service:
The placeholder instanceVar should be replaced by the name of a variable that
holds a reference to a certain CORBA object, the placeholder name by the name
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which should be published to the naming service. The CORBA naming service
employs hierarchical names, defined via a list of NameComponents, instead of
“flat” strings. The template implements the simplest case: it creates a list of
name components with exactly one element. This is stored in a variable that
uses the name of the variable containing the object reference with an appended
_nc (for name component). This naming convention is used to enhance the read-
ability of the produced code and to reduce the risk that there is already a variable
declared with the same name.
NameComponent[] [[instanceVar]]_nc = new NameComponent[1];
[[instanceVar]]_nc[0] = new NameComponent();
[[instanceVar]]_nc[0].id = "[[name]]";
[[instanceVar]]_nc[0].kind = "";
nc.bind([[instanceVar]]_nc, [[instanceVar]]);
Figure 7.13: Example Template: binding a reference to a name (CORBA)
4 Remote Method Invocation:
The remote method invocation is almost transparent for the callee. The main dif-
ference is the possibility to raise an exception e.g. a CORBA.SystemException
or a java.rmi.RemoteException. We will discuss these issues in the section 6.3.
Summary The main advantage of the template approach is the easy adaption to
changes of the middleware. This ranges from minor differences between different
releases of the same middleware to complete changes of the middleware (as long as
the main abstraction of a remote method invocation remains).
7.3.2 Generation
Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.15 shows code fragments of the distribution tool which are part
of the RMI code generator. The fragments are responsible for generating remote in-
terfaces and classes, respectively. Both use a powerful utility offered by the runtime
machinery of DITO: Compose is a special analyzer that is able to invoke a sequence of
other analyzers which in turn might register transformations. The analyzers can sim-
ply be added to the composer. The first transformation during the creation of a remote
interface adds the throws statement (with the exception java.rmi.RemoteException) to
each method of the interface declaration, the second adds an additional superclass to
the extends list of the class.
The applyTransformation method serves two tasks. It applies the transformations and
writes the result to a list of partitions, in this case all partitions given in the NeededBy
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annotation.
protected void generateRemoteInterface(AnnotClassInfo cl,
Compose compose)
{
compose.addAnalyzer(new dito.trafos.AddMethodThrows(
cl.getName(),
"java.rmi.RemoteException"));
compose.addAnalyzer(new dito.trafos.AddExtends(
cl.getName(),
"java.rmi.Remote"));
applyTransformation(cl, compose, neededBy);
}
Figure 7.14: Generate a remote interface (Java RMI)
The generation of a remote class is quite similar compared to the generation
of a remote interface: The additional throw and extend statements are identi-
cal, with the exception that the implementation inherits form the generic skeleton
java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject. The application of the transformation copies
this class to all attached partitions.
All clients of this class use stubs which have to be generated by the RMI stubs com-
piler. The stub compiler is invoked automatically by the generator. It uses the im-
plementation file as its input, i.e. the file just created by applyTransformation. The
output of the stub compiler is written to the first partition (with respect to an internal
ordering), in which the remote class is needed. The created file must also be copied to
all other partitions in which the remote class is needed. The method CopyToPartitions
copies the given file to all partitions matching the neededBy criterion, omitting the
first it finds.
Both code generation examples demonstrate the ease to write new or tailor existing
code generators.
7.4 Internal Structure of the Distribution Tool
The global structure of the Distribution Tool (DITO) is depicted in Fig. 7.16. It consists
of a prototype 2 that is generated from a PROGRES specification 1 . The specification
contains graph productions, transactions and queries related to distribution. A part of
these is presented in chapter 5. The specification currently comprises about 44 pages.
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void generateRemoteClass(AnnotClassInfo cl, Compose compose)
{
compose.addAnalyzer(new AddExtends(
cl.getName(),
"java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject"));
compose.addAnalyzer(new AddMethodThrows(
cl.getName(),
"java.rmi.RemoteException"));
applyTransformation(cl, compose, attachedTo);
// generate stubs and copy these to all partitions in which
// they are needed
String srcPath = destPath + getFirstPartition(cl, attachedTo);
String genPath = destPath + getFirstPartition(cl, neededBy);
IOUtils.exec("rmic -v1.2 -keep -sourcepath " + srcPath +
" -d " + genPath + " " + cl.getName());
String baseName = cl.getFileName().
substring(0, cl.getFileName().lastIndexOf(".java"));
copyToPartitions(baseName + "_Stub.java" , cl, neededBy);
}
Figure 7.15: Generate a remote class
The prototype interacts with Java code which performs source code analysis, source
code transformation, and generation of a distributed application 5 . This interaction
is performed indirectly. The prototype evaluates an external datatype 3 which is
specified in C. One of the datatypes offers an interface that allows for the execution
of arbitrary programs. These are the Java programs that perform for example source
code analysis. The intermediate result of the source code analysis is a file of facts
(as we discussed in section 7.2). The generated prototype cannot interpret such a file,
but it is able to execute PROGRES transactions embedded in a TCL script 4 . The
translation of a file containing facts towards a suitable TCL script is straight-forward
and performed by means of a PERL script 6 .
Let us examine the Java part of the tool in more detail. The Java code for source code
manipulation is internally split into seven different packages, comprising about 18.000
lines of code.
dito.trafos Code for transforming language specific source code. Some of the trans-
formations are generic. They use the ability of the dito.template package to
generate code that can be configured via template files. This package also con-
tains code that handles templates. A file containing template descriptions can be
read in and subsequently instantiated with supplied placeholder values.
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Figure 7.16: Implementation – Interaction between different tool parts
dito.project administration of a DITO project, i.e. an application that should be dis-
tributed. The package contains a list of classes that store information about
classes and interfaces of a project.
dito.gui A small graphical user interface. It displays a package tree containing only
those classes that are visible in a selected partition. The user may select one or
all packages and trigger the code generation.
dito.gui.listener Classes implementing the java.awt.event.ActionListener interface or
related.
dito.util, dito.gui.util General utility functions and those specific to the graphical user
interface.
dito.jjtree This package is the main package handling source code transformations. It
contains a parser, generated by the JavaTree and JavaCC/indexJavaCC utilities.
In section 8.1, we will analyze the internal structure of DITO’s Java parts using DITO
itself.
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7.5 Other Approaches
In the following, we will outline approaches that relate to our ideas, particularly to the
source code transformation and the generation of a distributed application.
7.5.1 Generative Programming
K. CZARNECKI and U. EISENECKER introduced the notion Generative Programming.
The goals, as stated in [CE97] are enhanced re-usability and adaptability, handling of
task and customer specific variants and the efficient implementation of these variants.
These goals are not new, they are typical aims of software technology which are hard
to achieve in general. It also matches the goals we stated in section 1.2.
Generative Programming claims to support these needs by means of the following
principles:
  separation of concerns – variable parts are separate parameters of abstract com-
ponents
 
“optimal” configuration for a specific task (i.e. no unused functionality in the
finished/generated component, the authors use the term “zero overhead rule”) –
explicit modeling of dependencies, intelligent configuration manager perform-
ing constraint checking and configuration rule checking.
Up to now, a few implementations of these ideas exist. These are Open C++ [Chi96],
developed by S. CHIBA and JTS [BLS98] (see below). In his thesis, K. CZARNECKI
proposed (among other ideas) the use of templates for static meta programming in C++
[Cza98].
The split between two transformation phases in DITO achieves a similar goal. The
second phase adds distribution specific code only to those classes that are (potentially)
distributed in a specific distribution scenario. It also eases the handling of variants –
as long as it is the distribution structure that varies.
7.5.2 Transformation Systems
I. BAXTER defines a transformation system using the following, very general defini-
tion:
A transformation system is a partial function from specification   pro-
grams  specifications   programs, often represented as a rewrite rule.
page 29 in [Bax99]
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This definition subsumes source code analysis (deriving a specification), source code
to source code and architecture to architecture transformation and the generation of
source code from a specification. The DITO tool comprises all these flavors of a trans-
formation system with the exception of the latter. The rewrite rules triggering source
code transformations are implicitly given in the JavaTree code, the architecture trans-
formations are modeled explicitly.
A more restricted definition of a transformation system are program (source code)
to program transformations. Flavors of these systems comprise re-factoring and re-
engineering systems which have been investigated in the context of this project by
K. CREMER [Cre00].
Implementations of program generation mechanism are developed by D. BATORY et
al. at the University of Texas. The GenVoca system [Bat97] is a family of program
generators. A concrete application of the GenVoca system is the JTS tool (Jakarta Tool
Suite). It consists of two components: the first is the Jak language, an extensible su-
perset of Java that supports meta programming (i.e. features that allow Java programs
to write other Java programs). The second, called Bali, is a tool for composing gram-
mars. It is used to bootstrap Jak, i.e. to convert a composition of files describing the
Jak language variant (as syntactic transformations) into the Jak preprocessor.
The tree transformation language TXL [CCH95] has already been addressed in section
7.2.1.
7.5.3 Aspect Oriented Design, Aspect Oriented Programming
Aspect oriented programming is based on the ideas of G. KICZALES and his group
at Xerox Parc [KIL   97]. It proposes to describe a program using several documents,
either written in a component language (e.g. Java) or an aspect language. Each aspect
relates to a different concern, for example access control or persistency which are
usually mixed with the “normal” application code written in the component language.
The idea is similar to the basic principles of generative programming: a separation of
concerns. This goal is pursued by weaving aspects together to a single design/program.
This process achieves the “zero overhead” principle, because only the aspects that are
needed by a certain variant are weaved into the final program.
The specification of the distribution structure in DITO can be interpreted as a document
written in a certain aspect language, the generation phase as a domain specific aspect
weaver.
7.5.4 Composition Filters
At the University of Twente, the research group TRESE (Twente Research & Education
On Software Engineering, [AWB   93]) examines object models for large programming
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systems [Ber94].
sequence of input filters
core object, implementation
(classical object model)
sequence of output filters
variables
conditions
methods and interface
Figure 7.17: The Composition Filters Object Model
This group invented the “composition filters” object model. The main idea, is an ad-
ditional interface layer surrounding every object, named core object in term of the
composition filters model. This interface layer processes incoming messages (method
invocations) by a sequence of filters. If a filter matches the message, it can perform an
action, for example delegating the message to another object.
The action of a filter may depend on boolean conditions, defined in the core object.
The action of the filter varies with the evaluation of these conditions which in turn
depend on the state of an object. On the one hand, this enhances the flexibility, on the
other, it lacks type safety, because an object may accept or deny messages depending
on its state.
The composition filters achieve a separation of concerns, ideas also found in generative
and aspect oriented programming. Additional distribution related code like synchro-
nization or exception handling could be inserted into surrounding layers.
7.5.5 Summary
Generative and aspect oriented programming are mainly based on the (old) goal to
achieve a separation of concerns. For example, the functionality of an application
should not be influenced by the question, whether a program is distributed or not.
However, even a careful (object-oriented) design can not avoid a mixture of distribution
related and domain specific code.
The approaches we have shortly sketched aim to support this goal in a general appli-
cation domain. The work implemented in this thesis could be interpreted in the terms
of these approaches. An advantage of our implementation compared to the first imple-
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mentations of for example an aspect weaver is the use of the same implementation for
all three tasks: source code analysis, source code transformation and generation.
The combination with a graph rewrite system performing architecture transformations
has not been done in any of the other transformation approaches.
7.6 Summary
At the beginning of this chapter, we sketched the tasks that have to be implemented by
a tool in Fig. 7.1. Throughout the chapter, we have presented our implementation of
these tasks. Thus, we can replace the task descriptions with the chosen realizations, as
shown in Fig. 7.18.
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Figure 7.18: Implementation of the Tasks
The source code analysis is performed by a Java program whose implementation is
based on JavaCC. The result of the analysis is a graph representing the architecture.
The structure of the graph is modeled my means of the PROGRES languages. We
introduced necessary basic concepts of PROGRES in this chapter.
The architectural transformations are specified by means of graph rewrite rules within
PROGRES. A prototype which is generated from the specification, is able to execute
these transformations. The execution of such a transformation is triggered by the tool
user.
The rules changing the architecture are also responsible for calling appropriate source
code transformations. The implementation of the source code transformations does
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not operate on a text string, but on a parse tree. Therefore, the implementation is
tightly coupled with the parsing mechanisms which build up the tree. We employed
the JavaCC extension JavaTree to build source code analyze and transformation tools.
In the next chapter, we will demonstrate the tool DITO by applying it to two examples.
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Chapter 8
Sample Tool Sessions
In each of the following sections, we present two sample sessions of the tool developed
during this thesis. The sample sessions demonstrate the operation of the tool by means
of two example programs. The first is the running example from section 3.1, the second
the Java part of the distribution tool DITO, i.e. DITO analyzes itself. The tool is
available via the URL http://IST.UniBw-Muenchen.DE/Research/Tools/dito/.
Both sessions illustrate features of DITO, chiefly the transformation of architecture
and source code.
8.1 The Entry/Collection System
In this sample session, we illustrate the process of creating a distributed application
starting from an existing monolithic program. Again, we use our running example, the
entry/collection system.
This task requires to go through the steps we have discussed in chapter 7, namely (1)
the analysis of the application, (2) the attachment to partitions, (3) the execution of
transformations to meet distribution prerequisites, and (4) finally the generation of a
distributed application.
8.1.1 Analysis of the Architecture
The analysis of the architecture is started via the menu entry AnalyzeSource (in the
submenu (Un)Parse). This command invokes the Java part of the distribution tool.
The user has to load a suitable project file –as shown in Fig. 7.5 on page 141– with
information about the files within a project and trigger the analysis by means of the
menu button Analyze (cf. 8.10). The result of the analysis is a Tcl script that is evalu-
ated by the architecture part, the PROGRES prototype. Fig. 8.1 shows the result of the
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Figure 8.1: Analysis of the Structure – All Nodes and Relations
evaluation: the graph of a class diagram.
The class diagram is visually loaded with too much information, although not all node
types are shown: methods, parameters and attributes are hidden. It is more suitable
to provide the information about the signature of a class or interface in textual form,
for instance similar to IDL. An unparser is able to derive this information from the
(hidden) method, parameter and attributes nodes. The user can select a classifier and
request to view the signature, as shown in the screenshot for the class MainWindow1.
In order to reason about the architecture, it is necessary to filter the information further.
There are different ways to do this. The first possibility is to mask nodes according to
their type, as it has already been done for method, parameter and attribute nodes. If
a node is hidden, all of the outgoing or incoming edges are hidden as well. It is for
example possible to hide interfaces and classes resulting in the screenshot in Fig. 8.2.
The figure also displays the configuration dialog of the prototype: The tool user deter-
mines interactively whether nodes of a certain type should be shown or hidden. In the
figure, the types BasicType, Class and Interface are hidden since they do not have a
1 The interactive dialogs –in this case ViewSignature– of a PROGRES prototype usually request node
numbers as parameters. The prototype can be configured to automatically provide the number of the
node currently selected.
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Figure 8.2: Analysis of the Structure – Filtered
check mark in the configuration dialog.
node_class NAMESPACE is_a OBJECT
intrinsic
nodeIsVisible : integer := 1;
...
redef_derived
nodeVisibility =
[ self.nodeIsVisible = 2 :: 1
| self.nodeIsVisible = 0 :: 0
| self.=rev_path ( owns )=>.nodeVisibility = 0 :: 0
| 1 ]; (*0: not visible, 1: if owner visible, 2: always visible *)
end;
Figure 8.3: Specification of the visibility Attribute
In many cases, it is more interesting to select views that are not based on the type of
a node, but on its attribute values. As shown in Fig. 8.3, our specification of the node
Namespace has an intrinsic attribute nodeIsVisible and a derived attribute nodeVisi-
bility which controls whether a node is shown or not: it is only shown, if the derived
attribute has the value 1. The specification of the nodeVisibility attribute is used to hide
whole packages (Package and Classifier inherit the definition of the derived attributes
from Namespace): The nodeVisibility attribute evaluates to 1 (“visible”), if the node
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is visible (due to the value of its own nodeIsVisible attribute) and its owning package
is visible (using the nodeVisibility attribute recursively). If the value of the attribute
nodeIsVisible is 2 the node is “immune” against being hidden by its ancestor.
transaction makeNeighborsVisible(obj : MODELELEMENT) =
for_all
neighbor : MODELELEMENT :=
def_elem (obj.=rel_path(RELATIONSHIP)=>.instance_of MODELELEMENT)
do
neighbor.visible := 2
end
end;
Figure 8.4: Display Neighbors of a given node
In general, it is advantageous to use a derived attribute for the specification of a node’s
visibility, since it enables the consideration of more than one (intrinsic) attribute and
even those that belong to another node.
In case of the example, it is useful to hide the Java system library, i.e. the packages
java and javax, by setting their nodeIsVisible attribute to 0. If we are interested in a
Figure 8.5: Architecture without Java Packages
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particular class inside the Java system library, we can set its visibility attribute to 2.
This is automatically supported via the transaction makeNeighborsVisible shown in
Fig. 8.4. It takes a node as parameter and sets the visibility attribute of all connected
nodes to 2.
The result of these filter mechanisms is shown in Fig. 8.5.
8.1.2 Preparing the Application
In the next step, we prepare the application for distribution. As already discussed in
section 4.1, instantiation is always a local operation. Thus, the creates relation may
only occur between co-located classes. In case of the class collection, the created class
actually is a singleton. We first apply the operation makeSingleton, it adds a method
getInstance() and changes all instantiations (here originating from class MainWindow)
into invocations of the getInstance() method. Afterwards the transition to a distri-
bution aware singleton (as discussed in section 5.33) is performed via the operation
makeDist.Singleton. The result of these two invocations is shown in Fig. 8.6.
Figure 8.6: After Transformation to Singleton Factory
Let us now start to attach packages to partitions, the “client” to package gui, the
“server” to package database, as shown in Fig. 8.7. After the attachment, the PRO-
GRES prototype automatically performs an analysis that checks the violation of distri-
bution prerequisites. In this case, it marks the class MainWindow with a notice “remote
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creation”, because we have not yet changed the instantiation of class Entry. It also
marks the classes Collection and Entry, because these are accessed directly instead of
using an interface. The marking of nodes is caused by a different icon. The derived
attribute icon controls which icon should be chosen. It is in turn based on the definition
of other attributes. One of these is the attributes remote, already shown in Fig. 5.13 on
page 81.
Figure 8.7: Creating Additional Interfaces
The necessary transformations eliminating these warnings are (1) the creation of ex-
plicit interfaces for the two database classes, (2) the insertion of a factory method into
the collection. The former is invoked via the transformation makeInterface, taking a
reference to the class node as a parameter. The respective PROGRES transaction cre-
ates a new interface description, containing all public methods of the original class.
We use the naming convention to transfer the unchanged class name to the interface
and postfix the original class name by a trailing _impl. All references to the class –
except instantiation– are redirected to the interface. Please keep in mind that all these
transformations are performed on the source code as well. The second transformation
inserts a factory method, i.e. a method that instantiates an object of a specific type and
returns it to the caller. The method body (source code) is generated by a Java program
using the template mechanism presented in section 7.3.1.
The PROGRES rule to insert a factory method has already been shown in Fig. 5.29 (on
page 96). The first parameter (class) is the Entry, the second (factory) the Collection.
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The production matches the two nodes that represent the two classes and replaces the
creates by a calls relationship.
Fig. 8.8 shows the result of these two transformations. There are new interfaces for the
classes Entry and Collection.
Figure 8.8: Redirection of Invocations From Concrete Implementations To Interfaces
All transformations shown so far are triggered by the architecture part of the distri-
bution tool. It is also possible to invoke the transformations directly from the source
code part, as shown in Fig. 8.9. The information required by a transformation can be
supplied either interactively –as shown in the figure– or via the command line.
8.1.3 Generation of the Application
After preparation, the distributed application can be generated. The user can choose
the transaction generateApplication from the PROGRES prototype. This transaction
invokes the Java based generator via an external datatype (see section 7.4). Fig. 8.10
shows the graphical user interface of the generator. It features a tree view which shows
the complete package hierarchy and hierarchies that contain only the classes and inter-
faces associated to certain partitions.
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Figure 8.9: GUI of DITO’s Java part: Select a Source Code Transformation
If a class or interface is selected, the informations of the project file (as given in
Fig. 7.5) are displayed.
Figure 8.10: GUI of DITO’s Java part: Generate the application
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The option menu can be used to select a generator, currently Java RMI or CORBA are
available. The generation dialog shown in Fig. 8.10 (initiated via the menu item Action)
only requests a target directory, all other informations are taken from the project file.
The result of the generation complies to section 6.4.
8.2 Distribution Tool
8.2.1 Analysis of the Architecture
As already outlined in section 7.4, the Java part of the distribution tool DITO consists
of seven different packages. Fig. 8.11 depicts a view that shows the package struc-
ture, including interfaces and classes. Only the ownership and inheritance relation
are shown, all others (e.g. instantiation and invocation relationships) are hidden. Due
to the amount of classes, we also hide the whole package hierarchy of Java’s system
library.
Figure 8.11: Package Structure (includes interfaces and classes)
The view in Fig. 8.11 is created by means of the spring-embedder layout algorithm
and manual adaptations. Although they number of classes and their interconnections
is very high, it is possible to recognize some properties of DITO: it is possible to iden-
tify the five main packages dito.gui, dito.jjtree, dito.util, dito.trafos and dito.template and
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their composition within the top level package dito. It is further possible to recognize
that the package dito.gui owns a collection of utility classes and listeners in the pack-
ages dito.gui.util and dito.gui.listener, respectively. The “size” of each package, i.e. the
amount of contained classes and interfaces, can be roughly deduced from the figure.
It also noticeable that the interfaces Unparser and Analyze are implemented by a large
number of classes, most of them are owned by the package dito.trafos.
Figure 8.12: Package Structure (includes interfaces, hides classes)
Fig. 8.12 shows the same hierarchy with a different selection of nodes and edges. The
Java package hierarchy (the packages java and javax) is shown again, but this time all
classes are hidden. The initial layout stems from the Sugiyama [STT81] algorithm
(again with some manual adaptations). The package structure is now much more ob-
vious.
In Fig. 7.11 (page 145), we depicted the classes that implement transformations. We
want to examine these classes now by means of the distribution tool. Therefore all
DITO packages, except dito.trafo are hidden. The interfaces Analyze and Unparser
which belong to the package dito.jjtree are explicitly made visible by setting their
nodeIsVisible attribute to 2 (as explained in the preceding section 8.1). The result
is shown in Fig. 8.13 (using a manual layout). Beside the inheritance relationship, the
figure reveals that some of the transformations invoke a method of the class Template-
File. This class is responsible for the instantiation of templates.
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Figure 8.13: Inheritance Hierarchy
8.2.2 Summary
The distribution tool DITO provides a suitable means to analyze the architecture of
object-oriented programs and to plan their distribution. The conformance to middle-
ware restrictions is achieved in an interactive process in which suitable transforma-
tions are executed. The necessity of a transformation is visualized by icons denoting
for instance an “illegal” instantiation of a remote class. Finally, a complete distributed
application on top of Java RMI or CORBA can be generated.
The analysis of its own Java parts also revealed some of DITO’s limitations: The
display of larger graphs is quite slow and the layout, produced by an automatic layout
algorithms, requires an unnecessary large area. Some of these problems might be tack-
led by a new PROGRES prototype framework that is written completely in Java. Once
it is available, a new prototype could be generated from the PROGRES specification.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
We have presented a methodology –called DIVISION– and a tool –called DITO– that
ease the process of creating a distributed application. Let us recapitulate the structure
of this tool, as depicted in Fig. 9.1 (already shown as Fig. 7.18).
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Figure 9.1: Implementation of the Tasks
We start with an analysis of the source code of an existing program 1 . This analysis
is performed by a (partly) generated Java parser. The result of this analysis is a graph
representing the architecture of the program in form of a class diagram.
The user specifies the distribution structure by assigning classes and packages to parti-
tions. This operation occurs on the architecture graph and is achieved by specific graph
transformations 2 . A partition is a self-contained part of an application that can be
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executed by a process of the operating system, as defined in section 2.1.
Queries operating on the architecture graph can check whether the selected distribution
structure is compatible with certain distribution prerequisites (as shown in section 2.4).
In order to fulfill the prerequisites, the user can either change the specification of the
distribution structure or transform the architecture of the program 2 .
The queries and the transformations are specified by means of the PROGRES language.
This language enables a visual specification of the graph tests and rewriting rules.
The PROGRES language constructs have a precise semantics and can be executed. We
use it as a high level programming language from which we can compile (generate) a
prototype. This prototype has a graphical user interface depicting the graph structure.
The execution of graph tests and transformations can be triggered interactively by a
user of the tool.
The PROGRES rules that change the architecture graph are also responsible for calling
appropriate source code transformations 3 . The implementation of the source code
transformations does not operate on a text string, but on a parse tree. Therefore, the
implementation is tightly coupled with the parsing mechanisms we use to build up the
architecture graph.
At this point the user of DITO has specified the desired distribution structure and –if
necessary– performed architecture transformations. The tool can be advised to gener-
ate a distributed application 4 . The underlying code generator employs a sequence of
transformations to enrich the original code with middleware specific code. The gen-
erated application is not used as a basis for further deployment, in order to be able of
modifying the distribution structure or exchanging the middleware.
9.1 Properties of the DIVISION Approach
We have summarized the steps of our approach in the last section. In this section, we
want to examine the properties of the approach. The section is split into two parts.
The first is a check whether the DIVISION approach meets the requirements stated in
section 1.2. The second are further properties which have not been explicitly required.
Do we meet the requirements?
The primary goal stemming from the project context is the ability to deal with already
existing applications. This distinguishes the DIVISION approach from many others
that allow for the specification of distributed programs. The support of this requirement
is facilitated by the reverse engineering and transformation capabilities of DITO.
Let us now step through the additional requirements stated in section 1.2.
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1. A simple specification of the distribution structure
2. Automatic discovery of a violation of distribution prerequisites; support for in-
teractive transformations in order to satisfy these prerequisites.
3. Easy adaptation to different distribution scenarios
4. Independence of a specific middleware
The first requirement is met because the developer can visually assign packages and
classes to partitions. The (UML) class diagram representing the static structure of
an application is a suitable abstraction for the planning of the distribution: all of the
distribution prerequisites stemming from the middleware relate to class and interface
relations, not to the question whether an object actually is remote at runtime. The re-
quirement of simplicity is met, since the developer does not have to specify an attach-
ment relationship for each class or interface explicitly. Whole packages can be attached
with a single attach relationship and automatic computations add classes/interfaces to
the partitions in which they are required (for instance a superclass is automatically at-
tached to a union of all the partitions its subclasses are attached to). This simplicity
also facilitates the third requirement.
Distribution prerequisites, as demanded in the second requirement, are very important
because they entail necessary transformations. Our approach provides an automatic
check of their violation or satisfaction by means of queries operating on the archi-
tecture graph. The queries can be specified on a very high level using the PROGRES
language. This is a major advantage, compared to an analysis that would operate di-
rectly on the source code, instead of employing an intermediate representation like
the architecture graph. A set of predefined transformations modifies both, architecture
graph and source code. The developer can interactively select architecture elements
(e.g. classes or packages) and invoke a transformation that uses the selected elements
as its input parameters. Most of the transformations preserve the semantics of the
program, except in those cases where distribution inherently requires a changed se-
mantics. As a result of the execution of some transformations, the program achieves
compliance with a specific design pattern (see below).
In order to support the last two requirements the DIVISION approach and the tool
DITO distinguish two phases. In the first, the preparation phase, prerequisites of
distribution are resolved by transformations (see above). The application created in
this phase is aware of distribution, but it is not a distributed application. The transition
towards a complete distributed application program is delayed to a second phase, in
which the distributed program is generated, i.e. middleware specific code is inserted.
The code generated in this phase is not used as a basis for further deployment. Thus,
the code generation can be repeated after a different middleware has been selected or
after the distribution structure has been changed. The need for simplicity of the latter
is stated in the second requirement.
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Further Properties
Our approach complies with the requirements stated in section 1.2. It is interesting to
examine further properties that have not been explicitly required.
During the study of distribution related transformations, we developed variants of ex-
isting patterns that are particularly useful in our scenario: they had to achieve the
property of isolating the effects of distribution in a single place. Upon distribution,
this code could then easily be replaced by middleware specific code. The singleton
factory is an example of such a variant of a design pattern we developed.
The use of a high level specification/programming language for queries and transfor-
mations has the advantage that it is rather easy to deploy the rule set for a specific
project context or a slightly different application domain. If a developer enhances for
example the graph tests to support call-by-value, a new prototype supporting these
features could be quickly generated.
The patterns in chapter 5 have the property that their proposed solution (micro ar-
chitecture) can be combined with the description of a violating structure/architecture.
BROWN et. al call the latter an anti-pattern [BMIM98]. It seems that a pair of anti-
pattern and pattern is ideally described by the left-hand side and right-hand side of a
graph rewrite rule.
9.2 Future Work
The current rules to identify a remote invocation could be extended. An example of
such an extension is the consideration of call-by-value. Because these rules (in section
5.3) evaluate the potential propagation of object references into other partitions, they
are affected by call-by-value. In such a case, not the reference to the object itself, but
references to the objects that are part of the copied state would be propagated.
Another example of a potential extension of graph tests and rewrite rules is load bal-
ancing. It is conceptually interesting to combine load balancing with singleton objects
and factories. If a whole partition should be replicated, it is not clear if each instance
of this partition contains its “own” singleton object (whose consistency with singleton
objects in other partition instances could be ensured via expensive protocols). The
same question arises if a new object is created by a factory inside such a partition.
A further example of an extension is the support of a component-oriented architecture
style. Such a style might impose restrictions (similar to distribution prerequisites),
for example the demand of an indirection of invocations via dedicated port objects.
These restrictions could be specified by new graph queries. The specification would
facilitate a precise criterion whether an application is “component-oriented” or not.
The transformation towards applications conforming to a component-oriented style is
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possible using new rewrite rules. It might also be necessary to extend the graph schema
(Fig. 5.1), e.g. with a specific subtype of classes denoting ports.
As already stated, a change of graph tests and graph rewrite rules is always possible.
A new prototype reflecting the new rules could be automatically generated. Of course,
it might be necessary to adapt source code transformation rules as well. Fortunately,
this is quite easy as shown in chapter 7.
The ability of graph rewrite rules and graph tests would make it attractive to integrate
these into commercial case tools. An essential requirement of using PROGRES in this
context would be a conversion between the internal data structure of the case tool
and that of the PROGRES graph (and vice versa). Such conversion utilities are only
possible, if the case tool offers an open interface that allows for the manipulation of its
internal data structure.
It is an interesting question whether the patterns found in chapter 5 are a special variant
of design patterns (e.g. “transformational” patterns). In this case, the chosen descrip-
tion, differing from the one found in the literature, would probably not be suitable for
all patterns. Future work should investigate this question.
Another problem related to patterns is to find the right level of abstraction offered by
the underlying graph. The graph schema we have implemented allows for the descrip-
tion of the static architecture, i.e. a class diagram. Eventually, additional abstractions,
e.g. as given in message sequence charts are needed to enable the description of a
broader range of patterns.
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protocol, 35
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service, 12
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singleton factory, 100
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software, 110
speed, 9
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throw, 127, 149
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unmarshalling, 14
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Usage, 59
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version, 37
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